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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Protect Title. The Evaluation and Identification of Policy Issues in theCuban community.

Contract Number. ENS100.411-4045

&unser. Cuban National Planning Council, Inc.

Contractor's name and address. Cuban National Planning Council: 300 SW12th Avenue, Miami, P1. 33130

Statement of the Problem

The federal government lacks information on the health, education and
welfare needs of the Cuban community. Specifi, data on Cubans is needed
for federal agencies to set policies regarding the provision of services to
Cubans. Health, education and welfare-related needs among Cubans have
steadily increased since the 197C's. To date, research

conducto4, on
Rispanice has net focused on the specific needs of Cubans. Also, Cuban
organizations lack the resources to conduct policy- relevant research which
can produce an impact on agencies at all levels of government. Therefore,
the need exists to assist an organization which has the research capability
to address the above mentioned need, and is knowledgeable of the Cuban
community in the United States. The problems encountered by Cubans vary
according to place of residence, and to the demographic and sociowtconcmic
characteristics of particular Cuban subpopulations. Thus, in order to
obtain specific policy

recommendations, several cities with high Cuban
density are to be studied.' Likewise, research is focused an specific high
risk groups such as the elderly, single parents, and school age children
and young adults.
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Objectives

The project identifies the main health, education, and welfare-related

needs of Cubans as defined by Cuban community service organization directors

and Cuban beneficiary populations in selected urban centers. Such needs

are associated with different factors such as socio- economic characteristics

of the population studied, awareness of specific services, barriers to service

utilization, health factors particular to the Cuban population, etc.

Research findings are related to recommendations helping the government

develop policies or modify existing policies, toward the end of improving

the delivery of services to Cubans. The project presents its research

findings in a final report. Also, a separate report is prepared on interviews

conducted with Cuban community organization directors in the target cities.

Before the final report is completed, the project makes an oral presentation

of its findings to community members in the five cities where research is

conducted.

Methodology

In addition to conducting interviews with directors of Cuban community

organizations in the five research cities, and conducting a review of the

literature on Cubans, the project surveys the needs of Cubans in the 4iti,11

of Miami, Union City-West Mew York, Mew York City, Chicago and Los Angeles.

The research design includes the drawing of a random sample of Cubans in

Miami' and Union City-west New York2, and of a smaller purposive sample in

1Throughout the report the cities of Onion City-west New York will be

mentioned as such or only as Onion City.

2Throughout the report Dads County, Florida will be referred to as

either Dada County or Miami. Although the Dade County area is commonly

known as Miami, the County includes cities and unincorporated areas in

addition to the city of Miami.



the three remaining cities. Data is collected by an average of twenty

interviewers in each city. A questionnaire constructed by the project is

administered to 1568 households in the five cities. Data from completed

questionnaires is key punched and analyzed through the use of the Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences (SMSS). Frequency counts as well as cross

tabulations are analyzed from printouts and used for preparing both the

text and tables of the final report.

Summary of Findings and Recommendations:

Miami and anion City

This study provides both the government and the public at large a variety

of research information on the Cuban community. It gathers for the first

data specific to health, education and welfare 1A4U4S, and analyzes it in

the socio-demographic context of a pluralistic and changing community.

Cubans, as the data shows, no longer respond to the cliche of a golden

exile. As a group, they have made a fast adjustment to American society.

Yet, even as many Cubans achieved success in their new life in this country,

others experienced social difficulties and problems characteristic of

immigrants. Such problems, increasingly noticeable since the mid '70s,

have became salient after the Martell experience.

time

Language

As Cubans become a part of American society, they maintain some

essential elements of their culture. Thus, most Cubans speak Spanish at

home. Consequently, language plays a central role in the selection of

health and social services. in the problems encountered in using these

services, and in the satisfaction users have with the services received.

This is particularly true for Cubans in the older age brackets.
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Language also affects the socio-economic status of Cubans. Greater

knowledge of English is related to less unemployment and is more prevalent

among Cubans who are Q.S. citizens.

Findings frogs both this and other studies give strong indications

that Cubans are interested in learning English and seek opportunities to

do so. For Cubans surveyed by this project, speaking both English and

Spanish at home and elsewhere is positively related.= their learning

English and to their general educational. advancement. The ability to

speak both languages is common among Cuban r.ollege-level students.

la light of the above findings, this study recommends an increase in

the availability of bilingual service personnel and/or translations in

pub....ic service facilities. The Latter include not only public hospitals

and health centers but also government offices visited by Cuban recipients

of services and programs such as SSI, Food Stamps, etc.

Increased delivery of public services in Spanish will reduce the

language barier and improve service accessibility for those Cubans who use

or would like to use these public services. Since respondents complained

of the high cost of private facilities, a greater use of less expensive

public serivcss would ameliorator ahis problem. Thus delivery of public

services in Spanish affects accessibility to public services both from a

language and cost perepective.

EduCation

Adjustments acing Cubans in the Gaited States go beyond the language

issue. ?or example, education received in Cuba has little positive impact

on income, employment, occupation, and U.S. legal status. On the other

hand, for those educated in the Malted States, education has 4 positive im-

pact on the above mentioned variables.

10



Although efforts to retrain professional teachers educated in Cuba

have been made since the 1960's, they have not resulted in a proportional

representation of Cuban teachers in Dade County's educational institutions.

Cuban teachers, administrators and other support personnel remain largely

underrepresented in Dad. schools and few are found in schools with a pre-

dominantly Cuban-origin student body. A simi/ar finding applies to Dade

County higher learning institutions. This issue of retraining may be

equally applicable to other selected professions as indicated by independent

research.

Consequently this study has found that greater efforts are necessary

to use the skills of professionals and semi-professionals trained in Cuba

through the development of new programs which include stronger English

proficiency and test-taking skills component. In addition, a comprehensive

assessment of affirmative action in hiring procedures is needed at various

levels of the educational system.

Last year's increase in the drop-out rats in the Dade County Public

School System for Nispanics (80 percent of whom are Cuban) was the highest

of any race or ethnic group (28 percent). Zt is urgent, then, to determine

at the earliest possible time the reasons for the Increase in the drop-out

rate of Cuban students, especially since these might be associated with

schoolrelated factors such as class placement, special learning difficulties,

student- teacher relationships, academic programs, testing, etc.

Our data shows too that very few Cubans enrolled in Dads educational

institutions are receiving financial aid. Comparisons with Cubans in

Union City-West NOW York suggest Dade Cubans are underutilizing financial

aid programs. It is interesting to note that those receiving financial aid

have lived the longest in the Onited States and are either refugees or

11



citizens (as opposed to C.S. residents).3

As an educational option, bilingual education was favored by the

directors of Cuban community organizations interviewed by the project. Our

data indicates that bilingual education programs are being underutilized

by Cubans in Onion City -West New-Yark. In the three purposive sample cities

surveyed (New York, Chicago and Los Angeles) the study round that there

are comparatively more Cuban students enrolled in bilingual education

programs in Chicago than there are in New York City. Moreover, low and

moderate - income Cuban students in New York and Chicago attend private

schools in a much higher proportion than Cubans in Los Angeles or any

other surveyed city.

In Lade County, there is a need for public child care in the areas of

Little Havana and Hialeah. Survey data as well as other independent studies

indicate that the lack of child care services is preventing CUban mothers

in lower income brackets from obtaining employment or other training services.

Appropriate government agencies should foster and support the development

of low-cost child-care facilities in the above mentioned areas. These new

facilities should be open days and evenings, should be staffed with bilingual

personnel and should offer services which are culturally sensitive to Cubans.

Social Services

Nearly half of the respondents who used Toad Stamps and Supplemental

Security Income (SST) in Union City idenoified problems with these services.

The most satisfied respondents were recipients of SSA and Medicare (those

who have participated in the labor force).

3Tor a full list of the different categories of citizenship status see ?act-
uate 3 on peg. 72.
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In bath cities a greater variety of eervice prublems are more rate

among Cuban elderly who have not participated in the U.S. labor farce. A

user study should be encouraged to explain usage rates of government service

by low-income Cuban elderly and to determine to what extent socio-economic

4haracteristics affect satisfaction with service reception.

The most cited problem experienced by elderly respondents using welfare

services in Miami was transportation, while in Onion City, language problems

were more prevalent. In Dade County, low and moderate-income Cubans,

particularly those aver 60 years old, should be provided with a transportation

service that facilitates their usage of social welfare centers. This could

be achieved through a well advertised "senior bus" ....wrvics covering routes

between key facilites and Cuban neighborhoods.

Health

In addition to the language
considerations already cited, the preference

for and usage of health centers by Cubans is related to the cost and location

of each centers. Private clinics in Miami are largely _used and preferred by

low and moderate income Cubans, many of whom are in older ego brackets.

Even private clinics' low pre-paid fees seem to pose an economic hardship for

older Cubans who use them. Thus, alternative ways to provide wider health

coverage for Cuban seniors and low-income persons such as developing law-cost

private neighborhood health facilities, or increasing the number of public

service facilities in low-income neighborhoods need to be considered.

Very few Cubans in Miami and Union City rely on nursing homes for the

care of their elderly. The vast majority of Cubans surveyed do not use

"sinter's." as a primary service of health care. Yet one out of every four

respondents indicated they would use santerce" if they needed them.
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Usage of public immunization programs by sampled individuals varies in

Union City and Miami, but this service is not reaching a significant number

of low-income Cubans, particularly in Union City. Additional information

about immumitation services should be targeted at low-income Cuban

neighborhoods through the network systems identified as most effective in

each city studied.

Independent research data has uncovered a high incidence of hypertension

among Cuban male adolescents enrolled in Dade County public schools.

Another study shows that Cubans suffer from nonalcoholic cirrhosis of the

Liver at mach higher rues than other groups. The above mentioned findings

suggest that specific screening of Cubans for these health problems should

be made by health practioners servicing the former in 4.rder to facilitate

an early diagnosis and treatment. Hypertension research on Cuban students

should extend beyond the school system itself and look for possible causes

that might be noneducationally related. Finally, further research aimed

at identifying the causes of these ailments should he supported, particularly

those research projects already underway.

Summary of findings and Recommendations:
New York City, Chicago and Las Angeles

As in Aisrai and Union City, respondents the three purposive sample

cities, especially in Chicago, reported having language-related problems

while using health services. Respondents in Los Angeles reported problems

with transportation.

Low and moderate-income respondents of all ages in Los Angeles and Chicago,

especially those over 63 years of age, mentioned the high cost of private health

services as a problem. These same respondents have low utilization rate

of public health facilities, but indicate that they would use these services

14
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if they were available to them. Lac:eased accessibility use of existing

public health facilities by sampled Cubans of all age groups would ameliorate

this serious problem and is therefor. recommended by this study.

As with their counterparts in Miami and Union City, Cubans raiding in

the three purposive sample cities do not rely on esanteros" as a primary

source of health care. Very few Cubans in Chicago, Los Angeles and New

York are nursing home residents.

Utilization rates for Social Security insurance by Cuban bensficiariat

in the three cities are low as compared with rates for Cuban Medicare

users. Overall use of SS: and Medicaid benefits by the over 60 years age

group are higher than SSA and Medicare benefits, indicating the amistance of

a large group of Cuban elderly who have not participated in the U.S. labor

force. This use group has a greater variety of complaints on service

reception.

Service related problems reported by Cubans in Sew York, Chicago and

Los Angeles should be resolved through a functional multi-service approach.

Multi-service units need to be established in areas where low- income Cubans

reside. Those units would offer on-site or telephone service information.

orientation and referral in Spanish. Also, it is particularly Important

that these units be equipped with vans (especially in Lao Angeles) that

can be used for transporting seniors and others needing to use public

facilities. The staff of multi-service units or centers should also act

as translators on an ea-needed basis. This approach .a likely to be most

cost-effective for servicing Cuban low-income groups who are dispersed in

large cities.
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General. Recommendations

We strongly recommend that federally funded agencies be assisted with

and mandated to identify and collect data on Cuban service and program users.

Xxisting computerised records would then include Cuban service users in

most government agencies and programs. This would facilitate problem

identification as well as provide necessary data for program service delivery

tad policy planning.

Research data indicates that closer coordination among public and

private institutions and the Spanish media is Likely to help C4btas to

become better informed abort a variety of public services, e.g., public

immunizatinn, SST, rood Stamps, unemployment benefits and financial

assistance for education. Thus, selective public health information should

be distributed to Cubans through the private clinics in Miami and through

private practitioners who are used by Cubans in the surveyed areas.

Secondly, more printed matter in Spanish sFould be distributed by local

government income maintenance program office' in areas where low-income

Cubans are concentrated. Information distributed should cover different

types of assistance programs which are often used simultaneously cm are

needed by low and moderate-income persons and the elderly.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Nearly seven percent of the Spanish- origin population of the United

States is of Cuban origin. This means Cubans constitute the third largest

single national-origin group (after Mexicans and Puerta Ricans) among the

nation's twelve million Sispanics. The U.S. Bureau of the Census estimates

that in March 1979 a total of 794,000 persons considered themselves to be

of Cuban origin or descent.' Not only are Cubans a sizable U.S. ethnic

group, but a relatively recent one whose growth daring the past twenty

years has been spectacular. In 1960, not more than 50,000 Cubans lived

in this country, whichmeans that in two decades their numbers have

increased almost 1,500 percent.2

The missive migration from Cuba during the 1960's and 1970's has

been a result of the rapid and pervasive social, political and economic

changes taking place daring those years in their country of origin.

Consequently, Cubans in the U.S. combine two characteristics they do not

share with many other U.S. ethnic groups of the 1960's: 1) their migration

has presumably been motivated by a somewhat different set of factors

than that of most past and present C.S. immigrant groups; and 2) most of

the present Cuban-origin population of the United States is foreign born,

with all the problems that first-generation ethnics have traditionally faced

In adjusting to U.S. society.

IU.S. Bureau of Census, Current PopulAticu ReportA, Series P-20, No. 354:
Persons of Spanish Origin in the United States, March 1979 (Washington, 0.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980), p. 1.

2Lisandro Perez, *Cubans* in hedenclollarvariaofAmericanEthnic
CaVoups, edited by Stephan Thornstrom (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of
Sarvard University Press, 1960), p. 256.
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As this report was being finalized, both the visibility and volume

of Cuban migration to the United States increased dramatically. As a

result of a series of widely-lublicizord events that took place in the

Spring of 1980, more than 125,000 Cuban* migrated to the United States

between April and September of that year. Undoubtedl this now influx

has had a lasting and profound impact on the demographic, social and

economic characteristics of the Cuban population of the United States.

However, since this study was performed before April, its findings do not

include these recent immigrants.

Statement of the Problem

Over the last two decades, government and social scientists have

become particularly aware of the special social needs of minority groups.

As Hispanics were recognized as a disadvantaged minority group, researchers

began to compile, refine, and expand information on each large Hispanic

group in the United States.

with the passage of time, the first categories of data researched

(income, employment, housing, etc.) have been expanded to include areas

such as health, social welfare, criminal lusting, and others. In

particular, several of these research concerns became reality through the

Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation and its

Division of Spanish Surnamed Americans, first at the Department of Health,

Education and welfare (D.H.E.W.) and now at the new Department of Health

And Human Services (D.S.R.S.). The new data being gathered are now

recognised as essential to the planning, targeting, and evaluation of

programs and services supported by the new departments of Health and

Boman Services and of Education.



Another recent trend associated with research in health, education

and welfare is the involvement in research of Hispanic organizations and

researchers. As the role of Hispanic researchers, social scientists and

professionals in the fields of health, education and welfare expands,

government-sponsored research can benefit from individuals whose familiarity

with the specific cultural, ethnic, and social issues within a particular

community provides an increased depth to their research skills. In the

same vein, it is important to support the research capability of Hispanic

organizations whose Linkages, accessibility, and first-hand knowledge of

their ccum,-,ties can be extr-mly valuable in identifying problem areas

and using many available resources in their research efforts.

In designing this project, the Cuban National Planning Council

recognized the importance of obtaining data on the health, education and

welfare status of Cubans in the United States and, moreover, to begin

providing input to the government on the needs and the issues involved in

service and program utilization by Cubans. Specific data on Cubans is

needed to permit federal agencies to set policies regarding this provision

of services to Cubans. Health, education and welfare-related needs

among =bans have steadily increased since the 1970's. To date, research

conducted on Hispanics has not focused on the specific needs of Cubans.

Objectives of the Study

The project's main objective is to provide the government with data

and recommendations which will assist it 1,-. developing programs and

formulating policies related to the health, education and welfare of

Cubans in the United States.
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In achieving this objective, the project examines:

1) Dom related needs and Characteristics of persons
of Cuban origin,

2) The Impact of DREW programs and services upon recipientsof Cuban origin,

3) Barriers among the CUban populstion to usage of DREW
programs,

4) Reasons for use and =muse of DREW programs, and

5) Recommendations on policy decisions which would
facilitate efficient use of D3tW programs by the
target population.
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Prior to designing and implementing the study survey, this project

conducted two activities geared toward fulfilling its objectives.

concurrent activities consisted of interviewing directors of Cuban

community organisations from the five study cities, and reviewing the

existing Literature on Cubans related to health, education and welfare

issues.

Interviews with Cuban community organization directors provided

the study with an early identification if issues and themes used Later in

developing survey quastionnaire items. Secondly, the directors helped

thr project by pointing-out their concerns, reviewing_the status of the

Cuban community in veriels cities, and discussing the service gaps

affecting Cubans.

The review of the

to be equally valuable

identified independent

These

literatire conducted by the project staff proved

to the project. auring this process the project

health research which raises very relevant

questions concerning the incidence of hypertension among Cuban adolescents,

and of Liver disease among tha Cuban population as a whole. Additional

independent data provided the study with a useful set of statistics on

educational and social services utilisation by Cubans. These primary

actigrities represented important steps in gathering information specific

to the health, education and welfare of Cubans in the United States.

The findings from these sources presented in this report enrich and

broaden the scope of the findings made from the survey data.
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Survey Design

The project conducted a survey in five U.S. cities where 80 percent

of Cubans in the United States reside. During the months of December 1979

and January 1980, a total of 1568 households were surveyed as follow':

Union City-West New York-598, Miami-669, New York City-98, Chicago-100,

and Los Angeles-103.

Probability samples were taken in Miami and Union City, the two

cities where seven out of ten Cubans in the United States reside. The

relatively low density and geographic dispersion of the Cuban population

in Los Angeles, Chicago, and New York City dictated that purposive samples

be drawn in those three cities. The same questionnaire was administered

in all five cities.

The Probability Samples

Six hundred sixty-nine (669) households were randomly selected in

Miami, Florida and five hundred ninety eight (598) in Union City, New

Jersey, through the use of a multi-stage stratified sampling procedure

described below.

Census tracts in Miami and Union City were stratified based first

on Hispanic density and second on socto-econosic indicators. Census

tract information was obtained fray data from, the U.S., Bureau of the

Census (1970 Census: 5th count). This 1970 population and income

information was updated for Dade County through comparison with election

data and additional planning data provided by the Metropolitan Dads County

Planning Department. There are no updates on population or income data

for Union City.

The low income census tracts stratified by density were weighed to

assure adequate repesentsulon of low (less than 57,999) and middle-income

22
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households (S8,000- 515,000) in the final census tract selection. The

tract's new adjusted populations were cumulatively added and recorded.

The weighted population total was then divided by the total number of

tracts' in each city. This resulting figure is referred to as a sampling

interval. The

selected) and

selected from a.

above procedure was repeated again (less those tracts

new sampling interval computed. Using a starting point

table of random numbers, the sampling interval was

successively added to the starting point until the remaining census tracts

were selected. This procedure yielded 40 census tracts out of 210 in

Miami and S tracts out of 23 in Onion City.

Each tract in Miami was divided into its component block groups.

Using the above procedure, two block groups from each tract were selected

as areas for the study. In Miami, some large block groups were again

subdivided using the above technique. In this way, it was possible to

determine probability proportional to size by dividing the census tract

population by the block group, or smaller area population. Union City

tracts were not subdivided because of their small geographic area and

resident population.

Once the areas were identified, a sampling frame was constructed by

mapping and listing all of the addresses in a section. This listing

included apartments, multi-unit dwellings and houses. Nursing homes

were excluded (except for resident managers). The number of households

in each frame is independent of the number of persons estimated in the

weighting procedure. The total sampling trams in Miami is 16,457, and in

Union City 20,346.

To obtain approximately 600 interviews in each city, an 60 percent

success rats was expected. Thus, 720 households of Cuban origin were
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required. Based on official county estimates putting Hispanics at 3$

percent of Oade's population and Cubans at 80 percent of Dade's Hispanics,

2600 attempts should yield 73$ Cuban households of which slightly over

600 would be successful. The same procedure was applied- to anion City.

All addresses were Listed by area and a sampling interval was determined

by dividing the total number of dwelling units in each city by expected

attempts (2600 in Miami). From a table of random numbers, a starting

point for each area was chosen. Addresses were selected by adding the

sampling interval successively to the starting point.

In both cities, eighty-give percent of Cabana contacted agreed to an

interview. Thus the results of using this sampling procedure were

effective for choosing the desired number of households for an acceptable

sample group.

In each selected household, the interviewer first woald determine if

a Cuban family resided there. This was done by asking Is there anyone

living here who was born in Cuba, or whospi
parents were born in Cuba, or

who consider* him/herself Cuban7°. Once a Caban household was identified.

the interviewer was
instructed to ask for an adult 16 years or older.

Should sore than one person be available, the interviewer selected

a respondent according to the following preferential criteria:

1) principal breadwinner or spouse

2) related adult of breadwinner generation

3) parent of breadwinner or spouse

4) child of breadwinner (18 or over) Living in the household

The Purposive Samples

Ix spits of the technical difficulties involved in random sampling

outside of Dade County (Greater Miami) and Union City -West New York, it was
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determined that it is important to gather information from three additional

cities (New York, Chicago and Los Angeles) where over 150,000 persons of

Cuban origin reside. It should be emphasized, however, that the 301

households selected in New York City, Chicago and Los Angeles do not

constitute probability samples of the Cuban population residing in those

cities. By design, households with low or moderate incomes are over-

represented in the purposive samples taken in those cities.

Through field observations and the analysis of conaqs tract data,

areas of concentration of the Cuban population in each of those cities

were identified. Within those areas of concentration, potential respondents

were contacted in Localities frequented by Cubans, such as Cuban restaurante,

organizations, medical clinics, the offices of the Cuban Refugee Program,

etc. Each of these initial contacts was asked to name at least 10 other

=bans of their acquaintance who resided in the same city. Through this

method, an initial roster of 300 persons, Listed by income, was prepared

for each city. From these master lists, approximately 100 persons per

city were randomly selected as respondents.

Since these data were obtained from a nonprobabilistic sample, no

statistical inference for Cubans in any or all of the three cities should

be made from the data. Any comparisons made to the probability sample

(Miami and Union City) serva only to highlight differences between the

two samples. Analysis of the reeults of the purposive sample have been

Limited to frequency percentages, as croestabulation analyses did not

produce information useful for policy rectmmendations.

Questionnaire

The questionnalzitems were partly based on data obtained from

interviews with fifty-one directors of Cuban community organizations, a
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swarth of the literature and discussions with several units of the

federal government involved in the approval of the questionnaire and

general survey methodology. The questionnaire Was designee and pre-

tested, resulting in an interview lasting approximately 43 sinter.

The questionnaire included issues which wore considered relevant to

D.S.Z.w. service utilzation. Information on items relative to problem

identification, satisfaction with service and language usage applies

only to the individual respondent. Objective concerns such as income or

service usage in moat cases could be answered by the respondent for the

household. The questionnaire was therefore designed to combine items

for both the respondent only and the entire household.

In addition to obtaining general demographic data, the study's areas

of concern included: I) identification of Cuban needs in health,

education and welfare services and programs, 2) possible obstacles to

service utilization, and 3) satisfaction with services received.

An important consideration is the design of the study was the in-

clusion of all three program areas (health, education and welfare) in-

stead of limiting the study to only one of those areas. The latter

approach would have made possible a more detailed analysis, but at the

expense of ignoring many issues which should be covered by the study.

Consequently, the services and programs in the questionnaire included:

1) regular and special educational programs, 2) bilingual education, 3)

educational financial aid, 4) Aid to Families with Deperdent Children,

3) Supplemental Security Income, 6) Social Security Assistance, 7) Med-

icare, 8) public and private health delivery systems, 9) Medicaid, 10) 4A-

employment benefits, 1I) state General Assistance, 12) food stamps

and 13) the Cuban Refugee Assistance Program.
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?i.ld Procedures

Zn car.7inq out the process of data collection, the project staff

was responsible for the following tasks: training of supervisors and

field personnel, making the final' selection of field personnel.. monitoring

the performance of supervisors and interviewers through detailed log sheets

on interview product.vity, scheduling and paying interviewers. Most

supervisors and interviewers were selected from local campuses and from a

pool of professional interviewers. All interviewers were biingmal.

The staff familiarized the supervisors with the overall project and

especially with the questionnaire. in addition, the supervisors assisted

the staff in training the interviewers. Curing the data collection process,

supervisors kept daily logs to monitor the interview process carefully.

Those logs were used to assess the productivity of the interviewers in

terms of questionnaire accuracy and quantity generated by each interviewer.

Supervisors were also responsible for verifying and mailing the completed

questionnaires to project headquarters.

Supervisors and interviewers were paid on an hourly basis, in addition

to transportation costs. Interviewers were paid only after at least one

of their completed questionnaires had been checked out for accuracy.

Call Sacks

After all the interviews were completed and reviewed for errors and

inconsistencies, approximately ten percent of tha respondents in Miami

and Chian City (59 and 55. respectively) were recontacted by telephone

to check the accuracy of the interviewers' work. Those respondents were

selected for call backs in a random fashion using a table of numbers to

establish a starting point. 'Zech reinterview was conducted independently

of the information collected in the first interview.
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Generally, the data obtained in these call backs confirmed the

results obtained in the initial round of interviews. The respondents

who were reinterviswed did, however, exhibit a tendency to answer probe

questions on service satisfaction and problems with greater detail than

in the initial interview. In fact, a total of 21 respondents in both

cities did admit in the call backs that they had encountered problems

with the delivery of a service with which they had expressed satisfaction

in the initial interview. The call backs may well highlight a tendency

'song Cubans to minimize or suppress expressions of dissatisfaction with the

usage of D.R.Z.W. services.

Aside from raising the possibility that many respondents may have

understated the degree to which they encounter problems in service

utilization, the results of the call backs lent support to the finding in

the initial round of interviews, especially with respect to the identification

of the principal barriers to service utilization: language difficulties,

cost of service (especially in health), transportation, and red tape.

Data Preparation and Analysis

Data were collected on household answer sheets. Many questions were

coded immediately by the interviewer.- Others were coded in an editing

process where each answer sheet was checked for clarity and logical

relationships among the 2110 variables.

Coded data were then transferred to computer column sheets and sent

to a data entry agency for key entering of all data onto magnetic tape.

All work was verified by the data entry agency. The data were submitted

in =bale format so that all the data for one city were entered together,

allowing for the analysis of each separately.
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Data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for*the Social

Sciences (SPSS). Continuous variables such as income, age, years of

completed education and length of residency were first recoded into

collapsed Categories for easier comparisons. Missing value statements

were included so that missing cases or occasional mispunched values

would be excluded from the data analysis process.

Scope and Limitations of the Study

The study covered by this report did not include some problem areas

which may be significant in the Cuban community.

Drug addiction and alcoholism are among the most important of these

problems. Research data on Cubans and statistical reports from government

agencies increasingly suggest that the incidence of these problems among

Cubans is on the rise. Research that focuses on these issues is of

particular importance at this time.

Mental health is another topic which deserves special attention.

The general nature of the questionnaire and consideration with respect to

respondent burden did not permit isolation of issues specific to mental

health. Yet the coding of answer sheets as well as comments by interviewers.

which due to time and space are not included here, give strong indication

that mental health problems are salient among the general health concerns

of the Cuban population in the United States. Such problems have also

been identified by the oommunity organization directors interviewed and

by several researchers included in our bibliography. moreover, the

complexities involved in mental health research require that this area

be studied separately.

The data obtained from the probability and the purposive survey reveal

numerous individual and household items of general concern. These results



often raise additional questions on the specific needs being identified

for Cubans. Answers to these questions will require further investigation

of the areas of concern identified in the numerous recommendations in this

report.

In retrospect, the expected research Limitations, such as

questionnaire construction (particularly in its length), the geographic

dispersion of sample subjects, and the differential characteristics of

municipal jurisdictions where the services are provided, are counter-

balanced by the project's identification of a wide range of research

issues deserving further study and by the broad scope of the recom-

mendations derived from the data.
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=AFTER III

SOCIAL AND DEMOGRAPMIC CEILRACTILISTICS or
NUN: AID UNION CITY SAMPLICS

The purpose of this chapter is threefold. First, a demographic

profile of the Cuban origin sample is presented. Second. as a means of

establishing the reliability of the sampling procedure used in this

investigation, some of the characteristics of the sample population are

compared to results of other independent surveys conducted by the U.S.

Bureau of Census. Third, as a means of establishing a frame of

reference for the simple, comparisons are drawn between the sample

populations for Miami and Union City and the total Spanish-origin and

total Cuban-origin populations. The "sample population' will include

persons comprising the random samples surveyed in Miami and Union City.

Data obtained from New 'fork City, Chicago and Los Angeles will not be

considered hare since their samples were purposively derived. It should

be mentioned that these data reflect the situation prior to the immigration

of Cubans beginning in April, since the survey WWI taken in January 1980.1

Origin and nativity

In the methodology section, it was indicated that a random sample of

Cuban households2 was drawn from the Miami and Union City ccomonities.

Mowever, not all persons in those households and hence not all persons

in the sample) were identified as being Cuban or of Cuban origin. In

1 The most carrent estimates are that close to 115,00 Cubans have
immigrated to the United States during the three months of April-June.1980.

2 It should be-recalled that Cuban households were defined as those.1!1 which the household head, or his/her spouse, was either born in Cuba
or at least considered himself/herself to be of Cuban descent.
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Miami, 1,880 persons (90.6 percent of the sample) were identified by the

respondents as 'from Cuba or of Cuban parents, or considering himself/herself

as Cuban'. In the Union City sample, 87.4 percent (1,587 persons) were

so identified.

When considering place of birth there were ao noticeable differs:mos

between the sample communities in regards to place of birth. It can be

seen in Table 1 that about 80 percent of the samples for both cities

were born in Cuba, while slightly more than 16 percent were born in the

United States and a little less than 2 percent were born in Spain.

Table 1. Country of birth of the Miami and Union City sample populations

Country of birth Miami

(n111,077)
t

Union City
(m0,815)*

Both Cities
(1203,882)

t

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

Cuba 80.4 80.4 80.4

United States 16.7 16.2 16.5

Spain 1.3 1.4 1.3

All other countries 1.6 2.0 1.8

Missing data for one case.
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Age Strzcture and Sex Composition

The !Lading* of the survey with respect to age and sex structure are

consistent with the latest national data on Cubans {U.S. iftreAU of the

Census, Current Population Reports, March, 1979). The total Cuban-origin

population of the United States, in comparison with the total Spanish-origin

population, is older, has a much smaller proportion of young persons.

contains a somewhat larger proportion of persons of age 18 and above,

and is characterized by a larger percentage of persons 65 years and older

(Table 2). There are also some interesting contrasts between the two

communities. (Tables 2 and 3). The proportion of persons 65 years and

older is somewhat Larger in Miami than in Union City, pointing to Miami

as a community where the needs of the elderly can be expected to be

particularly acute.% It should be added that even in comparison to the

total U.S. population, the Cuban-origin population is older: the median

age for the U.S. population in 1979 was estimated to he 29.8 years with

10.7 percent of the population being 63 and over.4 This compares with a

median age of 36.3 for all persons of Cuban origin and 11.3,percent for--

persons 65 and aver (12.8 for Miami and 8.5 for Union City).

This age structure for Cubans livir/ in the United States is primarily a

result of lower fertility (in comparison with the rest of the Spanish-

origin population) and the Large migration of older persons, particularly

3In this report the tars 'elderly' is used to describe persons 60
years and older. Although most persons receiving services directed to
the elderly are 65 years and over, our sample contains a sizeable number
of persons 60 years and over who use the services investigated by our
study. Therefore, we have extended our analysis of services for the
elderly to persons 60 years and older in other sections of this report.

4U.S. Sweat/ of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-20,
No. 347/ persons of Spanish Origin in the United States, March 1979 (Advance
Report), Washington, 0.C.: U.S. Government Printing Offre47-79/17-vc-vr---------
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during the airlift .1f the Late sixties and early seventies. It is not

surprising that large 'umbers of older persons fled from Cuba during

these two decades. Raving lived for a Lifetime in a free- market, theistic

society, cries towards individual freedoms, it was especially hard for

them to adjust to drastic Changes in all aspects of Cuban society brought

about by a State-controlled Cuban socialism. The natural dependency of

elderly persons on governs.. . assistance undoubtedly expedited the accep-

tance of their application& for exit visas from the island.

Tab a 2. P4la distribution of the Miami and Union City sample populations
coaoared to the total Cuban and Spanish- origin populations of the U.S.,
1979

.11111MMENNIN11011=1.1.1.==i

Age

1111011MI

(222,073)
Union city
(:01,814)b

Total
Cuban origins

Total
Spanish origins

/ 100.0 100.0 10C_0 100.0

26.4 29.2 27.2 41.5

14-64 60.8 62.3 61.5 64.0

65 and r-,ver 12.8 8.5 11.3 4.5

Median age 79.6 38.2 36.3 22.0

a Missi4g data for S cases.

b Missing data for 2 cases.

c Source: U.J. Bureau of the Ctnsus, Chrrent Population Reports, Series P-20
No. 347: Parson of Spanish Origin in the United States,
Aarch 1979 Advance Report, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1979, p.4.
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Table 3. Age distribution of tha Miami and

Union City sample populations (detailed

tabulations)

Age

..ter.

Miami

(42,013)
cftioi City

Ar-.1 ages 100.0 100.0

0 -4 5.7

-'4 13.3 16.

15-19 10.3 1..S

20-24 5.3 7.1

25.-44 24.3 23.8

45-64 28.3 27.6

65 and over 12.8 8.5

a Missing data for 5 castes.

b Missing data for 2 =sits.

The sex ratio of the sample popte,ation of Miami was 90.8 and the

corresponding 2igurs for Chian City was 89.4 (Table 4). The national

estimate prez*ntad in the 1978 Cirrent Poulation Report for the C.3.

Cuban-origin population as a whole was 90.1.
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A higher proportion of females in comparison with males is, of

course, the norm in most populations, a fact attributed to the universal

tendency of greater female longevity. In fact, it can be seen in Table 4

that for the U.S. population as a whole, as well as among Rispanics, females

outnumber males. It can also be observed, however, that the -proportion of

females is slightly higher among Cubans (the sax ratios are lower in

comparison with other Hispanics and the total U.S. population). In demographic

tuns, such low sex ratios are somewhat unusual. Population* largely made

up of foreign-barn individuals (it should be recalled that about SO percent

of the samples for Miami and Union City were born in Cuba) tend to JO

mots weighed by males than females since males usually predominate

Table 4. Sex =imposition :f ft&Ai and Union city sample populations
compared to total Cuban, Spanish-origin, and U.S. populations, 1977

millKv=,
Sex Mlmai

(n2,073)4

A

Union City
(n+1,815)b

:.

Total
Cuban
originc

A

Total
Spanish
origins

Total
U.S.°

A

Both sex groups 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Males 47.6 47.2 47.4 48.7 48.5

Females 52.4 52.8 52.6 51.3 51.5

Sex ratiod 90.8 89.4 90.1 94.9 94.2

a Missing data for 5 cases.

b Missing data. for 1 case.

c Source: Q.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series
P-2O, 14eremsofSpanishOriintheUniti...1
States, March 1977, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Pm:sting
Office, 1978, p. 19.

d Defined as the =mbar of males for every 100 females.
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among International migrants. :'he Cuban situation varies from this norm
for at least three reasons: (1) in contrast with most international

migrations in which males predominate, the politically motivated exodus
tram Cuba (at least until the 1970's) involved primarily entire nuclear
:sallies; 2) Cuba's military service laws made it difficult for males of
military age to emigrate during the 1960's and 1970'st and (3) given the
higher longevity rates far females, an older population such as the CUban
origin population of the U.S. will always contain a greater proportion

of females.

Length of Residence its the United States

ahem canparing the percentage distribution' according to length of
residence in the United States of the Miami and Union City singles (see
Table 5), an interesting pattern emerges. An index of dissimilarity

indicates that 13.7 percent of either sample would have to be redistributed
for the two populations to have identical percentage ulatributions.5

A Larger 'here of Union City's sample mot.e4 to the United States between
five and ten years ago, whereas a Larger proportion of MAWS population
arrived fifteen to twenty years ago. These figures most likely reflect

57be indices of dissimilarty used in this report have been calculatedusing the following formula:

Til
Z.D.

2

IMO

where! Ls the index of dissimilarity, Xi is the percentagevalue for the ith caregory for a particular variable in apopulation such as the Miami sample, and Ti is the percentagevalue far the same variable bat from a different pc_pulation.
has a maximum possible value of 100 and a minimum of 0.ind- sten the percentage of either populatzion that wouldneed to be redistributed for the two populations t- exhibitIdentical permstage distributions.
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the return flow of many Cuban immigrants to Miami after having lived for a

while elsewhere in the United States. One of the policies followed by the

Cuban Refugee Program was to resettle Cuban immigrants to a variety of

states, thus lessen' -law 'burden' of concentration in Miami.6 It is

well-known, however, that many Cubans eventually gravitated to Miami once

Table S.. Length of residence .a the United States of the Miami and Union
city sample populations

Years residing
in U.S.

Miami Union City both Cities
(n2,070)* (n=1,802)h tnis3,872)

I 1

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

0-4 11.1 10.9 11.0

S-9 28.7 40.7 34.3

10-14 30.9 32.7 31.7

15-20 22.6 11.0 17.2

20 or more 6.7 4.7 s.a

a Missing data for 8 crime.

b Missing data for 14 rases.

they were able to care for themselves. Miami's large Cuban community and

its tropical climate attracted many. Undoubtedly, many former Union city

residents were included in the stream migrating to Miami. The data are

consistent with the explanation tnat Onion City, as well as other northern

6Manuel Jorge Sanchez-Victores, "Occupational Adjustment of Cubans in
the United States"; (Unpublished report, the Graduate School of the
City University of New York, The Political and tonnomic Implications
of Suropean Immigration to America Project, Spring, 1974), pp. 14-21.
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cities, may well be the first place of settlement for many Cubans, but

that Miami is their eventual destination.

Nousehold Size

Figures pertaining to the number of persons per household are dis-

played in Table 8 for the Miami and Union City samples. In addition,

similar figures are displayed for all Cuban -origin and all Spanish-origin

households for 1970, which is the most recent year for which such data are

available. The Miami and Union City distributions are vosy similar. as

indicated by an index of dissimilarity of 5.0 percent. In both cases,

close to 75 percent of the households contains between two and four persons.

The median household sizes are virtually identical at 3.4 individuals.

The 1970 figures for all Cuban-origin and all Spanish-origin persons

illustrate two points. First, the Cuban households tended to be smaller.

This probably reflects their lower fertility levels, when compared to the

total Spanish - origin population.7 Second, the 1980 households for the

Miami and Union City samples were smaller than those for all Cubans in

1970. Thus, it appears that household size has declined during the decade

of the 1970's for persons of Cuban origin. This could be a result of two

possible factors. It might be a reflection of a slight decline in fertility

among the Cubans since 1970. It also could represent a tendency towards

increasing independence for housing. As Cubans have increasingly adjusted

to American society and hence become ...canonically upwardly mobile, the

incidence of extended-family living arrangements has most likely declined.

i1,1
7U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Pooulation, 1970, Subject Reports,

Final Saporta PC(2)-1C: Persons of Soartish Origin, Wasaington, 0.C.; O.S.
Government Printlug Office, 1973
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As a result, fewer grown Children are Living with their parents and a

smaller percentage of persona are residing with nonnuclear family members,

such as aunts, uncles, and grandparents.

Table 6. Number of persona per household of the Miami and Onion City
sample households compared to total Cuban and Spanish - Origin households
of the Unites States, 1970

Persons per Miami Union City 1970 1970
household (row569) (n598) Total Total

Cuban -

origin
households*

Spanish
origin
households

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

1 person 10.0 11.4 9.7 11.3

2 persons 29.2 27.9 22.8 19.6

3 persons 26.0 23.7 21.5 18.0

4 persons 20.9 23.2 22.0 17.6

5 persons 8.7 10.0 12.5 12.8

6 or more persons 5.2 3.8 11.5 20.7

Median siz- of household 3.4 3.4 3.3 3.6

Amempaimallams

Source: O.S. Durum of the Census, Census of Population 1970, Subject
Reports, Final Remt(2)PC-1C:PrsonsofSoanishOriin,
Nashington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973,
p. 136.
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Relationship to Respondent

rigures describing the relationship of household members to the

respondents for the Miami and Union City samples and to the bead of

household for persons of Cuban-origin and all Spanish-origin persons are

displayed in Table 7.8 The figures for Miami and Union City are similar.

An index of dissimilarity shows that less than five percent of either

sample's population would need to be redistributed among the five categories

for the two distributions to be identical. Also a Chi Square9 test shows

no significant difference between the ...rtgories of the two independent

samples. Such consistency lends further credence to the reliability of

the sample drawn for both cities. Further evidence of a high level of

8Zt should be pointed out that the *relationship" data derived from the
sample questionnaire used in this study refer to relationship to the
respondent. On the other hand, relationship data obtained from the
Census Scream refer to relationship to the head of household. The
respondents who completed our questionnaire were almost always
either the head of the household or the spouse af the head. Although
slight differences may occur between our concept of a respondent and
the Census Survous notion of a household head, the figures in'Table 7
suggest a high degree of conformity when the data are being used the
way we are using thee in this report.

9Chi Square used in this report has been calculated using the following
formula:

(f f i)2

X2 0I

i ei

Where: X2 is Chi Square which is used to test whether or not there
is a significant difference between the values of the same
variable between independent random samples. fel is the
expected frequency calculated for each category of S variable
and fal is the observed frequency of each category. The
calculated X2 is then compared to a table value of X2 at
a chosen level of significance with degrees of freedom cal-
culated from the possible row and columns of categories
(RP].) (01). Calculated X2 must be greater than the table
value if there is a significant difference between observed
and expected frequencies.
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accuracy is obtained by comparing thlepercentage distributions for data

derived from a 1977 Current Population Report for persons of Cuban origin

aad all Spanish-origin persons.

Table 7. Sousehold composition of theRiami and Onion City sample popula-
tions compared to total Cuban and Spanish-origin populations of the United
States, 1977

Relationship to Relationship to Relationship to head
respondent or ;ascendent of household
head of household& Miami Union City Total Total

(n2,073)11 (nw1,816) Cuban origins Spanish origins
%

Ill persons 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Read of household
or respondent 32.2 32.9 33.3 35.3

Spouse 25.0 23.3 22.0 22.6

Child 32.3 36.5 33.6 36.2

Other relative 10.1 6.9 8.8 3.7

Mon-relative 0.4 0.4 2.3 2.2

a Relationship to respondent was'utilized in the surveys of Miami and
Union City, while relationship to head of household was used by the U.S.
Bureau of the Census for the total Cuban - origin and Spanish-origin
populations. The two concepts are seen as nearly comparable in that the
respondents in the surveys were either the head of household or their
spouse.

b Missing data for 3 eases.

Source: U.S. Sere= of the Census, Current POpulations Reports, Series
P-20, So. 329: Persons of Spanish Origin in the United States,
march 1977, Meshington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
197S, p. 41.
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For each of the four populations approximately 90 percent of the

individuals are members of nuclear families. Less than 2.3 percent of the

individuals in all four populations were unrelated to the head of household.

There is an obvious constrast between the low (3.7 percent) figure for

the category of "other relative" in the Spanish*origin population and the

higher percentage in the same category for the three Cuban populations

shown in Table 7. This is probably due primarily to the large number of

elderly persons among Cubans in the Onited States to point made 4m.11er),

many of whom may be living with their married children. Although having a

relatively high proportion of "other relatives', Cuban households are

nevertheless relatively small, as demonstrated in Table 6, a situation

made possible by the low levels of fertility among Cubans in the United

States.

Marital Status

The figures in Table 8 indicate general agreement in the patterns

among the marital status categories for persons 14 years of age and older

among the Miami and anion City samples and the Cuban-origin and total

Spanish-origin populations for 1978. Between 58.5 and 67.9 percent of all

persons are married: while 22.3 to 34.9 percent are single. There is a

consistent tendency for a smaller percentage of females to be single,

reflecting their propensity to marry at an early age. Also, a larger

proportion of females are widowed, which is affected by their greater

longevity. Finally, a smaller percentage of males are divorced, undoubtedly

because divorced males tend to remarry at a higher rate in comparison with

divorced females.
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The largest differences are evident when the total Spanish-origin

population is compared to persons of Cuban origin and to the Miami and Onion

City samples. Perhaps most significant is the somewhat Largo proportion of

widowed and divorced Cuban females. Also, a larger percentage of both

males and females are singlesmong the total Spanish origin persons in

comparison to the Cuban origin population. Seth tendencies are Influenced

Table 8. Marital status, by slaX, for the Miami and Chien City sample popu-
lations 14 years and older compered to the Cuban and Spanish-origin popu-

lations of the Gnited States, 1I78

Miami Union City Cuban originc Spanish originc

marital males females males females males females males females

Status (n-1830) (n.939) (nee698) (n.819)

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Single 27.8 22,3 31.8 26.7 30.2 19.3 34.9 27.8

married 67.9 61.8 65.1 58.5 64.5 62.2 60.4 59.4

Widowed 2.3 8.4 1.4 7.8 1.8 8.7 1.3 6.0

Divorced 2.0 7.5 1.7 7.0 .5 9.3 3.4 6.0

a Missing data for 303 ',etas.

b Missing data for 299 cases.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reverts, Series
7.40, 80. 3281 Persons of Spanish Origin in the Gaited States:.

March 1978 (Advance Report, Washington, 0.C.: U.S. Government

Printing Office 1978, p.6.

by the younger age structure of the other Spanish origin groups when compared

to the Cubans, a characteristic presented earlier in this section.

The higher proportion of divorced Cuban females could also result from

a lower incidence of remarriage among these women in comparison with other
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Spanish origin females. This is a plausible explanation in view of the

great differences between Cuban males and females in the proportion that

are divorced, as well as in the proportion married. This is particularly

true in the sample populations and stands in obvious contrast to the

situation in the Spanish-origin population, where the sex differential is

not as marked in the married and divorced categories. The higher incidence

of divorced and widowed persons, particularly the former, is another factor,

in addition to lower fertility, that keeps down the household size of

Cubans despite a relatively high proportion of 'other relatives' in the

Cuban household.

Race

The vest majority of Cubana in the United States classify themselves

as white (Table 9). well over 90 percent of the Miami and Union City

samples are in that category, as is the total Cuban-origin population fas

enumerated in the 1970 census). This is i=terating because it suggests

that Cuban immigration to the United States has been selective, since from

25 to at least 30 percent of the population residing in Cuba is generally

regarded as black or having black ancestry. 10 however, the recent influx

of 'boat people' from Cuba this year may alter the racial composition of

Cubans in the United States since a higher proportion of the new immigrants

are Slack.

Alm

"The 1953 Census of Cuba classified 12.4 percent of the population
as black and an additional 14.5 percent as persons of 'mixed" racial ancestry
(Minim Nacional de los Canso' Ommografice y Electoral, Censos de Poblacion,
Viviendas, y Zlectoral, La Sabana: P. Fernandes, 1955, p.49). Concerning

the selectivity of the migration see Senigno Z. Aguirre, "Differential
Migration of Cuban Social Races', Latin American Research Review, 11:103 -
124, 1976.
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Table 9. Racial composition of the Miami and Union city sample populations com-
pared to total Cuban and Spanish-origin populations of the United States, 1977

Race Miami Union City Total Total

(now2,066)41 (n1690)b Cuban origine Spanish origin°

All races 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Whits 97.6 93.7 96.0 93.3

Black 1.1 2.4 3.1 5.0

Other 1.3 3.9 0.9 1.7

Missing data for 12 eases.

Missing data for 7 cases.

e Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Peculation 1970: Sub sot

its Final Rs rt PC(2) -1C: Parsons of S sh Ori in.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1970. p.

Language

Language is often used as an indication of assimilation into dominant

culture. The language picture with respect to Cubans is complex as shown

in Tablas 10-15. The vast majority of Cuban-origin respondents in the

Miami and Union City samples speak only 3panish in the he (Table 10).

Slightly over half speak mostly or only Spanish while at work (Table 11).

Less than 25 percent speak mostly or only tiglish at work. On the oter

hand, for those attending school, more than half speak English exclusively

at school (Table 12) while less than 20 percent speak mostly or only Spanish.

Because of the variety of radio stations and newspapers available in

Vanish in bath Miami and Union City, use of Spanish when listening to the

radio and while reading newspapers or magazines may be one of the best

indicators of language preference. The figures in Table 13 show that
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over 60 puma= of the Cuban respondents listened
mostly, or only, to radio

programs in apanien. Over SS percent read newspapers
mainly. or only, in

Spanish (Table 14). The lower preference for Spanish television programs

reflects the more restricted variety of television
programming in Spanish

(Table IS).

summary, the Cuban- American's use of and preference for Spanish

varies according to the particular activity. The highest use rates are

characteristics of informal home activities and the lowest for formal

educational experiences.
The use rates for other activities are somewhere

along the continuum between these two extremes.



Table 10. Language used at home by Miami and Union :sty respondents

Language Kiami
(0+469)

I

Union City

(2+598)

Total 100.0 100.0

Only Spanisn 91.9 65.2

Mostly Spanish 4.0 5.4

Spanish and Engl.:2h equalLy 3.0 7.7

Mostly English L.' 0.5

.1mly tnglish 0.4 1.2

TsOla 11. ".".z.nguage used at work by Miami and Union City respondents

age Miami Union City

(n+494)4 (n+417)b

11111M-

Total 100.0

Only Spanish 33.6

los1;, Spanish 22.4

Spanish and English equally 26.5

Mostly Erslish

Only English

9.5

7.5

100.0

38.9

16.5

21.3

10.1

13.2

I Missing data fcr respondents, most of whom do not work.

"''sing data for 181 respondents, most of whom do not work.
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Table 12. Language used at school by Kiaml and Union City respondents

Language Miami
(n125)41

Union City
(s35)b

Total 100.0 100.0

Only Spanish 6.4 11.4

Mostly Spanish 8.0 8.6

Spanish and English equally 10.4 20.0

Mostly English 20.0 2.9

Only English 55.2 57.1

a Missing data for 544 raspeadants, i.e., thane not enrolled in school.

b Missing data for 563 respondeats, i.e., those not enrolled in school.

Table 13. Language used in listening to tha radio by Miami and Union y
respondents

'

Language Miami

(noll4SV)a

Union City
(iw914)12

%

Total 100.0 100.0

Only swinish 39.8 53.3

Mostly Spanish 24.1

Spanish and r:glish equally 23.5 17.1

Montly English 5.9 7.5

Only English 6.8 13.9

a Missing data for 10 respondents.

Missing data for 14 respondents.
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Tabls 14. Language used in reading newspapers by Miami and Onion City
respondents

M=NMIMMOMII1IMMIIMII

Language Pliant

(n456)4
anion City

(ndiS69)b ,
Total 100.0 100.0

Only Spanish 42.7 59.8

Mostly Spanish 13.9 7.2

Spanish and English equally 22.4 17.8

Mostly English 12.0 4.7

Only English 9.5 10.5

a Missing data for 13 respondents.

b Missing data for 29 respondents.

Tab's 15. Language used in watching television by Miami and Onion City
respondents

..11.

Languags Miami
(num662)41

anion C

(n4,592)b

Total. 100.0

.,.-
100.0

Only Spanisil 18.0 32.6

Nnetly Spanish 16.5 11.6

!paniah and English aqua 23.7 22.3

Mostly English 25.1 13.7

Only English 16.7 19.8

a Miasing data for 7 respondents.

b Missing data for 6 respondeats.
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Income

Table 16 displays family income data for the Cuban and total Spanish-

origin populations as dell as familiar not of Spanish origin. A word of

caution is 1-n order when interpreting these data. The figures for the

Miami and Union City samples are for households in 1980, whereas those for

the population of Cuban origin, Spanish origin and nonSpenish origin are

for 1978 family income. The family income agoras reflect higher income

levels, as should be expected, despite the fact that they represent income

earned approximately one year earlier. The reason average household incomes

are lower is that many people with low incomes live in households with

unrelated individuals. Therefore, the household figures are not directly

comparable to those for families. The figures in Table 16 should be used

only to compare the two sample r_opulatione with each other and for making

comparisons among the total Calvin, Spanish and nonSpanish-origin families.

The percentage distributions for the Miami and Union City samples are

virtually the same. A Chi Square test, as well as a t-test, showed no

signiZicant differences between the household income categories of the two

samples and an index of dissimilarity indicates that less than S percent of

either population would need to be distributed among the income classes for

their percentage distributions to be identical.

When Cuban-origin family incomes are compared with those of the total

Spanish-origin fz.illits, it is clear that the Cuban families generaUy have

higher incomes. The proportion of Spanish-origin families wit' incomes

less than 54,000 is almost double the corresponding percertage for the Cuban -

origin families. The majority of Cuban families are in the 515,000 and

above categories, as contrasted to only 41.0 percent of the Spanish origin
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families. The difference in median income between the two groups is almost

$3,000.

Comparing the income figures for Cubans with those fur families not

of Spanish origin, it is obvious that the latter population is in a

considerably better economic position. While 51.3 percent of Cuban families

have incomes above 315,000, slightly more than i0 percent of nonHispanic

Table 16. Income of the Miami and Union City sample households compared to
Cuban and Spanish-origin families of the United States, 1979a

Ir come Miami anion City Total Total Families
house- households Olsen Spanish not of

holdsb (n580)c origin origin Spanish

(n00420) faailiesd Zaaillesd origind
% % % %

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Lass than 54,000 11.1 13.1 5.0 9.6 5.3

$4,000 to 35,999 14.5 12.9 10.5 14.2 d.4

$7,000 to 59,999 11.8 10.5 13.9 14.0 9.6

310,000 to 514,999 24.4 22.7 19.2 21.2 16.5

115,000 to 524,999 30.2 31.3 34.0 27.5 31.6

$25,000 or more 3.0 9.5 17.3 13.5 28.6

Median income $12,506 $12,948 $15,326 $12,566 517,912

a Note: Comparisons should not be made between the figures for households and
families since these two units of analyses are not the same.

b Missing data for 49 cases.

c Missing data for 18 cases.

d Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Revorts, Series
P-20, Mo. 347: Persons of Spanish Origin in the United States,
March 1979 Advance Report, Washington, 0.C.: O.S. Government
Printing Office, 1979, p. 6.
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households are in those higher income categories, a contrast that is apparent

in a difference of $2,600 between the median incomes of the two populations.

The figures in Table 17 display personal income data obtained from

G.S. Bureau of the Census sources for four Hispanic populations and the non-

Spanish population. Again, it is clear that the monSpanish persons are

siginificantly better off than each of the other groups. 2t is particularly

interesting, however, to compare the individuals from the various Spanish-

origin groups. in 1975-the Cubans had higher persona incomes than either the

Mexicans or Puerto Ricans. Over the next two years, the income situation

improved for the latter groups, whereas for the Cabana there was very

little progress. Setween 1975 and 1977 personal income for Cubans increased

only $241, while for the Mexican and Puerto Rican populations it increased

$1,061 and $574, respectively.

Furthermore, the gaps between the income levels of persons of Cuban

origin and the individuals not of Spanish origin has increased. In 1975

the personal median income difference between the two was 3529, while is

1977 it had increased to $1,060. It is clear that Mexican-Americans,

Puerto Ricans and the nonHispenics have experienced more progress aver

this period than the Cuban- origin population.
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Table 17. income of persons 14 years and over of Cuban, Mexican, Puerto Rican,
other Spanish, and uonSpanish origin in the United States, 1975, 1976, and 1977

Origin and income
categorise

19754 1976b 1977c Increase
in median
income
1975-1977

Cuban:
Median Personal Income 35,183 34,975 $5,424 4.6

Percent with Incomes Below $5,000 48.2 50.1 46.5
Percent with Incomes of 525,0010

or more 1.0 1.2 2.4

Mexican:
Median Personal Income 54,475 $4,873 $5,536 23.7

Percent with incomes Below 35,000 34.1 51.1 46.2
Percent with :ft114.11 of $25.000
or more 0.7 0.8 1.2

Puerto Rican:
Median Personal Income $4,871 .4,890 $5,445 11.8

Percent with Incomes Below $5,000 51.6 50.9 46.4
Percent with Incomes of $25,000
or more 0.4 0.6 1.0

Other Spanish:
Median Personal Lucerne 55,669 55,495 55,784 2.0

Percent with incomes Below $5,000 46.0 45.8 44.1

Percent with incomes of $25,000
or more 1.8 2.4 2.8

Persona Not of Spanish Origin:
Median Personal Income 55,712 56,064 56,484 13.5

Percent with Incomes Below $5,000 N.Ad 43.7 41.7

Percent with Incomes of $25,000
or more M.Ad 3.9 5.0

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-20,
No. 310: Persons of Spanish Origin in the United States, March 1976,
washington, D.C.: 0.8. Government Printing Office, 1977, p. 6.

b Source: U.S. Iturtan of the Census, Current Population Recorts, Series P-20,
in the United States, March 1977,
Printing Office, 1978, p. 6.

c Source:

No. 329: Persons of Snanish Origin
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government

Peculation Reports, Series P-20, No.
the United States, March 1978 (Advance

Government Printing Offir.:e, 1978, p. 6.

U.S. Dursau of the Census,

Report, Washinngton. D.C.: 2041.7::ve
328: Persons of Spanish Origi in

d Not avelable from the above sources.
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Occupational Structure

Some interesting patternmemerge when the occupational structure of

the sample populations of Miami and Union city and the total Cu:mu-origin

and total Spanish-origin populations are compared (Table 18). First.

occupation is an area in which the Miami and Union City samples dif'!er

quite significantly. An index of dissimilarity shows that 17.2 percent

of either population would need to be redistributed for the percentage

distributions to be equal. A such Larger share of Union City's labor force

is concentrated in the operative category. This is related to that city's

greater preponderance of blue-collar employment. Conversely, M1414314

labor force is more concentrated in the clerical, profeseional and craft

industries. Miami's occupational structure is more similar to that of the

total Cuban-origin population than it is to Union City's. The index of

dissimilarity for the difference between Miami's occupational characteristics

and that of the total Cuban- origin population is 7.2 pal-tent. In feet,

the occupational distributions of both the Miami and Cuban-origin populations

are more similar to the total Spanish-origin population than they are to

that of Onion City. Clearly, it is anion City that is atypical in terms

of the employment of its Cuban-origin residents in the operative category.

On the other hand, an index of dissimilarity comparison of the two cities

with persons of nonaispanic origin shows siginificant differences for

occupation composition, eepecially for Union City. Zn Miami the index is

17.9 percent and in Union City 31.2 percent. Figures in Table 18 indicate

that the VID4tOtit discrepancy lies in the operative trade group where Cubans

hold a such greater percents?* of jobs and in the professional group where

they hold a relatively lesser one.
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Table 1$. Occupation of employed parsons in the Miami and Union City sample
populations compared to total Cuban, Spanish-origin, and nonSpanish-origin
populations of the United States, 1979

Occupational
categories

miami Union City
(14991) (n4137)b

Total
Cuban
originc

Total Total
Spanish not of
origins Spanish

originc

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Professional
and technical 10.0 6.9 10.8 7.6 16.5

Managers and
oteinistrators 7.4 8.3 6.1 5.5 1

Sales 7.2 6.1 6.7 4.0 6.4

Clerical 19.9 10.9 16.3 16.0 18.4

Craft 11.4 7.5 15.5 13.7 12.9

Operatives,
including
transport 28.2 43.5 28.5 25.5 14.5

Laborers,
excluding
farm 6.1 4.4 7.6 4.2

Farmers and
farm managers 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.1 1.5

?arm laborers
and supervisors 0.1 0.0 0.2 3.3 1.0

Service workars 9.7 10.5 11.2 16.7 13.4

a Missing data are not
not w:irk or are less

b Missing data are not
not work or are less

applicable for 1,087 cases, especially those who do
than 14 years of age.

applicable for 979 cases, *specially those who do
than 14 years of age.

c Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Currant Population Reports, Series
P-20, Mo. 347: Persons of Spanish Origin in the United States,
March 1979 (Advance Report), WasAngton, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1979, p. 5. Although the figuras from this
source are for the employed population 16 years of age ana
above, it should a6t greatly affect the comparisons with the
sample populatiot4
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Comparison between the occupational structures of the total Cuban-origin

population and persons not of Spanish origin (sell Table 18) clearly illustrate

that tha latter enjoy higher occupational. status. The Cubans are greatly over-

represented in the operative class, while the nonAlspanics are overrepresented

in the professional and managerial categories. An index of dissimilarity

shows that 17.2 percent of either of the teen populations would would need

to be redistributed for their percentage distributions to be equal.

The figures in Table 19 indicate that slams subtle Changes have taken

place within the occupational structures of the Cuban, Mexican and Puerto

Rican-origin populations during the 1970's. As mem the case with income,

it appears that some of the gaps between the Cuban-origin population and

other Hispanic subgroups have diminished. Tor instance, Puerto Ricans

have made more progress in the higher paying professional and technical

jamb sector, to the point that they are approaching the employment percentage

that Characterizes Cubans in this class. Also, the Puerto Rican decline

in the blue-collar 'operatives" category has been sore rapid than for

persons of Cuban origin. In fact, by 1979 a slightly larger share of the

Cuban-origin labor force was found in the operatives class than was the

case for either Puerto Ricans or mexicare-Axericans.

another point should be cads regarding the trends in the occupational

characteristics of Cubans. The first waves of the Cuban influx during the

early 1960'- involved an immigrant labor force that was more heavily weighted

by 011. collar workers than is the else today. Figures tabulated by Fagan,

et. al. for 1962 show that between 28 and 36 portent of the Cuban refugees

In the labor force at that time were employed in the professional and
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Table 19. Occupation of the total employed Cuban, Mexican, and Puerto Rican -
origin persona in the United States, 1970, 1976, and 1979

Occupational Cuban origin Mexican origin Puerto Rican origin
categories 19701 1976n 19790 19701 1976z 19790 19701 1976z 19790

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Prof es-

sional
and tech-
nical 11.1 12.5 10.8 5.6 5.7 5.8 5.5 6.9 9.1

Managers
and
adfain-
istrators 4.9 4.6 6.1 3.3 4.7 5.1 3.3 3.9 4.4

Sales 5.3 5.2 6.7 4.0 3.0 3.1 3.8 4.0 3.4

Clerical 17.1 16.9 16.3 12.4 13.9 15.0 16.4 14.8 20.3

Craft 11.7 11.2 15.5 14.9 13.4 14.4 12.1 10.5 9.7

Operatives+
including
transport 31.9 30.5 28.5 26.6 26.7 25.8 35.7 30.1 26.3

Laborers,
excluding
farm 4.0 4.9 4.4 9.6 9.8 9.2 5.7 6.1 6.5

Parsers and
farm managers 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0

Perm laborers
and super-
visors C 3 0.0 0.2 7.5 5.9 4.8 1.1 1.7 2.2

Service
workers 13.6 14.2 11.2 15.6 16.4 16.7 16.3 21.9 18.2

a Source: U.S. Moreau of the Cs:7.4u, C±neuses,tion1970......_ublectRanorts,
Final Report PC(2) Persons of Snanish Origa, Washington- O.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1973, pp. 95, 101, and 104.

b Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series 9-20,
Mo. 310: Persona of Spanish Origin in the United States: March 1976,
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1977, p.27.

c Source: U.S. Moreau of the Census, Current_Pooulation Reports, Series P-20,
No. 347: Persons of Spanish Origii in the United States, March 1979
(Advance Report), Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1979, p. 5.
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managerial categories." in 1979, only 16.9 percent of the Cuban-origin

labor force was employed in these occupations (see Table 19).

Apparently, moat of this change took place easing the 'Freedom Flights.

between 1965 and 1973 because the tigures in Table 19 indicate that little

change: occurred between 1976 and 1979. Parthormere, there is tentative

evidence to suggest that the recent arrival of Cubans after April of 1980

will bring about an even further decline in the percentage of the Cuban-

origin labor force concentrated in the white-collar occupations.

Employment Status

Employment characteristics of the two samples and of the total Cuban-

origin, total Spanish-origin and total white populations are displayed in

Table 20. Caution should be exercised when interpreting these figures.

The data for Miami and anion City refer to persons 14 years and older,

whereas figures for the other three populations refer to parsons 16 years

and older. Thus, it should be expected that the labor tarts participation

and employment percentages would be somewhat higher for the population 16

and over than would be the case for those 14 and over. The latter category

would contain more youths who are attending school and would most Likely

not be participating in the labor force. The figures in Table 20 support

this notion. The total Spanish and Cuban-origin populations have very

similar labor force participation levels and employment rates, while the

Miami sample has slightly higher labor force participation rates and

employment levels than that of anion City.

11Richard R. Fagan, Richard A. Brody, and Thomas J. O'Leary, Cubans in
Exile: Dissatfection and the Revolution (Stanford, California: Stanford
University Press, 1960) p.28.
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Unlike Labor force participation and employment percentages, unemployment

rates for the 14-and-over and 16-and-over populations should be approximately

comparable for all five classes shown in Table 20. This is because most

Cuban...origin youths between the ages of 14 and 16 will be full-time students

and thrs will not be in the labor - force, as it is defined by the U.S.

Department of Labor.12

As shown in Table 20 the unemployment rate for the combined Miami and

Union City survey samples is lower than the rats reported by the U.S.

Department of Labor for Cubans and other Hispanics in the United States.

The unemployment rate far Cubans reflects a recent general trend toward

a reduction in the nation's unemployment between 1978 and 1979. for

instance, the unemployment rate for Cuban-Americans during the fourth quarter

of 1978 was 9.2 percent. Sy the fourth quarter of 1979 it had dropped to

6.6 percent." The average quarterly decline during this one year period

was .65 percent, which is very close to the decline of .7 percent that

occurred between the Cuban-origin unemployment rate for the fourth quarter

of 1979 and the rate for the combined Miami and Union City samples in

January 1980. Thus the unemployment rate of 5.9 percent for the combined

samples is considered to be an accurate reflection of the January 1980

unemployment far the total Cuban-origin population.

12The U.S. Department of Labor defines the labor !ores to include persons
who are working; those who temporarily are not working due to such factors
as vacation, illness, or bad weather, and those who arm unemployed. The

unemployed category only includes those poeple WIC are out of work, but were
actively seeking work, during a reference week. 2t does not include those

not looking for employment. U.S. Department of Labor, Rmployment in Perpective:
Minority workers, Report 584, Fourth Quarter, 1979, Washington, D.C.: U.S.

Department of Labor, February, 1980, p.3.

1 3121i d
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Table 20. Labor force and employment status of persons 14 years and over in
the Miami and Onion City sample populations and of persons 16 years and over
in the Cuban, Spanish-origin, and whits populations of the United States, 1979

labor force Seth Total Total White
and employ- Miami Onion City cities Cuban Spanish populationsent SWIMS (a- 1765)4 (n1523)13 (nw3298) origin* origin* of the 0.S1

Percent of
the pop-
ulation 14
(16) years
and older
in the
labor force 59.0 56.7 57.9 65.2 63,6 64.2

Percent of
the labor
force
employed 56.3 52.4 54.5 60.9 58.4 61.0

Percent of
the labor
unemployed 4.5 7.6 5.9 6.6 8.6 .,9

a Missiug data for S cases.

b Kissing data for 9 cases.

c Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment in Perspective: Minority
Workers, 1leport 584, fourth Quarter, 1979, Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Departmant of tabor, February, 1980, pp. 2 -3.

Although the Cuban-origin unemployment rata is lower than that for ail

Hispanics, it is still considerably above that of the total U.S. nonliispenic

white population. However, the cnemployment statistics do not reflect the

high proportion of seasonal eLployment experience by the Cuban labor force

in these cities. For example, in Mi.:Mit many Cubans lose their jobs in

May when the garment industry slows production. Their UnamplOyMOnt is

significantly higher during some parts of the year.
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Demographic Characteristice of the Respondent

ae indicated in the methodology section, I.J:armation on its relative

to problem identification, satisfaction and Language usage apply only to

the iadividnal respondent. Therefore, a separate demographic 7-ofile on

the respondent gives added dimension to the social and health service

section' which follow. The analysis in these sections is based primarily

on the experience of the respondent (N699 in Miami and Sw598 in Union

Citylo 74.' percent of whom are economically responsible for their households.

eared on median age figures, the respondent is 10 years older than the

sampled population as a whole ;36.3 vs. 46.3). Even though the sex ratios

for the two cities are very similar (see Table 4), in Miami, 54.1 percent

of 'the respondents are females, compared to 45.5 percent in Union City.

For the most part, the resp_ndent, though economically responsible for

the household, has ' lower *Mt:IC/MI=4a level than far the sample population

as a wholes, however, does not negatively affect the level of

occupational achievement for the respondent (see Table 27). Compared to

the occupational chstribution of all persons (Table 18), a high proportion

of respondents are in the professions,' and managerial cattgories. Labor

co participm-ion, as expected, is high (63.2 percent in Miami and 62.5

percent in Union City) as is unemployment. Distribution Sy occupations

(Tab'.. 21) differs eignilicantly between the two cities, with higher levels

of octopi/it:lore f..)r. Miami respondents.

in :7111.01 there .s a lower percentage of respondents ''6 percent

who attend 3chool 'a the United States as compared to the entire sample

population '36 percent). Conversely, a greater percent of the respondents

'95 percent' as compared to the entire sample '59 par7ent: attended school



in Cage. However, educational achievement in Cuba was higher for the entire

sample population than for the respondents.

Table 21. Occupati
sample populations

of employed respondents in the Miami and Onion City

woole.ol.aws

Occupational
cltegoriee (p0423).

Union City
(nw374)1,

Total 100.0 100.0

Professional 12.3 6.7

Managerial 10.4 9.6

Sales 6.9 4.3

Clerical 12.3 6.7

Craftsmen 4.7 7.5

Laborers t.4 8.3

Operactvre 25.5 46.2

Services 11.5 10.7

Total number of respondents in the labor force for each city.
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Conclusions

Thera are four general conclusions that can be reached from the

sociodemographic profile that has been presented. First, the results obtained

from the samples derived in Miami and Union City for the most part, were

similar. Second, the sample data were very similar to data obtained by the

U.S. Sureau of the Census for persona of Cuban origin. The similarity

between the two samples as well as between the sample data and national

Census data indicate that the samples adequately represented the national

sociodemographic profile of the Cuban population. The third conclusion is

that the Cuban origin population has generally been better off in social

and economic terms than most other Hispanic groups living in the United

States, despite the fact that they, are among the mom- recent arrivals to

this country. To some extant, this say be due to the relatively high

socioeconomic status of the turmigrant population prior to entering the

7n.ted States. On tat other hand, the gap between the Cubans and other

Hispanics appears to be decreasing and can be exper.ed to do so in the

immediate future with the recent arrival of mover 100,On' 'boat people.

In fact, it is very likely than those new arrivals say have already

significantly increased unemployment levels among Cabana. Fourth, by

virtually any socioeconomic indicator, the Cuban origin population is not

as prosperous as the nonRispanic white population, and indications are

that this gap has been widening during the past five years.
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CHAPTER r7

OUCATION: MZMtI AND UNION CITY

This analysis is based on the data generated oy the random sample survey

in Miami and Union City and on the review of the literature on Cubans. In

addition, a great deal of information was acquired from Metropolitan Dade

County documents, especially on the subject of that county's bilingual

education programs. Finally, percentages of Hispanic students, faculty and

administrators is the public school system and at Dade County's three major

institutions of higher educ =ion were obtained either through interviews

through printed documents. Substantially more information was available

for Dads County than for Unior City.

Paz

Level of Schooling in the United States and Cuba

Tables 22 and 23 sh that there i3 no major difference between the

two cities stud'Abd in the percentage of the population that has attended

school is either the United States or in Cuba. However, Miami Cubans past

the eighth grad* level show greater achievement and have a 1.14,gher median

education in both chuntrtes than do Cubans in Unior City. Also, there are

many more perscns who have attended school in Cuba than in the United

States.

Tables 24 and 25 contain absolute percentages of those who have

completed grade level without taking other years of schooling into

consideration. Actin., Miami residents show a greater portent completing

grades for each category with the exception of eighth Trade in 2ubr.. Th4s

higher percentage in one category for Union City can be explain' by

exceptionally low percentage of hlsw school graduates ,there are hal: as

many as In miami!.
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Table 22. Last school grads completed by persons in the sample population'
of Miami and Onion City who attended school in the Onited States (cumulative
percentages)a

Cumulative school grade
completed in the R.S.

Miami Union City
(nu.775)b (nw726)b

Sth grade or higher

12th grade or higher

4 years at college or
higher

Median school grade
completed

Percent of total sample
who attented school in
the U.S.

74.7 72.5

50.9 41.1

9.3 5.1

10th grade 9th grade

37.3 40.0

a Percentages do nct total 100 percent 'oecau4± they are cmmulative figures,
i.e., a person who completed 4th grade or higher aight also have com-
pleted 12th grade or college.

b Total comber who attended school In the O.S.
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Table 23. Last school grade completed by persons L. the sample populations

of Miami and Union City who attended school in Cuba (cumulative percentages)a

Cumulative school grades
completed in Cuba

Miami Onion City

(n.01418)b (n1251).0

eth grade or higher

12th grade or higher

4 years of college cr higher

median school grade completed

Percent of total sample who
attended school in Cuba

55.6

15.8

8.4

8th grads

69.2

47.4

21.1

4.9

7th grade

68.9

a Percentages do not add to 100 percent because they are cumulative figures,

i.e., A person who completed 8th grade or higher might also have completed

12th grade or college.

Total =oar who attended school In Cuba.



Table 24. Last school grade completed by persons in the Miami and Union City
sample populations who attend or have attended school in the United Stai,is

Last school grads completed in U.S. Miami

(n775)41
Union City
(m+726)4

I

All grades 100.0 100.0

Oth grade 4.1 7.7

Ilon gwhool graduate 26.6 24.1

sr more years of college 5.6 3.3

raduate schoo4. 2.7 1.8

All other grldes 61.0 63.1

Percent of total sample
who attended or have
attended school in the
u.s. 37.3 40.0

a Total number who attend or have attended school in the U.S.

b This ca.r.igxy ncludes all grades K-12 not shown lm the table.
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Table 25. Last school grade completed in Cuba by persons in the Miami andanion City sample populations who attended school in Cuba

Last school grade completed in Cuba Miami
(12.1438)41

Onion City
(nw1251)a

All grades
100.0 100.0

8th grads
12.9 17.8

Sigh school graduate
20.7 11.6

4 or more years of college
5.1 2.8

Graduate achool
3.3 2.1

All other grades
58.0 65.7

Percent of total sample
who attended school
in Cuba

69.2 68.9

a Total number who attend.' school in thbe.

a This category includes all grades 7-12 not shown In the table.
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When comparing level of schooling for the United States and Cuba, the

reader should keep in mind that many persons who began or finished their

schooling in Cuba completed or found it necessary to repeat their education

in the United States. This highlights the problem that many Cabana experience

when they immigrate to the United States and lose their rrofessional status,

i.e. their educational advantage. They most either tails jobs where they

are underemployed or establizh a professional standing in the United States

with repeated education.

Last school grade completed in the United States and Cuba was cross-

tabulated by tavern variables for Miami and Onion City. Income and oc-

cupation variables yielded the most information. There is an expected

positive correlation between greater educational levels and higher income.

A similar finding on Cubans was present in a study by Clark and Fortes who

found the following relationship in their sample: incomplete elementary-

$474/mo.: elementary $598imo.t incomplete secondary-5632/mo.: secondary or

college-S688/mo.1 Also for U.S.-educated individuals in the sample,

there is a positive correlation between educational level and occupation.

On the other hand, education in Cuba does not affect the type of

occupation in the United States, except for university graduates. In Union

City, the number of Cuba-educated professionals engaged in nonprofessional,

nontechnical occupations is equal to the number practicing the profession

for which they were trained. Hence it appears that Cuban professionals in

Union City educated only in Tuba are severely undoremp ayed in the United

States.

lAlielandro Porte', and Juan M. Clark, Cuban Immigration to the United
States, 1972-1979: A Preliminar7 Report of ?inclines, May 13, 1980, Table 3,
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Taking into account the severe language problems suffered by Crbans

not educated in the United States, er.iloyment as an operative or in a work

site (where speaking English is not necessary) often becomes the only

alternative for those seeking employment. This finding is highlighted by

comparing our sample data with 1978 data from the U.S. Census Bureau. In

Union City, employment was more heavily concentrated in operative positions,

(43.4 percent of all Cuban employed persons) than it was in Aiami (28

percent), or for the total U.S. Cuban-origin population (23.1 percent).2

Per persona 25 years and older, we also examined the relatiowIthip

between Last grade of school completed in the United States and Cuba with

respect to: 1) country of birth, 2) legal status in the United States and

3) length of residence in the United States. For the foreign born we extended

our evaluation of legal status in the United States and language(s) spoken

in the home to persons of all ages who attend or have attended school in

the United States and in Cuba.

Of those over 25 years of age who attended school in the United States,

the Miami sample had more Cuban-born persons with at least some college

education (55.7 percent) than did anion City (35.4 percent). Of those

aver 25 years of age born and educated La the United States, hall of both

sample populations had hi*: school degrees. The remaining 50 percent in

Miami had some college, while only 30 percent in Union City had some college.

The median U.S. education for the Miami sample was 1-3 years of college:

for Onion City it was 12tn grade. Since only those 75 years old and over

were Included in this crnestabulation, all those born in the United States

came from families that immigrated prior to the Cuban revolution.

2C.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-20,
So. 3397 Persons of Spanish Origin in the United States, March 1978 (wasnington,

D.C. U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979) p. 26.
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For this study, U.S. legal status is divided into 1) refugeeiparoIee,

21 permanent resident, and 31 citizen.? Of those 25 years and older who

attended schrol in the United States, the Miami refugee/parolees (3.5 per-

cent), and permawent residents (28.7 percent) have a 12th grads median edu..,

cation, while for citizens (67.8 percent) the median is 1-3 years of col:ele.

Thus Miami Cubans who are citizens exhibit higher educational levels in com-

parison with those who are either permanent residents or refugee/parolees.

The same holds true for the Union City sample, except that the educational

levels are somewhat lower; the median school year completed for refugees

(6.2 percent) is 9-11th grades, While for residents (43.8 percent) and

citizens (50.0 percent), the median is 12th grads.

This study found that those who attended school in Cuba exclusively

sirht%4t much lower levels of education than the U.S.-educated sample,

regardless of citizenship starts.

Language Preference

LI it is assumed that language spoken in the home by the respondent is

representative of the langusge spoken by other household members, hen the

findings as to home language preference of the respondents can be generalized

to all members of the household. On this basis, Spanish is still the

long age spoken in the home by the majority of Cubans of ALL1 educational

levels. However, more tnglish is spoken in the home in anion City than in

Miami. (see Tables 26 and 27).

35tatus of persons ante:tog the United States as lefihed by immigration and
Naturalization Services:

O.S. citizen
permanent residents
non -immi grants

refugees
parolees
Illegal aliens
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For all age. groups is both cities, the higher the level of education
in the 7mited States, the greater the tendency to speak English at home.
Miami is the major

metropolitan area in Florida and a large multi-institu
tional Spanish-speaking Cuban community resides there. Thus, compared to
Union City, the relatively lesser need to speak English away from home is
carried into the home by Miami Cubans. More than twice the college graduates
from Union City (39.1 percent) speak some English at home than do college
graduates residing in Miami (18.6 percent).

The need to learn ftglish is the foremost problem facing Cubans of all
ages. This is a very strong theme that runs throughout this study and in
the Literature.

A seven -year study by Aortae and Clark conducted in Miami from 1973 to
1900 shove the importance of the language problem for Can refugees. Their
sample consisted of 590 Cuban males who arrived in the 'United States in 1972
or 1973. At the initial interview in 1973, they Listed .* their three
major problems: transportation (18.3 percent), economic difficulties and
unemployment (16.3 percent), and learning

English (16.1 portent). Three
peers later, learning English jumped to first place (31.1 percent), and
economic problems was the second most important problem (21.6 percent).4

4Pertes and =ark, p 1-2.
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Table 26. Language spoken at home by the Union Ctty sample population, according to last school grads
completed in the United States and Cuba

Languillopo(s)

Spoken at
home,

Last school grade completed

12th grids 16th grade Hi grades8th wade

U.8. Cuba
In -32) in-185)

1 1

U.8.

(n-.205)

1

Cuba

(n -296)

1

U.8. Cuba
(n,*43) (n92)

% 1

U.P

(n -785)

1

Cuba

(n.21438)

1

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Spanish only 93.8 94.6 84.3 90.2 81.4 94.4 86.3 93.5

Mostly Spanish 3.1 1.1 8.8 6.8 2.1 1.4 6.5 4.0

Spanish and Rnglish
ovally

3.1 2.2 3.9 2.7 9.3 4.2 4.9 2.4

Mostly English 0.0 0.0 1.5 0.3 4.7 0.0 1.3 0.1

English nnly 0.0 0.0 1.5 0.0 2.3 0.0 1.0 0.0

It is assumed that the language spoken at hoots by the respondent is representative of tha other household
members who have attended school.
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table 2/. Lanquaqe poke. a' home by tb., Union City sample population, accoldin9 to .ast school grade completed
in the Untied States and Cuba

1_.,jurpi1el

'woken at

-total

bpani40, u: y

,ally Spank oh

tios nigh end Knqtteh

equally

ly tinyliffih

VIA1101 only

Loot school (pada completed In the U.S.

0th Trade 12th %rade 16th irede J111 voile')

U.S. Cuba U. Cub 11.8. Cuba U.S. Cuba
10-1701 in-1421 In-211 In726l fw-12511

11

100.0 100.0 109.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

77A H .3 )9.4 70.9 60.4 H0.1 78.4 05.9

5.6 5.5 i 6 6.3 OA 2.9 7.2 4.6

14.0 t'.4 1..1 12,0 11.1 0.0 12.2 7.7

1.4 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.5

0,0 I.H 1.2 1.11 0.1 0.0 1.0 1.1

it la aseu 1 that lreuguaqe t»Iten at home Ly the respondent Is repreeantattve of the other household membets
.1,) have attande school.
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Lamgth of Residence to true United States

an=y those foreign-born, 25 years or older, wno attended scnool in the

United States were Included la our analysis of th- relationship of level of

education to length of residence in the United States. The majority of Miami

Cubans who have attended school in the Milted States have Lived here at least

11 years, while in Union City, 6-10 year residents also figure prominently

in the group that has attended school.

Current 3choo1 Enrollment

Carrent school enrollment in the Miami sample is 27 portent ,n -S53) and

in Union City 29 percent ,.,,e520). 3f those enrolled, the a3ority attend

grade -s nool/hign-school programs '-8.3 percent In MI gni and 31.1 peront

in Union City,. ?our percent in Miami and 5.4 percent in Union City are

enrolled in vocational schools. Fifteen percent in Miami are enrolled in

college compared to 12.' percent In Union City. la Miami, 3 percent are

enrolled in nurser? or day rare com-sred to 1.8 portent to Union City.

Cubehe are better represented in the student body than in the profes-

sic.nal or nonprofessional staff of fade's educational lastitutions. Table

28 shows the percentages of Rispanic students, faculty, and adm17.sators

in the Cade County public school lystem.

clear that Risruanics are severely underrepresented in teacning

and administrative positions. Even r long-discriminated group such as Slacks

are more equitably represented among school employees. The 1979-80 figures

for 31acAs in the Dada County scnocl system provided by lade County Soard

of 7nblic 2nstru,rtinns are; swadents, 29.9 percent; tuachers, 25.8 percent;

and administrators, 25.3 percent. Nonitispanic Whites ac :aunt for 15.6

pa rent of the students, 52 .3 oarteht of the %sec2-ers, and 54.0 percent of

the administrators.



Tani,. 29. RIspani: stud^nts, facilmy, and adm.tbistrstors
Public School System, Trades 1-12, 1971-1978

Dade Zw.ny

stion

MIIME=M111, Percent Hispanic

1977-78 1913-79 1979-80

Students

AdainAstrators

32.1

11.3

8.9

33.7

9.8

Sourest Dade County Soard of Public Instruction, Ethnic/Racial Characteristics
of Pupils and Stiff, Office of Management and !Midget, 1977, p. 9-10,
1373. p. 1, 1979, p. 1. So separate records axe kept for Cubans, but
it is estimated that In January, 1980, 80 percent of Dade Comity
Hispanics were Cubans.

*letter or not this uhdorrepLesentaion nav:.ng negative repercussions

for :2u.ban students needs to be studied. However, It should be noted t =at

tbe school tropc,_.t rate for Hispanics used to be the lowest of Dade County's

three acor etnn_L; gioups. nis rats ls now slIght:.y higher than that of

aonAispenio '041 ,es. "Zt: figurea or 1978 -79 Dade high-school
v.. "pouts

prbyldod by -he Dade :minty 3oard of Public :nstructIon are Hispanic, 19.1

perAint: nonaisparuc W1u.ta. 18.4 In.ercent7 nonaispao Slack, :6.1 percvnt.,

111=.1:rehtly, for alsoamIcs, VIII represents a -41, -onr se from
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ter."1_.Le' attendance, Miami-04d,, a low-tuition commu:lity college,

att:SOTS an almost exact proportion of Hispanic stude-ts as than, are

total Blowy-cm in Dade Ct.iaty (40 percent) . Florida International Univer-

sity, a publ upper-division and graduate-tchool university with a

Table 29. Rispanic students, faculty, and administrators for salacted educa-
tional institutions of higter .< cation in Dade County, 1I79.
:tstitution

Percent Risvanic

Student Faculty Administrators

Miami-Dade Sommunity College (1,0=a

FInrida International University

University 3f Miami (CM)..=

39.1'

:6.0

16.5

17.4

"%

5.3

a Source! Miami Cada Community College, Office of :astitutional Research,
Ttudent Enrollment Revert Catoaory, Fall, 1979, Personnel
Jopastment, Pers.anal Payroll stem Compuier Sank.

Source: Florida International Univorsity, Office of Institutional Research,
Jtudent Enrollaent Kistorv, Fall, 1979, p. 1- Office of Minority
Affairs and Women's Concerns, Affirmative Action Plan Port. July,
1380, p. 31-56.

Source: :Daivorslty of Miami, Affirmative Action Office, University of Miami
Student ?ovulation by Sex and Aace, Sept., 1971; Equal Zmoloymant
Ovvortunitv-.45 Revort Sept. 19,9.
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The .ow representation of lispanic teachers has boon investigated an

independent study by Sevirk, A History and Evaluation of the Cuban Teacher

Ndstziyas=Z=.Pra.mofthUuivsruiofMia.m.2..1943-1973. Ro poirts out

that one reason why Cubans are underrepresented in ,:he teaching ra

that although the University of Miami's retraining program was helpful to

the younger Cuban teachers with very little experience, tt was not effective

or the older teachers, and those who had taught for a longer period

Tuba. He recommended that more English language., training was needed, that

closer ccomunication with the participants was essential, and that there

sl'nuld he --seter flexibility in the curriculum. He also concluded that

further study of the problem was needed.

?or all age groups in Union City and Miami, survey data on current

school enrollment was crosstabulated by, age, U.S. legal status, length of

sidence in the United St-tes, and Language(s) spoken at home.

The only difference between the two cities with respect to age is that

in Miami 10.4 bercent of cell. fret an* to four are in nursery scnool or day

oars orogrems, wht..* in Union City only 7.8 percent of the children par-

ticipate in such programs.

Regarding legal status in ins Unload Ststesf Is interesting to note

dat ooth cities. a higher peroemtags of refugee, parolees and citizens

are enrd.-ed in school than permanent residents.

terms of length of residence in the United States, enrollment for

Trade,Iliqn school acedemiz programs %lanes': for 5-10 year residents.

followed oy the 11-'5 year group. However, the ?atterm 7arlee for hIgne:_-

education. Mose rqs14imq la t:te United States more than 10 years have the

ItIghest rates of _ enroll ant. probably ref:. V13 the lower

socic,-economlo '2.-unan ref..agees of the later m-grIt-on process,



as age :cmpostion. Th33n City and Miami showed no difference

regarding the relationship of current school enfollmeat to length of resi-

dence in tna United States.

A smaller percentage of persons from households in which only Spanish

Is spoken (based on the answez of the respondent) are enrolled in school

the.: is true of those who speak at least some English is the home. Those

who :ire in households wnere some English but mostly Spanish Is spoken have

the highest enrollment in grade/high-schotl academia programs, and those

who speak English and Spanish equally at home have the highest collale

enrollment. avlously, the ability to speak English is a key element in

pursuing an education La this zoaatry. The higher one's level of education

is the United Stet's, the higher one's masts:7 of the ?rig sh language.

Likewise language proficiency contrihutes to achieving higher educational

levels.

Enrollment Pmo' pr P late 5cools

Sath Miami and Union Titv, public school enrollment in kindergarten

through, lith grades Is snout 3' percent, and private school enrollment

about ?orceh-.:. 7.ifferences Setween the cities become with ace

orTes:aZulatlor..s. In 'Hama, 53.6 percent of children one to faux attending

lay care centers are private lay rare conters,schools. :t's anle. .d-

anle that such a high percentage should choose prIvete U:iban-operated nurse,c,

schools and lsy :ate renters, since ,there a lack of poplin facilities

in Satn also- in Wiami, the nanv 25-29 year :hoostng pr:7ste

ools are grobahIy Tacuato studehts who take zourswe not

available In plabl. institutions, anal students preferring private colleges.

In Union Zi'7y, _I- '1.3 percent La the '5-'9 age bracket attend

5C!".1730--1 porten_ age 3r="4 o in. :e



York _sty area has ashy pr:.74te oollages and universities, and there are

also several on the Now Jersey side of the Hudson River.

Higher household income seems to be a positive fsctor in private school

enrollment. LI Miami, those with a household income In the $15,000-525,C00

bracket have a 32.8 percent private school enrollment. In Union Tity, 33.9

percent of those with a household income over 325,000 attend private schools.

La Riami, 95 percent of All persons enrolled in school live in house-

holds where the respondent speaks some English, bw:: mostly Spanish. This

figure is sLIghtly lower in Union City (89 percent) as more housholds 'peek

as much English as they do Spanish. In both cities the few who speak

3204 English at home are enrolled in public schools.

la niaml, 5, percent of students enrolled in school are U.S. citizens.

compered to seven percent of refugea/parolems, and 36 percent of residents.

22 Ltnion City citizens comprise 46 percent o! total enrollment, residents

46 percent and refugees 8 percent. When these figures area compared to

public and private school enrollment, citirana are overropresentsd is pri-

7atO schools by 20 percent while residents and refugees era underrepresented

see Table 301. These figures suggest that though income is the greatest

factor prI,..7ate/puLl1= school enrollment, Spanish lahquele preference and

.1.1t:,zenithlp status increase prlaste school enrollment.
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Table 30. Legal status .n the United States of persons in the Miami and Union
City sample populations enrolled im private and public schools

Q.S. legal
rtatua

Miami Onion City
(no,553) (n4517),

Public Private Public Private

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Refugees 7.5 4.9 3.4 2.9

Aesidante 38.8 24.3 48.9 32.4

Citizens 53.7 70.8 41.9 64.7

Missing data for 3 tease, thus percentages do not add to 100 for public school
enrollment.

Finiucial

There is a Treat deal of difference between Miami and union City with

respect to student user of financial aid at all grade levels. :a Union

City, the percentage of recipients is 12.4, and in Miami it is a

6.3 percent. Table 31 snows the distribution of types of assistance by city.

**um that 'cmapared to Union City, Miami Cuban* are not taking

advantage of the financial aid that is available. In light of the strong

similarities in median inccAlis of Cubans froo both Miami and union City (see

Table 161 It is surprising that there are twice as many financial aid

recipients in Union City than in Miami. thin case, the discrepancy is

so great that it ferita further study.

Relavive to the tltal number attending schools, the age Troup naceiving

the most financial aid in both cities is the 20-24 year old (55.7 percent,

aw29, .n Union City and :5 percent, ft.,9, in hiami. The 15-19 year age

Troup also tecei7es a siunificant portion of financial aid at 11.) percisf,t,
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Table 31. Source of financial aid received ay persons in the ?llama and 7nion
City sample populations enrolled in any type of educational institution

Source of financial aid Miami

(ne34)a
anion City

(7361)/2

Percent of those enrolled receiving
aid from all so*..:clas

6.3 12,4

5overnment grant 2.4

?rivets grant 0.2 0.4

Zovernment loan 0.9 1.8

Private loan 0.4 0.8

:7,o-rev:went scholarship 1.7 0.6

Private icholarship 0.6 0.4

aavernment work/study 0.2 0.6

Private work /study 0.0 0.6

a Number enro:.led: 536 (missing data for 17 ,.naos).

a Number enrolled: 493 ;musing data for 27 caseal.

r.-.08, in Aiami and 3.3 oarcent, ae16, in Union City. Cn the other hand,

considering only those students oho receive ftnancial aid, high school

students receive 36 portent of all aid in Miami compared to 29.5 percent

in .m on City.

aoth cities 20-30 percent more females received government giants

*chola:snips than males.

.n Union City, no sampled .7.hinans horn in the United States received

financial aid for scnoci. vnile 19.2 percent of those horn in Cunt did.

en Miami, the same situation exists. :f thcse horn in Cuba, 3.3 percent

have tece.ved aid for ducst_on, compared to 2.3 percent af those horn in
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the United States. When language spoken at home is introduced as a factor,

important distinctions appear hetween the Mimi and Union City samples.

In Miami, all financial aid recipients live in households wnere only Spanish

is spoken, while in Union City, 21.3 percent of financial aid recipients

live in households whers some 'English is spoken.

Of those in the Union City sample who receive financial aid for educa-

tion, 57 percent have lived in the United States 11-15 years, uhiae 33 per-

f.-ent have lived hare 6 to 10 years. In Miami, the situation Is similar.

Forty-seven percent of recipients are 11-15 year residents, and of those

Living hers 6 to 10 rears, 29 percent receive aid. Also, in Miami, 6

percent of recipients living in the United States cne year or less, receive

government is for education.

As shown in as 12, U.S. legal status seems to be related with the

propensity to receive financial aid for education. Residents and refugees

receive a greater percentage of financial aid than do citizens in both

Miami and Union City. Comparing the di fo ". _ end Union City, citizens

and refugees In Onion City are receivtl:g a larle-: percentage of aid than

their :ounterparts in Miami.
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Table 32. Legal status is the Onited States of persons is the Miami and
Union City sample populations attending educational institutions

C.S. legal status Miami Union City

(n536)a (n490)b

No. No.

Citizens 12 3.9 26 11.2

Residents 19 10,1 29 12.6

Ratugees 3 7.9 7 /9.4

a Number enrolled (missing data for 17 cases)

Num-bar enrolled (missing data for 30 nasals).

Bilingual Education

Participation La bilingual (education differs between Miami and anion

City. It is high in Miami where at least 27 percent of persons enrolled in

all typos of educational institutions participate in bilingual programs.

:n Cnion City, however, only 6.6 percent are participants.

In Miami there are several types of bilingual education offered by

tne school system:

1. tnolish as a second language (ESL)

2. Spanish for Spanish speakers (Spanish-5:

3. Spanish as a second language (Sr.)

4. Curriculum content in Spanish (CCS)

These are afferee is various combinations, or individually. C.-IS

usually takes place .n a bilingual school organization (3:50). 31SC schools

generally offer course content for a half day in each language. Spanish-5

is a maintenance program to help native Span -3h speakers retain and lmprave

their Spanish - speaking :t .1sual:y also Includes learning about
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Hispanic toi-'turn, mostly Cuban. These programs have been evaluated as

being very positive.9

In Miami, the bilingual program is available throughout the first nine

grades. Of all parsons enrolled in bilingual programs, 38.4 percent are five

to 14 years old. Another 19.2 percent are 15-19 years oid. In Union City,

where overall participation is much lower, 31 percent of all participants

are five to 14 years old and another 32 percent are 15-19 years old.

In Miami, those living in the U.S. six to 10 years have the highest rate

of enrollment in bilingual education programs (47 percent). Those living

there 11-15 years have a 28 percent rata of participation. Of all those

enrolled in bilingual programs in Miami, 76.6 have lived in the United

States at lour :ix years. In Union City the trend is similar as 82.8

percent of those in bilingual programs have lived is the U.S. at least six

years.

There is little difference between resident* and citizens in terms of

bilingual participation in either city. However, the rats of participation

by rettgees-parolees is slightly higher than for the other legal status

categories in Miami, and much higher in Union City (two-and-a-half times

tut of either residents or citirens). Unly those who reside is households

.n whian Spanish only or mostly Spanish is spoken are enrolled In bilingual

sducat'n programs both in Miami and in URIC/A City.

9tvaluation of the traasitionr.11 Bilincual 3asic Skills Procram Tinal
Evaluation Ramo= 1976-1979, Cade County Public Schools, Office of
Management and 3udget, Oecambor, 1980. Tvaluation of Ueda Count:, BISC

Program, 1976 -77
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F4ndings

1. Cubans who are U.S. citizens, as compared to Cubans who are not, are more

likely to have achieved higher levels of education and income and `eve a

greater propensity to speak English at home.

2. The Level of educational achievement in Cuba does not have as much

positive impact on incase, employment, amount of English spoken in the

home, occupation, or citizenship status as does the level of education

attained in the United States.

3. Cubans J.n Miami who arrived in the United States during the first five

yearn of the exodus had, on the average, five more years c_ education

in Cuna than Cubans in Mier_ 'ho arrived more recently, or than Cubans

in Union City regardless of when they arrived. Miami Cubans have

generally achieved higher le7als of education than those in anion

City.

4. in Cade County, Cubans are significantly anderreptesented in the ranks

of teachers and administrators, both 111 the public school system and in the

Zi:Or institutions of higher leaning. Accordlng to independent studies,

current and past efforts to retrain Cubat teachers in Miami have been

inadequAte, thereby contributing to the proportionately low number of Cuban

teachers in the area.

The school dropout rata for students in ,liana has been LncrvasIng

at an alarming rate during thci last two years.

6. Adult Cabana in Miami enroll in school at a higher rate than their

rounterparts Union City, espectall.7 in courses to learn English.



7. Private school attendance is at least twice as high for those with U.S.

citizenship, than for those who have refugee or resident status.

S. Compared with Union City, very few Miami Cubans receive financial aid

for education. Persons born in Cuba receive much more financial aid for

education than Cubans born in the United States. In Miami, all recipients

of financial aid speak only Spanish in the home. In Union City, those who

speak English and Spanish equally in the home receive the highest percentage

of financial aid for education, followed by those who speak some English

but mostly Spanish. Those who have lived in the United States from 11

to 15 years have the highest percentage receiving financial aid for

education.

9. Those who speak English and Spanish equally in the home have the highest

level of college enrollment. More English is spoken in the home in Union

City than in Miami, although Spanish predominates in both cities. As

compared to our Miami sample, very few Union City Cubans are enrolled

in bilingual. programs. In Miami, those residing in the country six to 10

years have nearly twice the percentage of enrollment in bilingual

programs than those here 11-15 years. Percentage of enrollment for

other categories of length of residence are small. Cubans with refugee

status have the highest proportionate enrollment in bilingual programs.
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Recommendations

1. Since a higher level of education in Cuba has little positive impact on

incase, occupation or employment in the United States, it, is necessary to

develop intensive Znglish language training as well as high quality

recertification programs for professionals educated in Cuba. Intensive

teacher retraining programs are necessary to overcome the disproportionately

low percentage of Cuban teachers land administrators at all levels of

sduCation in Dade County.

2. A study is needed to deter line why the Cuban students' school dropout

rate has increased so drastically in Dade County over the past two years.

3. A study is needed to find out why relatively few Cubans in Miami receive

financial aid for education as compared with the Onion City sample.
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MATTER

SOCIAL SERVICES OTELLZATION: MIAMI AND UNION CITY

This chapter discusses the utilization of the following social services:

1) Supplemental Security Income (SSI)

2) Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC)

3) Medicaid 7) Food Stamps

4) Medicare 8) unemployment Benefits

5) Medicaid Screening 9) State General Assistance (GA)

6) Social Security Assistance (SSA)

Each service has been analyzed in terms of: 1) utilization, 2) problem

identification, 3) language usage, 4) referral service, and 5) satisfaction.

The five concerns were analyzed with pertinent demographic data such as household

income, source of income, and age of user.

For the prnhability sample cities, analysis covers: 1) role of the

Cuban Refugee Program, 2) identification of Cubans as users of individual

services, and 3) the identification of household characteristics *rich tend

to result in a particular usage-pattern for the different services. Each

approach is discussed in a separate section. Throughout this chapter, the

reader will find independent statistics on service utilization in Miami for

comparison with the statistics collected by this study. Presently, social

service agencies collect statistics by race, not ethnicity, wad-thus there is

no regularly published information on social service utilization by Cubans.

Role of the Cuban Refugee Program (CRP)

The Cuban Refugee Program was organized in Miami ism 1961 to assist

Cuban refugees in becoming self supportive. As a federal agency, the Cuban

Refugee Program took the financial burden away from local governments in
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the principal cities where Cubans settled, such as Miami and Union City.

The program has registered and directed over three hundred thousand

immigrants to the social service(s) for which they were qualified, e.g.

GA, AFDC, and Medicaid. For this reason the CRP has played a significant

role in the use of these services by the Cuban population and in the gather-

ing of data on this use. Thus, the CRP represents an important source of

data for comparisons with the study results in this chapter of the report.

In 1978 a six year phaseout
program was initiated for the CRP on the

basis that all eligible refugees had been transferred to state funded AFDC

and Medicaid Programs. In this sense the CRP has been successful in help-

ing adjust a needy refugee population through the implementation of finan-

cial, medical, and self development program;:

Since phaseout of the CRP, county and state GA programs have had to

take an the burden of those recipients who do not qualify for aid under

the existing categorical programs but who still need assistance. Most

of these programs do not record the ethnic origin of the applicant. Thus

there is no longer data available on the rate of applications sade py

Cubans or on the rejection rates of such applications. For this reason,

data supplied to as by the CRP on service utilisation by Cubans in Miami

is the most accurate for comparison with our sample statistics.

This survey collected data on the number of recipients referred by the _

CRP to each of the social services. In Table 33, sample usage figures

serve to estimate the actual number of users in Miami referred by the CRP.

They are compared to the figures on present usage of SSI, Medicaid and Food

Stamps supplied by the CRP. This is particularly important for SSI and

Medicaid, as these services do not keep records of usage by ethnic groups.
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Table 33. Total Cuban service users in Miami estimated from the Miami sample as compared to service users
reported by the CRP for selected services with high frequency of utilization

Type of
social
service

Total sample
Cubans using

individual

services in

Estimated total
number of Cuban
users based on
sample atetistIc

Percent of

sample users
referred by
CRP

Miami in^2078)

No. No.h

88I 198 9.5 48,000 56.6

Medicaid 244 11.7 59,000 56.7

rood Stamps 269 13.1 65,500 47.8

Estimated number
of Cuban users

sponsored by CRP
bassi on sample
statistical'

Noc

21,160

33,453

31,309

Actual number
of Cuban users
sponsored by
CRP in 1979c

No.

30,000

30,000

30,000

a Comparison between b and c for each service show that sample data are comparable with actual figures.

b Calculation of (*etiolated number of users for each service is based on a Cuban population in Miami of 500,000,thus n500,000.

c Calculation for estimated number of Cuban users in Miami referred by the CRP, thus n ^ estimated number ofCuban users.

d Actual figures for Cuban users In Miami referred by the CRP in 1979 were supplied by the Cuban Refugee Program,
Miami, 'Florida 1980 in telephone interviews.

10 0
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For 351, medicaid, and Food Stamps, actual service utilization data pro-

vided by the CRP was found to be comparable to estimates obtained from the Miami

sample.

Service Mill.at-ion

In this section the reader will find the results of utilization

frequencies far each of the nine social services as well as crosstabutations

with household income and age variables. Findings are presented under a

separate heading for each service. Table 34 gives a summary of usage for

both sample cities. Also included in each section is a discussion of

difficulties, language preference, and source of information on a particular

service. Because these questions were asked only of the respondent,

frequencies for the respondent only are also presented in Table 35 and 36,

along with difficulties experienced.

Supplemental Security Income

The Social Security Administration provides financial assistance to

persons who are blind, disabled or over 65 through the Supplemental Security

Incase program. Benefits can be granted after 30 days of residence in the

United States. For both Miami and Union City, information on SST reaches

respondents primarily through a formal referral. 1 In Miami, the Spanish

media is an additional source of information for 20 percent of respondents.

For a population of respondents of whoa 89 percent communicate in Spanish

1Throughout the report formal and informal reerrals are defined as:

?owl referral - the user is referred by one agency to another automatically
based on eligibility for that service.

Informal referral - the user is referred by one agency to another without
knowledge of eligibility.
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Table 34. Utilization of social services by the Miami and Union City sample

populations

Type of
social
service

Miami
recipients
(nw2078)*

No. 1

Union City
recipients
(nw1816)*

No.

SIX 198 9.6 159 8.8

AFDC 7 0.3 59 3.3

Medicaid 244 11.8 286 15.8

Medicare 287 14.0 141 7.8

Medicaid Screening 19 0.9 0 0.0

SSA 206 10.0 88 4.9

!bed Stamps 269 13.1 224 12.3

Unemployment 5 0.2 48 2.7

State General
Assistance 23 1.1 73 4.0

Percentages do not add to 100 nor numbers to their respective totals bee:sues

social services do not constitute mutually exclusive categories,, i.e., the

same person may receive more than one service or one at all.

with SSX staff, this use of the Spanish media is very important. Union

City respondents on the other hand have only 1.2 percent Spanish media

referral, and identify 48 percent of their complaints as language related

difficulties. ?arty two percent of Miami's complaints center around trans-

portation while overall problems are fewer and satisfaction with service

is consistently higher than in Union City. Zn Union City, 41 percent

(n*27) of all respondent users (nw66) have difficulties compared to 27

percent (nw24) of all respondent users (nw88) in Miami (see Tables 35 and

36) The proportion of use for both cities is highest among persons over
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60 years (see Tables 37 and 38). Sixty percent of all cases fall in the

$3,000 - $6,000 household income category. Forty-five percent of respondent

recipients of SIM claim it as their primary source of income..

Lid to Families with Dependent Children

The Aid to Families with Dependent Children program provides financial

assistance to needy families with depanden= children under 18 years of age

who hair: support from only one parent. The State of Florida Realth and

shabilitative Services provided their statistics for AFDC usage by Cubara

in Miami (see Table 39). Cuban recipients represent 19 percent of their total

caseload. Thus, one out of five AFDC recipients reported by then AFDC agency

in Miami is Cuban. Since such a large proportion of Miami's AFDC recipients

are Cuban, the specific needs of Cubans should be considered in the structuring

and organization of AFDC services. For example, needs of Cuban AFDC mothers

should be considered when deciding the location of child care facilities in

areas with large Cuban populations.

The study identified 7 AFDC =SOS in Miami and 59 in Onion City (see

Table 34). Seventy percent of AFDC recipients in Union City have household

incomes below $10,000. Onion City data show as many as three persons in

the household were receiving AFDC benefits. In Miami, there were is many

as four persons receiving AFDC benefits in a single household.

Self of the AFDC recipients from Union Ci:y claim it as their major

source of income. Only 28 percent of them are working, while 30 percent

claim AFDC as a secondary income source. Forty-two percent of these AFDC

recipients claim Food Stamps as a tertiary source of income. Additional.

figures indicate the majority of these AFDC recipients are nonworking women.

Of the fifteen Am respondents in Union City, eleven were referred by

friends. The media played no part in relaying the availability of this
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Table 35. Utilization of social services and difficulties experienced by Miami respondents

Type of Utilization Percent
service (n669) reporting

difficulties

Major difficulties
identified

Percent of

all complainants
reporting each
major difficulty

No.

881 08 13.2 27.3 transportation 42.0
language 21.0

AMDC 2 0.3 50.0 unpleasant
physical
environment

100.0

Medicaid 100 15.3 20.6 transportation 47.6
language 19.0

Medicare 136 20.3 23.5 transportation 28.0
language 21:60

red tape 9.4

Medicaid Screening S 0.7 20.0 transportation 100.0

SSA 112 16.7 20.5 language 30.4
red tape 26.0
transportation 13.0

Food Stamps 103 15.4 25.7 transportation 44.4
language 18.5
red taps 18.5

Unemployment 4 0.6 25.0 red tape 100.0

State General 1.2 37.5 transportation 33.3
Assistance red tape 33.3

o' Percentages do not add to 100 nor number' to their respective totals because social
services do not constitute mutually °actually" categories, i.e., a person may receive
more than one service or none at all. Also, only major difficulties were reported.
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Table 36. Utilisation of social services and difficulties experienced by Union
City respondents*

Type of social
service

Utilisation

(n-5981
Percent
reporting
difficulties

Major difficulties
identified

Percent of cos-
plainants reporting
each major
difficulty

881 66 11.0 41.0 language 48.1
location 14.8

AFDC 15 2.5 66.6 red tape 30.0.
lack of day care 30.0
language 20.0

Medicaid 112 18.7 32.1 language 52.7
location 16.6
red tape '7.9

Medicare 64 10.7 28.1 language 61.6
red tape 16.6

Medicaid Screening 0 0.0 0.0 N/A N/A

SSA 49 8.2 32.6 language 68.8
time lag 12.5

Food Stamps 108 18.1 36.1 language 36.0:
red tape 31.-1

Unemployment 24 4.0 33.3 language 75.0

State General 30 5.0 6.6 language 50.0
Assistance poor quality

of service
50-f

Percentages do not odd to 100 nor numbers to thole respective totals because socialservices do not constitute mutually exclusive categorise, i.e., person may receive
more than one service or none at all. Also, only major difficulties were reported.
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Table 37. Utilization of so..1.al services by persuas over 60 and under 20 years
in the Miami sample population

T7pe of
social
services

No.

Total users
(n2078)

s

Users over
60 years old

No.

Users under
20 years old

No.

SST 198 9.6 158 80.0 4 2.0

Medicaid 244 11.8 184 76.0 14 6.0

Food stamps 269 13.1 173 65.0 36 14.0

SSA 206 10.1 170 834 7 4.0

Medicare 237 14.0 298 87.0 8 3.0

Medicaid
screening

19 0.9 1.5 79.0 1 5.0

AFDC 7 0.3 0 0.0 2 33.0

State General 23 1.1 5 22.0 10 43.0
Assistance

Unemployment 5 0.2 0 0.0 0 0.0

Percentages do not add to I00 nor numbers to 2078 as each service does not
constitute a mutually exclusive category, i.e., a person may receive more
than one service or none at all.
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Table 38. Utilization of social services by persons over 60 and under

20 years in the Union City sample population*

Type of
social service

Total users
(n.1816)

No.

Users aver
60 years old

tea

Deers under
20 years old

SSI 159 8.8 109 68.0 23 14.0

Medicaid 286 15.8 112 42.0 ae 30.0

Food stamp* Z24 12.3 97 43.0 69 31.0

SSA 88 4.9 65 74.0 5 6.0

Medicare 141 7.8 108 76.0 12 10.4

Medicaid
s=eening

0 0.0 a 0.0 0 0.0

AFDC 59 3.3 3 4.0 34 64.0

State General
assistance

73 4.0 3 4.0 34 47.0

Unemployment 48 2.7 4 8.0 2 4.0

* Percentages do not add to 100 nor numbers to 1816 as each service does

not constitute a mutually exclusive category, a person may receive

more than one service or hone at all.
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Table 39. Miami recipients of AFDC, total and Cuban, January 1980

.1=1,1,1,M1.^ 1=110

Recipients. Total recipients

No.

Cuban Recipients

No.

Family cases 13,848 100.0 3,118 100.0

Total individuals 40,766 100.0 7,767 100.0

Adults (over 21 yearsN
of age)

11,272 27.2 2,533 32.6

Children (under 21 years 29,494 72.r 5,234 67.4

of tqe)

Source: Obtained from telephone inteiviews with the State of Florida
Health and Rehabilitative Services, Miami, Florida, 1980.

service. Most recipients spoke Spanish with service personnel. Of those

women who did receive AFDC, five experienced red tape problems in receiving this

service.

Medicaid

The Medicaid programs reimburse health provider' for services offered

to low income persons, State General Assistance recipients and former

CRP-sponsored recipients who become eligible for SS1 or AFDC. Of the

respondents, 41 percent (nB107) were Medicaid recipients. Of these, 86

percent comownicate with Medicaid staff in Spanish or, as in Union City,

with the help of an interpreter. nineteen percent of Miami's respondent

complaints concerned Language related problems while 52.7 percent in Union

City were Language related. In Miami, transportation problems accounted

for 47.6 percent of all complaints-cm Medicaid service usage.

One half of the Medicaid recipients have incomes between $3,000-$6,000.

Thirty -eight percent of the Miami respondents using Medicaid claim SSI as
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their major source of income, as do 27 percent is Union City. Twenty-five

percent in Union City claim their job as their primary income source. Food

Stamps are high as secondary and tertiary sources of income for Medicaid

recipients. These figures, along with a single recipient statistic for SO

percent of user households, indicate that many Medicaid respondents are

still in the labor force. This finding could be explained by the high

number of persons employed in part-time or temporary jobs in those samples.

Medicare

Medicare is a medical assistance reimbursement plan available to the

totally disabled and to those over 65 years old who have worked in the U.S.

Labor force or have lived in the United States for five years and pay

Medicare premiums.

Zn both cities combined, 32 percent of all respondents were formally

referred to Medicare. Zn Miami, the Spanish media informed another 42

percent of respondents using this service. Nearly 85 percent of all

respondents speak Spanish or use an interpreter in their contact with

Medicare staff, but the service complaints for language problems in Union City

far exceeded those in Miami, 61 to 28 percent. Another 28 percent of

Miami's respondent complaints were transportation related, and in Union

City 16.6 percent were red taps complaints.

Fifty-four percent of all Medicare users were in the 33,000 - $6,000

household income bracket. Though most income brackets are represented,

frequency drops off at $9,000 and rises again at 220,000. This could be

explained by the large percentage of married or single elderly in the low

income brackets who live alone and the single elderly at higher household

income brackets who live in an extended family situation. Forty six percent

of all users are respondents.
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Forty-one percent of Medicare respondents is Miami claim SSA as their

major income source while in Union City the primary source of income is

more equally split between SSI (28 percent) and SSA (25 percent). Thus,

some SSI recipients in Union City are also receiving Medicare, even though

they are eligible for Medicaid without paying for that service. Twenty-five

percent of respondents who use Medicare in both cities claim their jobs as

a major incase source. Food Stamps are of secondary and tertiary importance

as an income source.

Medicaid Screening

Medicaid Screening provides medical services to families who are

eligible for AFDC. The utilization of Medicaid Screening by the Miami

sample (29 total cases) is 0.9 percent. This low frequency does not allow

for service evaluation using ct vstabulations as cell sizes are too small.

Independent data from the CRP office in Miami reported 300 active family

cases in January, 1980. No figures by individuals are available though

most cases have 3 to 4 recipients. This, however, does not give an indication

of the- number of Cubans who receive Mediscreening independent of the CRP.

No Medicaid Screeniag was reported in Union City.

Social Security Assistance

Social Security Assistance provides financial assistance to disabled

or retired individuals, and their dependants, who made contributions while

employed in the United States. Since Social Security is primarily received by

persoas over 63, the new case load for Union City, 25.5 percent in the past

year, may indicate a rising proportion of Cuban elderly there. Miami's pop-

ulation of Cubans over 63 years has always represented a large sector of the

total Cuban population and is illustrated by the fact that 36 percent of them

have received benefits for over 5 years.



In Union City, 30 percent of the respondents were informed of SSA through

a formal agency referral and another 30 percent were informed by friends,

while in Miami the Spanish media reached 38 percent. Over 70 percent of the

reioondents in both cities spoke Spanish at SSA offices. Nearly 33 percent

(n -'17) of all respondent users in Onion City have some form of complaint.

whili 21 percent (n23) of those in Miami had problems. Sixty -nine percent

of Onion City's complaints were language related compared to 30 percent in

Miami. Red tape accounted for 26 percent of complaints in Miami with

transportation problems at 16 percent.

Household incomes of respondents receiving SSA benefits are as high as

$511,000 but SS percent of all cases fall between 53,000-57,000. Sixty -

eight percent of respondent users in Miami claim SSA as their primary income

source, compared to 48.9 percent in Onion City. An additional 26 percent

of the respondents in Mims!. and 40 percent in Union City give SSA as their

secondary source of income. In Miami, SSI is also a secondary source at

27.6 percent. Food Stamps take precedence in both cities as a tertiary

source of income at SO percent. These figures indicate that most SSA users

are retirees on limited funds. Fift -five percent of all users are

respondents.

Food Stamps

Food Stamps are issued to anyone showing sufficient need based on

tacos*. Most cases are referred formally through another agency; 47.8

percent of the cases in Miami and 30.2 percent of the cases in Union City

are referred by the CRP.

Spanish is spoken with service personnel by 96 percent of Miami's

respondent users and 75 percent of those in Union City, where often an
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Interpreter is required. Transportation is the major complaint from

respondents in Miami at 44 percent, with language and red tape at 18.5

percent each. to Union City, respondents complain of language difficulties

as 36 percent of their problems and red tape as 33 percent. Overall

respondent satisfaction in Union City is comparatively lower than in Miami;

36 percent have complaints compared to 27 percent in Miami.

Food Stamp use begins to drop at household incomes greater than $6,000

and falls sharply at incomes greater than 39,000. Seventy-three percent

of all users have household incomes from $3,000-$5,000. In Miami, the

primary source of income for respondents receiving food stamps is divided

among jobs and SSI at 32 percent each, and SSA at 22.8 percent. Zn Union

City, SSZ is the primary source of income at 33.8 percent, with other

services such as jobs, AFDC, and General Assistance averaged at 13 percent

each. An average of 70 percent of respondents claim food stamps as their

tertiary source of income.

Unemployment Insurance

The following evaluation of unemployment data sampled in Miami has

been supplemented with statistics supplied by the Miami Labor Management

Office. The utilisation frequency by respondents in Union City is large

enough (n24) for croestabulation evaluation. The following calculations

are based on sample figures only foethe percent of the population

participating in the labor force: 59 percent in Miami (nom1226) and 56.7

percent in Union City (n-1029). Thus, percentages do not coincide with

unemployment data in Table 34 which are based an the entire sample population.
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While there are only S cases (0.4 percent) rezeiving unemployment

benefits in the Miami sample, statistics for January 1980 supplied by the

Labor Management Office show 37382 ;1.26 percent) Cuban recipients. In

Union City, 4.6 percent (nal48) of the sample labor force receives unemployment

benefits. The fact that the overall rate of use is low compared to unemploy-

ment figures (4.6 percent in Miami and 7.6 percent in Union City) indicate

that some eligible persons may not be applying for this benefit.

+=caparison with statistics from the Miami Labor Management Office

shows that Miami Cubans are utilizing unemployment benefits nearly 44 much

as nonAispanics (43.6 percent of all unemployment benefits in Miami go to

Cubans, 3738 of 8570 recipients). The Labor Management Office attributes

this to the large portion of seasonal, operative-type jabs held by Cubans

which are covered by unemployment compensation insurance.

The frequency of unemployment benefit use is greatest at the $15,000-

x33,000 household income bracket (64 percent) and at the 40-60 years age

Troup (63.7 percent).

In Union City, 66.7 percent of sampled unemployment benefits recipients

mentioned their job as a major income source. This is explained by the

relatively short time (less than 6 months) benefits have been received by

most users (n-28) in Union City. Only as a tertiary income source did

unemployment benefits show significance, at 77.3 percent.

In Union City, 71 percent of the respondents were formally referred to

the unemployment office from another service agency. Seventy-five percent

of all respondent complaints are language-related.

1This figure is based on unemployment statistics for all lispanics in

Miami supplied by the Labor Management Office. Since records are not Rapt

for Cubans, it was calculated assuming Cubans represent 80 percent of the

total for all Hispanics, (n-4398).
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State General Assistance

State General. Assistance provides immediate financial and Medicaid -

related assistance to persons and families who are in financial need and

not eligible ender the guidelines of other assistance programs. In Miami.

1.1 percent (n..23) of the sample receives State General Assistance.

The following sample data from Miami is supplemented with figures

supplied by the CRP. Table 40 shows that 35.6 percent of Cuban General

Assistance cases in Miami (n -2622) are Cuban family units, with children

compiling 26.5 percent of all users. This latter figure cannot be compared

to Table 37 (43 percent) because Table 40 does not include Cuban recipients

not sponsored by the CSP. Additional figures in Table 40 indicate that

Miami Cubans receive 62 percent of all Stave General Assistance in Miami.

7.22 Union City, four percent of the sample receives State General Assistance.

One-third of Union city's cases are new (under 6 munths), and referrals

come from friends or another service. In Union City, satisfaction is

quite high; only 2 complaints were given out of 30 respondent cases.

Table 40. Member of Cuban recipients of State General Assistance sponsored

by the Cuban Refuge Program, Miami, 1980

Single cases 4,944

Family cases 2,622

Adults 5,357

Children 2,729

Total recipients 8,087

Obtained from telephone interviews with the State of Florida Swath

and Rehabilitative Services, Miami, Florida, 1980.
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.requirements of that service. Second, the comparison of service usage

The Under 20 Age Group

most- rioallY. profiles are different for Miami and Union City due to the

Union City sample and 28 percent of Miami's, receive a wide range of

benefits. Tables 37 and 38 shows them as significant recipients of AFDC,

upper household income brackets are persons other than the respondent yet

abservazions. Pirst, the relationship between demographic characteristics

and the types of service utilized is best explained by the eligibility

by age group gives an indication of who is using a particular service the

that is under 20 years. (See Tables 37 and 38).

percent, while in Union City jobs of other family members are significant

recipients are not eligible for other welfare benefits. Zn lower income

brackets, recipients are respondent heads of households with dependent

difference in age structure. Union City has a larger Cuban population

cities, 40 percent of respondents use their GA benefits as primary income

sources. SST is also important as a primary income source in Miami at 21.5

S15.000-125,000, yet rarely by the respondent at upper incases. In bath

somewhat dependent on the respondent's income, as State General Assistance

children.

37 and 3111).and in households with income of less than 19,000 and between

(23 percent).

These figures indicate that State General Assistance recipients in the

The following profiles on sample service users are based on two

Zndividuals under twenty years of age, who make 32 percent of our

Users are most common at the under 20 age group (43 percent, see Tables

Characteristics Affecting Social Services Usage: Profiles
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State General Assistance, Medicaid and Food Stamps. In the Union City

sample, however, children are sore noticeable receivers of all these services,

including SSM. This indicates that in Onion City many sore families with

dependant children are recipients of social services, but it does not

establish that the need is greater than in Miami as no records are kept for

applications and subsequent rejections.

liven though, for all of those services, frequency of use by the under

20 age group in Miami is lower than in Onion City (see Tables 37 and 38),

relative to population composition, the overall use by Miami Cubans still

warrants that programs take into consideration the needs and characteristics

of Cuban families with dependent children.

AFDC statistics from the State of Florida Health and Rehabilitative

Services Office in Miami (Table 39) show 67.4 percent of their than

recipients are children, but again this does not include those individuals

not referred through the CRP. Additional information from that agency

indicates that for all of Dade County Cuban children are receiving 17.7

percent of all AFDC funds going to children.

Cuban Women as Reads of Household

The working woman with children under 18 years old is faced with the

dilesa of being a financial provider while also responsib.. caring for her

children. If she is their sole supporter, which is the case for a growing

number of women, her task is particularly hard. The ftndings in this

study, as well as independent information indicate that a publicly supported

child care system is greatly needed, especially by families concentrated

in low income areas.
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Our study shows that in kiami, of the 1-4 year old children who attend

day care facilities, 63.6 percent attend private facilities. In. a 1976

study by Calderin et al. conducted in Little Havana. a Cuban neighborhood

in Miami w-ore no public day care is available, 41 percent of surveyed

households relied on private services, 10.9 percent on sitters, and 14.5

percent on a relative.2 Thus for Miami, the need for public day care is

established.

Government subsidized day care is an even more important issue for

!smiles below the poverty level, which in low income target areas of Miami

includes one quarter of all female-headed households. Named on the study

by Calderin et al., 42.2 percent of Cuban women with children under age 12

are heads of households, meaning their income was the main or only income

for their family.3 The sample target areas, chosen because of inadequate

or nonexistent day care facilities, contain 11,900 female-headed households

with children under 19 years existing on incomes below the poverty level.

Most of these same women are eligible for AFDC. As aiscussed in the

utilization section, half of all AFDC recipients rely on their benefits for

a primary income source and 30 percent claim it as a secondary *mire,.

Only 28 percent claim the /Acme from their job as a primary income source.

Forty -two percent of all users receive food stamps. Finally, 10 percent of

AFDC recipient mothers indicate lack of day care as their primary difficulty

in obtaining that benefit. Sample figures show that at least 65 percent

of all AFDC recipients do not have second adult such as a grandparent

residing in the home to help with finances or child care.

kalderin, L.,: Miranda, H.; and Turcios, A., "Child Care and the working
Latin Woman*, City of Miami office of Community Affairs, Miami, Florida, 1976.

3 Ibid.
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The Cuban Elderly

The data from the study indicates that a dichotomy exists within the

Cuban population over 60 years of age between those who have participated in

the U.S. Labor force and those who have not. Based on social service utili-

zation and eligibility requirementi in both cities there are many Cubans

over 60 years of age who have not held lobs in the United states. An equally

important consideration is the relatively large tie percent in Miami, 9 percent

in Union City) and growing (13 percent in both cities are SO-60 years old)

proportion of elderly in the Cuban sample population as a whole. Miami has

a particularly large proportion of Cubans aver 60 years of age. This makes

the needs and problems of the elderly particularly iapsrtant.

Those who have not been in the labor force are eligible to receive

SST, Medicaid, Medicare and toad Stamps. Those who have participated in

the labor force are eligible for SSA, Medicare, rood Stamps and, in some

cases, Medicaid. Tables 37 and 38 show that the over 60 year age group are

significant users of all these eat-trice' in both sample cities.

In Union City, the very high use of Medicaid (n1221 and BSI (n109)

shown in Table 38 (compared to SSA, n65) for persons over 60 yeas of age

indicates that a lower proportion have participated in the work force. In

Miami, the difference in the utilization of SST and SSA by those over 60 years

old is less marked. Yet, a significant proportion (22 percent, see Table 31)

of State General Assistance in Miami is received by the over 60 age group,

adding to the numbers who have not participated in the U.S. labor force.

Also, data supplied by the Miami Social Security Office on total utilization

by all ethnic groups indicates that Cuban elderly constitute a higher percentage

of SSI and Medicaid users than other ethnic groups in Miami.
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The Unemployed

The number of unemployed is the Cuban sample in both cities exceeds the

number of unemployment benefit recipients. Sixty-three percent of the unemployed

workers in the sample drawing unemployment benefits are between 40 and 60

years old and have household incomes of over $15,000. Another one quarter

of the sampled unemployed Cubans are between 20 and 40 years with household

incomes averaging $9,000. Both age groups are receiving their proportion

of entitled unemployment benefits.
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Findings

1. Lack of sufficient child care facilities in Miami and Union City

may be. keeping Cuban mothers who receive AFDC from becoming employed

and/or receiving employment-related services.

2. There are a large number of Cuban elderly who have not participated in

the U.S. work force and thus are dependent on SST, Medicaid, and Food

Stamps. In anion City, 36.4 percent of all respondents receiving

these services have complaints as compared to 24.0 percent in Miami.

On the other hand, the more satisfied respondents were recipients of

SSA and Medicare (those who have participated in the work force).

3. Language difficulties in social service usage were reported by respondents

In both cities, but particularly in anion City.

4. Transportation is the major problem experienced by Miami respondents

who utilize social services.

S. Compared to the overall unemployment rata for Dade County Cubans (4.5

percent) unemployment benefits are received by only 1.2 percent.

Thus, many parsons who may be eligible do not receive benefits.

6. At the present time, social service agencies do not keep statistics

on Cubans. Only those services supplied through the Cuban Refugee

Program, (AFDC, SSZ, Medicaid, and State GA) maintain statistics

but these statistics do not include Cuban recipients not referred by

the CAP. By 1983 the CRP will have completed a phasedown program

and there will no longer be a record keeping agency for Cubans.
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7. For seven of the nine social services covered by the study, at least

SO percent (and usually more) of all recipients were residing in

households with annual incomes under $6,000. Also, independent data

showed Cubans to be a significant portion of service case loads as

compared to other ethnic groups. These figures point out to the

dependency of low-income Cubans on social services.

MOW
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Recteneendations

1. Zn both cities, but particularly in Miami, there is a need to provide

additional low -east Child care facilities with day and evening hours.

They are especially seeded in the Miami section of 'Little Havana',

and in the city of Hialeah.

2. Our data indicates that further study is needed to determine why a

greater variety of service problems affect Cthan elderly who have not

participated in the U.S. labor force.

3. Additional bilingual office staff are necessary in social service offices

serving Cuban recipients. Bilingual personnel as well as printed and broad-

cast information in Spanish are particularly needed in Onion City,

especially for rood Stamps and SST.

4. A well advertised *senior bus' service covering routes between key

Cuban neighborhoods and key social service centers is needed, particularly

in Miami.

5. Additional information should be obtained on the reason(s) why the

Cuban unemployed in both Miami and Onion City underutilize unemployment

insurance benefits.

6. As the Cuban Refugee Program is being phased out, it is increasingly

important that social service agencies, especially those in areas with--

large Cuban concentration, be required to identifly the ethnic identity

of their applicants and recipients to permit proper planning and 'via-

uatiou of these services for that population.
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7. The crowing number of Cubans in social service caseloads underscores

the hoed for further culturally-sensitive research on their problems.
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CSAPTER

EtALTE 6ZR97CtS UTILIZATION:

EXAM AM UNION C2TY

Findings on the need for and utilization of health services by the Cuban

population are die: ...sod in this chapter.
first, a discussion of what appear

to be two serious health problems in the Cuban community are presented. These

health problems were
identified from the review of literature and conversations

with Miami-area health researchers. In the second section, results from the

study concerning health are needs and utilization of services are discussed.

The types of health cars services investigated were

1) health practitioner (i.e., physicians, psychologists,

psychiatrists and dentists),

2) sentare,

3) private clinic,

4) public clinic,

5) private hospital,

6) public hospital,

7) public immunization,

3) Early Periodic
Screening and Oiagnostic Testing (EPSDT), and

9) nursing home cart.

The following aspects of the utilization of health services are

explored, where possible: (1) frequency of utilization, source of knowledge

and reason for use of services: (2) difficulties experienced
while using the

service: and (3) demographic characteristics
of users (i.e., age, sex, language

and household ..ncome).
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Hypertension and Monalcholic Cirrhosis
in the Cuban Community

On the basis of conversations with Miami-area health researchers and

review of literature, two health problems have been identified in Miami

as cause for concern and need for further inquiry. These are hypertension

and nonalcoholic cirrhosis.

A hypertension screening program sponsored by the American Heart

Association and the Dade County School System in 1979 identified Hispanic

male- youths as having the highest percentage of hypertension of the

throe subgroups screened.1 The programs screened 12,399 10th grade

students in 22 separate area high schools. Forty-four percent of the

students were Anglo (nonHispenil white), 29 percent Hispanic, and 26

percent Slack. Since Cubans constitute 80 percent of the Hispanic

population in Dade county, it is estimated that a like proportion of the

Hispanic students were of Cuban origin. These findings were especially

surprising since Hispanic youth also had a low incidence of smoking and

an average weight omaparable to the other subgroups, in other words, a

'Lack of risk factors that are commonly associated with hypertension. In

Light of these findings, perhaps further inquiry with respect to mental

health, acculturation, drug use, and other suspected contr!buting factors

is warranted.

The second health problem of concern in the Cuban community is non-

alcoholic cirrhosis. Over the past 10 to 15 years, physicians from Miami

have suspected an inordinately high rate of nonalcoholic cirrhosis in

the Cuban community. In response to this concern, a two-year study

lhaerican Heart Association of Greater Miami, Inc., Progress Report--
Hypertension Control in Dade County Public School System, Miami, Florida,
1979.
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(1971-1972) of hospital records and biopees was conducted at Jackson

Memorial hospital in Miami by Schiff.2 During these two years, a total

of 447 cirrhotic cases were diagnosed at the hospital, of whom 13.6

percent (nw61) were Cuban. Of these 81 Cuban cases, 54 percent (nw32),

were found to have nonalcoholic cirrhosis. Zn comparison, only five

percent (nw19) of the nonCuban patients were diagnosed as having nonal

oohollc cirrhosis. Although Schiff's study made an effort to trace the

cause of nonalcoholic cirrhosis among Cubans to Hepatitis 8 Surface

Antigen, their results did not support the hypothesis, i.e., viral hepatitis

could not be concluaively linked to nonalcoholic cirrhosis. As a conse-

quence of these findings, further research is recommended to determine

the cause.

Type of Swath Services Utilized

The types of health services used by persons in Cuban households

trot Miami and Union City are illustrated in Table 41. A majority (57.2

percent) of the households in Miami, and almost nine of every 10 (88.6

percent) households in Union City, had used the private health practi-

tioner as a source of medical care during the past year. When asked how

they 'first learned" about this type of service, four of every five

households in both Miami and Union City indicated they had done so through

a friend or relative.

Respondents were also asked to give their "reason" for casing the

privets health practitioner.
tn Miami, the most common reasons given wore

'advice of friends or relatives' (47 percent) and "high quality of service

available there" (21.4 percent). Union City respondents reported 'the

2E.R. Schiff, Chronic Liver Disease Amono Cubans in the United States,

University of Miami School of medicine, Miami, Florida, 1973. (mimeograph)
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specific type of service" (29.2 percent), advice of friends and rela-

tive" (26.9 percent), and 'high quality of the service available there*

(12 percent) as the most frequent reasons for using the privets health

practitioner. The results from these data demonstrate that friends and

relatives play an important role in the utilisation of private health

practitioners. In addition, concern for the quality of services used

appears to be an important consideration.

One major difference between Miami and Union City households in their

use of primary medical care services is the use of the private clinic.

It seems that in Miami the primary medical care needs are met by two

types of services: privets health practitioner and private clinic, while

in Union City they are met mostly by the private health practitioner. The

difference may be largely attributed to the extensive network of health

clinics in Miami that does not exist in Union City. There are more than

20 privately owned or operated health clinics in Dade County. Most of

these clinics are located in Miami's Little Havana and in the city of

Hialeah. This extensive network of health clinics provides a variety of

outpatient and ambulatory services to over 218,000 Dade County Hispanics

80 percent of whom are Cubans.3 The estimated Cuban membership of

Qbese clinics approximates the proportion of households in this survey

(41.6 percent) who reported using the private clinic as a source of

care. As was the case in the use of private health practitioners, four

of every five persons using the private clinic first learned' about

it through a friend or relative. It was also found in this study that

313ealth Systems Agency of South Florida, Inc., Descriptive Study of the
Cuban Health Care System, May 3, 1978, Miami, Florida.
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37 percent of the respondents who indicated using the private clinics were

65 years or older. Sigh utilization of clinics by this age group has also

been reported by the Health Planning Council of South Florida.4

In mom, the private clinic appears to ha'. a major role in the pro

vision of services to CUbans in Miami. It is believed that the 'health

clinic network is popular among Cubans because it provides services that

are culturally sansilve to Cuban needs, s.q., emphasis on the family, use

of the Spanish language, emphasis on preventive health care behavior, and

low cost.

Table 41. Utilization of health services by Miami and Union City sample
households*

Type of
health service

No.

Miami
(126691

C

Union City
(2E498)

No.

Santero 8 1.2 7 1.2

Swath practitioner 383 57.2 530 88.4

Private clinic 278 41.6 12 2.0

Private hospital 136 20.4 133 22.2

Public hospital. 56 8.3 125 20.9

Public clinic 34 5.1 25 4.2

Public immunization 42 6.3 79 23.3

ItPSDT 3 0.4 19 3.2

Nursing home 7 1.0 4 0.7

Sousehold utilisation frequencies were calculated on whether any one person
free a household used an individual health service, i.e., the respondent or
one other. Percentages do not add to 100 nor numbers to the total for each
city because health services do not constitute mutually exclusive categories,

4lbid.
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Utilization of private clinics is Onion City is minimal (two percent).

Sommer, this may be due Largely to the absence of a health clinic network

similar to Miami's. When asked if they would use this type of service if

available, three - fourths of the anion City respondents answered yes.°

In contrast to the relatively high utilisation rate of. private clinics

in Miami, a very small portion of the households (5.1 percent) reported

using the public health clinic. A similarly small proportion (4.2 percent)

of households in Union City reported using this type of service. Never-

theless, 89 percent of the respondents from Miami and 81 percent of those

from Onion City indicated they would use this type of service if needed.

Most of the households who used the public clinics 'first learned" about

the clinic through a friend or relative (79 percent in Miami and 61 percent

in anion City).

Another source of health care used relatively frequently by persons

in households from both Miami and Union City was the private hospital.

About one of every five households (20.4 percent in Miami and 22.2

percent in Union City) from either Miami or-anion City had used the pri-

vate hospital during the past year.

Miami respondents had different reasons for using the privet* hospi-

tal than those from anion City. Not unexpectedly, since most hospital

admissions are on the advice of a physician, nearly half (49 percent) of

the Miami respondents and more than one-third (37 percent) of those from

Onion City used the hospital because of advice from their doctors. TA2

Miami, 10 percent of the respondent users gave "the type of service

needed" as their first reason for using the hospital, compared to more

than half (52 percent) of the anion City respondent users. Tew respond-

ents identified other factors such as cost, quality of service and Iota-
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tion. In Miami, persons who indicated "location° as a reason were mostly

those over 60 years old.

Unlike the similar usage pattern of the private hospital in Miami and

Union City, the utilization pattern of the public hospital was considerably

different. Persons in households from Union City used the public hospital

two and one-half times (20.9 percent) as frequently as those from Miami.

(9.3 percent). One probable explanation for this difference say be the

lack of private clinics in Union City. This places the burden of primary

care services on the private health practitioner, as has been indicated

previously, i.e., 98.6 percent of the households in Union City used the

private health practitioner, as =spared to 37.2 percent from Miami.

Thus, it say well be that physicians make a higher rate of referrals for

services to the public hospital. This speculation is somewhat supported

by the finding that of the Union City respondents who used the public

hospital, 31 percent were referred by the physician. In contrast, only

13 percent of the Miami users were referred by the physician.

A fourth apparent difference in the utilization of health services

between Miami and Union City was public immunizations. Union City'house-

holds reported using public immunization services twice as frequently as

households in Miami (13 percent in Union City and 6.3 percent in Miami).

It is speculated that this difference may be due to greater enforcement

of immunization policies in the Union City schools than those in Miami.

Without further research, however, this is not conclusive.

Almost three-fourths (13 percent) of the respondents from Miami

"first learned" about the services from friends and relatives, compared

to one-fifth (20 percent) of the respondents from Union City. The most

frequent source of knowledge about the immunization program from Union
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City respondents were referrals, both formal and informal. Sixty percent

of the Union City respondents used the referral network as opposed to 7.3

percent of the respondents from Miami.

When asked about the reason for using the immunization program, Miami

respondents again gave advice of friends and relatives* as the most frequent

reason (70 percent). This compared to only 13 percent of the Union City

respondents.

The utilization results for the Early Periodic Screening Diagnostic

Testing (EIPSDT) seems to indicste that the program may be underutilized

in Union City, especially when compared to the proportion of Medicaid

recipients in that city. Only 19 households (3.2 percent) were using the

program in Union City compared to three households (.4 percent) in Miami.

Since this service is available to all Medicaid eligible children under

21 years old, the utilization may be low. Only three of the six children

receivtag medicaid in Miami and 19 of the B6 in Union City actually used the

EPSDT.

One atypical source of health care used by a very Beall portion of

households from Miami and Union City is the santero.5 While only 1.2

percent of the households in bath cities reported using this type of

service, it is suspected that befief in santeria is actually more wide-

spread. For example, 7.1 percent of the Miami respondents and 23.5 percent

of the Union City respondents indicated they would use the service if

needed. Due to the cultural sensitivity of this type of questioning, it

way be that there is some degree of underreporting. In any case, the in-

5Santero is a person who practices an Vrb--Cuban religion which pur-
ports to cure through supernatural powers. See M.C. Sandoval, Afro-Cuban

Concept of Disease and Its Treatment in Miami, Miami, Florida. 1976

(mimeograph).
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frequent use of the °sentare by this population is worth noting within the

the context of the widely held notion in the literature that all Hispanics

have a °sentare "just around the corner.°

Of all the health services investigated for utilization, the nursing

home was used the Lest. Considering the proportion of Wien persons age

SS and over in both sample populations (12.8 percent in Miami and 8.5

percent in Union City) a slightly higher proportion of users would be ex-

pected. However, in light of the social support role of the Cuban kinship

system for meeting the needs of the Cuban elderly, these findings were

not surprising. These findiago suggest, however, that this population

say well have a greater need for home care and elderly social service

programs than nursing haws care.

Utilisation of Health Services by Household Income

The patterns of utilization were also found to vary by level of homer,

hold income. These patterns are illustrated in Table 42 for Miami and

Table 43 for Union City. Households from Miami adhered for the most part,

to the expected relationship between income and type of service, e.g.,

private health services were used more frequently by households whose

income was $15,000 or more, while public health services were used the most

by households with incomes of less than $6,000. &Lmost one of every two

households who used the private practitioner (46.7 percent), and more

than one of every three households who used the private clinic (35.6 percent)

and the private hospital (39.5 percent), were in the $15,000 or more income

category. On the other hand, a majority of household, who used the public

clinic (39.4 percent), and more than one of every three households who used

the public hospital (38.1 percent) and public immunization (34.2 percent)

had incomes of less than $6,000. Also worthy of noting is the relatively
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Large proportion of households in the less than $6,000 category that were

receiving services from the private sector: private practitioner, 19.2

percent; private clinic, 23 percent; and private hospital, 26.6 percent.

One explanation for this level of utilization may be that a number of these

households are receiving MedicaidiMsdicare benefits.

Unlike the

Union City were

This difference

utilization patterns demonstrated for Miami, the ones for

nonconforming" to expected income- service relationships.

in utilization patterns may be largely explained by the

different organization of health delivery services in the two cities. As

stated earlier in this discussion, Miami has an elaborate network of private

health clinics that helps to meet the primary medical care needs.

Table 42. Otilization of health services by Miami sample households, according
to household income

Income
categories

Health
practitioner
(n -354)

Private
clinic
(n'261)

Private

hospital
(nam124)

Public
hospital
(T55)

Public
clinic
(232)

Public
immunization
(n-41)

AU
categorise

lees than

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

$6,000 19.2 23.0 26.6 18.1 59.4 34.2

36,000-
$9,999 13.2 16.5 12.8 18.2 9.3 9.7

810,000-
$14,999 20.9 24.9 21.1 20.0 15.7 29.3

815,000
or more 46.7 35.6 39.5 23.7 15.6 26.8

Z.P.S.D.T., nursing home care, and santero were excluded from the table because
of small frequencies which do not permit analysis by income.
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In general, Onion city households in the higher income categories

(610,000 and above) use the services of private providers more than households

with lower incomes. The private hospital in Union City, in comparison to

that of Miami, is being utilized more by households whose income is 110,000

or more. One unexpected finding was the considerably larger proportion of

Union City households in the $15,000 or more category who were using the

services of the public sector: public hospital, 38.9 Percent; Public

clinic, 26.2 percent; and public immunization, 60.5 percent.

Table 43. Utilization of health services by Union City sample households._

according to household income

Income
categories

Health
practitioner
(n10514)

Private
clinic
(n12)

Private
hospital
(11129)

Public
hospital
(n121)

Public
clinic
(n23)

Public
immunization
(n76)

All
categories

less than

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

$6,000 23.2 33.4 17.2 25.6 21.7 9.2_

$6,000
$9,999 13.4 0,0 10.9 14.0 17.4 13.1

$10,000-
$14,999 23.3 16.6 27.7 21.5 34.7 17.1

$15,000
or more 40.1 30.0 44.2 16.9 26.2 60.5

E.P.S.D.T., nursing home care, and sentare were excluded from the table because
of small frequencies which do not permit analysis by income.
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Difficulties Reported in the Utilization o: Health Services

Zr an attsrpt to determine type and degree of barriers to health

:are needs, the study teas also asked respondents who had used health

services: ",io yuu have any difficulty in getting the help you wanted?'

The sa:or difficultiea reported by the Miami respondents are Illustrated

in Table 44. Based on those data, several patterns of difficulties are

apparent. one is that tr degree of difficulties reported is generally

',ighor for health services orovided by the public instil'utions as opposed

tc be private. Nearly one of ovary two users of tho public hospital

153.8 percent) and the public clinic (44.4 percent), and almost one of

every three public immunization users (30.3 percent) reported at least one

or more types of difficulties. A second pattern is the difficulty with

transportation frequently expressed by user, of all three kinds of public

services. LI addition, persons who used the public immunization service

reir ad 'location of facility' 48 a difficulty. tt is possible that the

difficulties of "location of facility" and *transportation' encountered

`y the public 1.111NUZLiZAtiCIA users were interrelated, i.a., t,A1 facilities

were not conveniently accessible to the users= As for users of the public

hospital. the most frequent difficulty reported was language (24.6

percent). For those who used the public clinic, the most frequent

difficulty reported was 'red tape (33.3 percent).

A third pattern apparent from those data is in regards to the users

of private services, i.e., the rrivIte pra-titioner, clinic, and hospital.

Although the frequency of difficulties reported ate what 'might' be

"normally' expected .trom a sample of this sine, the concern for "cost of

service" by users of all these three kinds of services warrants attention,

particularly in regards to the privet. health practitioner. More than
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Table 44. Utilization of health services and difficulties azperienced by Miami

1-_spondents

Type of health Utilization Percent major

ureic. (n669) reporting difficulties

difficulties identified

No.

Percent of
all complainants
reporting each
major difficulty

Santoro 8 1.2 0.0

Health practitioner 240 43.3 20.0

Private clinic 238 35.5 24.8

'Private hospital 68 10.2 25.5

Public ho.pital 39 5.8 53.8

Public clinic 27 4.0 44.4

Public immunization 33 4.9 30.3

S.P.S.O.T. 2 0.2 0.0

Nursing home 0.7 20.0

all 0.0

cost of rvico 55.2

Language 8.6

inconvenient hours 22.0

cost 18.6

red tape 8.5

language 33.3

cost of wer.ice 22.2

language 28.6

time Lag 19.0

transportation 19.0

red tape 33.3

transportation 25.0

location of
facility 50.0

transportation 30.0

0.0

poor quality of
service 100.0

11, 11
Percentages do not add to 100 nor numbers to ther respective totals as health sot -

vitas do not constitute mutually exclusive cstegorits, i.a., a person may use

more than one service or none at ill. Also, only major difficulties were reported.
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one of every two persons (55.2 percent) who expressed having some difficulty

with the private health practitioner was concerned with the "cost of

service.* !wen though the concern with costs by users of the private

clinic were considerably less (18.6 percent) than for the users of the

private health practitioner, it appears to be so at the 'expense" of

something else, that is, inconvenient hours. Of all the health services

used by Miami respondents, the private clinic was the only one identified

as having inconvenient hours of operation.

A fourth and final pattern evident from these data is the proportion

of persons who used hospital services (either public or private) who

experienced difficulties with Language. While Language was mentioned as

a problem by the users of the private health practitioner, the proportion

(8.6 percent) was considerably less than that of the hospital users.

One of every three (33.3 percent) Miami respondents who experienced

difficulties in using tee private hospital and almost the same proportion

of those who experienced difficulties using the public hospital (28.6

percent) expressed difficulties wish Language. It seems that the hospitals

are not as accomodating to the bilingual needs of their pa `ants as the

other types Of health providers.

One to the small ommber of cases it some of the health service

categories for the Union City sample, only three of the nine services

shown in Table 45 ens discussed: private health practitioner, and private

and public hospitals.

As a whole. respondents from Miami seem to have experienced difficul-

ties is usin; health care services more frequently than respondents from

Onion City. Nevertheless, persons trtm Union City still reported acme

difficulties worth noting. For example, one of every three persons
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Table 45. Utilization of health services and difficulties experienced by Union City
respondents*

Type of health 13tilization Percent Majcr difficulties Percent of all
service (n598) reporting identified complainants re-

difficulties porting each
major difficulty

No.

Santoro 6 1.0 0.0

Realth practitioner 417 69.8 9.4

Private cleric 9 1.5 22.2

Private hospital 90 15.1 21.1

Public hospital 64 10.7 32.8

Public clinic 17 2.8 11.7

Public immunization 6 1.0 S3.3

E.P.S.D.T. 7 1.2 14.3

Nursing home 1 0.2 0.0

0.0

language 30.8
location 23.1
transportation 17.9

unpleasant physical 50.0
*AV.

language 50.0

language 57.9
poor quality of 21.1

service
cast 10.5

language 66.6
red tape 14.3
location 14.3

language 50.0
unpleasant physical 50.0

env.

Language

language

50.0

100.0

'1.0

* Percentages do not add to 100 nt,r numbers to their respective totals as health
services do net constitute mutually exclusive categories, i.e., a person may use
more than one service or none at all. Also, only major difficulties were reported.
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(32.8 percent) who used the public hospital experienced some type of

difficulty. Of these, the most frequent difficulty reported was language.

In fact, language was also the leading difficulty reported by users of
the private hospital - to a lesser degree, the private health prac-
titioner. It seems that in general, language was a more frequent dif

ficulty for Union City respondents than for Miami's. However, one sim-

ilarity between the two cities that should be highlighted is the frequent
problem of Language in all of the hospitals.

Respondents from the two cities differed considerably in the types of

difficulties expressed about time private health practitioner. In spite
of the such greater usage of the private practitioner by Onion City

respondents than those from Miami, the proportions of reported difficulties
were one-half as frequent as those from Miami. Apparently, Onion City

respondents were more satisfied with the services of private practitioners
than were the respondents from Miami. However, the nature of difficulties
was quite different for the two cities.

While respondents from Miami

were concerned Largely with the "cost of services" and to some extent

with language problems, a few C'tion City respondents were concerned mainly

with Language and
transportation-related barriers.

One other result worthy of note is that none of the persons from

either city who used the santero reported any difficulties. In light of

the strong ties of this kind of service to the culture of the respondents,
these results were not surprising. The saner is usually a Ccban who

lives in the community and speaks Spanish. Thus, it was not

surprising that there were not difficulties mentioned by neater* users

such as those mentioned for the other kinds of imez-=',.ces. One other

possible explanation to this phenomena is that possibly the religious
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beliefs it saner; are so strong that no one would think of critixing

this kind of service.

Further understanding of the language difficulties being experienced

by this population is gained by examining the results displayed is Table

46. These results were in response to the question: 1.n what language

do you communicate with the staff at this facilityt" More than four -

fifths of the persons who used the private health vmctioner in Miami (88

percent) and anion City (87 percent) communicated in Spanish only, thus

accounting for the relatively low number of persons reporting difficulties

with language while using this service. Also, in Miami JA percent of the

persons who used the private clinic and 82 percent of those who used the

public clinic communicated in Spanish only, explaining why there were

no language difficulties reported in using these kinds of services.

The patterns of Language usage in the hospital settings were con-

siderably different from those discussed above, i.e., the private health

practitioner and private and public clinics. in this case, only about

oar-third of the hospital users from both cities (one-half in the case

of Union City public hospitals) used Spanish only. This may help to

exrlain why the leading difficulty expressed by hospital users from either

city was language.

Due to the small number of cases in the other cells, they are not

discussed. in ma, however, it seems that the hospitals are not adequately

providing for the bilingual needs of their patients.
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Table 44. Utilisation of health services by Miami and Union city respondents, according to language
spoken in utilising the service

Type of health
service

Santoro

Health
practitioner

Private clinic

Private hospital

Public hospital

Public clinic

Public

Immunisation

IIR.P.S.O.T.

1 Nursing home

Utilisation' Only Spanish a Only tallish! Language median')

Miami

(n69)
No.

Union
City
(n ..598)

No.

Miami Union
City

Miami Union
f City

Miami Union
City

2 6 100.0 67.0 0.0 0.0 1.00 1.3

290 417 88.0 07.0 4.0 8.0 1.12 1.1

238 9 94.0 40.0 2.0 10.0 1.0 2.5

68 90 33.0 14.0 16.0 35.0 2.7 3.0

39 64 37.0 54.0 28.0 26.0 2.0 1.4

27 17 92.0 50.0 3.0 39.0 1.11 2.00

33 6 23.0 47.0 39.0 29.0 4.1 1.8

2 7 100.0 57.0 0.0 33.0 1.0 2.0

5 0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.5 0.00

a Percaatages do not add to 100 nor numbers to their respective totals because health services do
not constitute mutually exclusive categories. The following categories have been omitted due to
small frequencies; mostly Spaaish-some English, squally Spanish and English, and mostly English
and some Spanish.

b The median is a measure of central tendency for language spoken by all respondent users
of the particular service; (1.0) indicates only Spanish, (3.0) indicates equal
Spanish and English, (SA) indicates only English.
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Findings

7. The prevalence of hypertension among Cuban male youth in the Dads

County School System and nonalchoholic liver cirrhosis of Cubans in

the naii area are believed to be relatively high for the population.

In addition, the usual causes attributed to these health problems

do not explain them.

2. The most frequent sources of health care urad by Cubans in Miami

were the private health practitioner and the health clinic. Cubans

from anion City used the private health practitioner the most.

3. Health clinics are popular among Cubans in Miami because they provide

services that are culturally sensitive, e.g., emphasis on the family,

use of the Spanish language, emphasis on preventive health cars

behavior, and because of low cost.

4. Cubans in Onion City used the public hospital two and one -half times as

frequently as those from Miami.

5. Of all the types of health services, the minting home was used the least.

6. Public immunization services were used more frequently in anion City

than in Miami. However, these services did not appear to be reaching

the IOW income persona.

7. The majority of Cubans from either city did not use the seaters/ as a

primary health provider/ yet, most indicated that they would use it

if necessary.
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8. The majOrity of respondents indicated they used most health services

through the advice of friends and relatives, and informal referrals.

9. Naspondents from Miami who used the private health practitioner

expressed concern with the cost of services and to some extent with

language barriers. Those from Union City were mostly concerned with

Language and transportation related barriers.

10. Language barriers were a commonly expressed problem in almost all

types of services in either of the two cities.
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Recommendations

1. Ilealth providers in the Cohan community should be made aware of the

prevalence of hypertension and nonalcoholic cirrhosis problems in

the Cuban population. loth thaAmerican Smart Association and the

School of Medicine at the University of Miami should actively seek

research funds for assessing the seriousness of these health problems

in the Cuban community.

2. The low utilisation of nursing homes by Cuban elderly warrants an

inquiry about the need for homecare type of services.

3. Sealth service providers who serve a significant Cuban population

should implement measures for eliminating language barriers, e.g.,

employing bilingual personnel and providing reading materials in

Spanish.

4. Swath service providers, city governments, and local Cuban

organisations should develop a plan for assessing the extent of

transportation barriers in the community and developing recommendations

for resolving the problems.

S. Community-based organisations and health providers of public

immunization services should coordinate outreach efforts for

prcating these services among low-income Cubans.
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6. Greater coordination is necessary between public health services and

potential referral agencies. This may help to increase the use of

more affordable public health services by Cubans currently facing

difficulties with the cost of services.
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CRAFTER VII

TEE PURPOSIVE SAKPLZS OF NEW YORE, CHICAGO AND LOS ANGELES

In this section we present the findings on social and demographic

characteristics, health, education and welfare frost the purposive samples

gathered in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles. These three cities were

known to have sizeable Cuban populations relative to all Cubans in the

United States; however, given the relatively low density and geographic

dispersion of the Cuban population in these cities, randomly drawn,

representative samples were not feasible. Purposive simples were gathered

introducing a degree of unknown bias which prohibits us from making

generalizations to all Cubans living in these areas. Nevertheless, the

samples are large enough (nvo100 per city) so that they tell us something

about the characteristics and problems encountered by these particular

Cubans.

Social and Demographic Characteristics

In each of the three cities, New York, Chicago and Los Angeles, re

spondents in approximately 100 households were selected for interviews.

This section begins with a brief description of the salient social and

demographic characteristics of individual Cubans in these cities. Table

47, presents summary statistics of various characteristics of the samples.

On the average, the median size of the households in our samples is

slightly smaller than the median household size of 3.4 persona in either

Miami or Union City. Chicago had the smelliest median household w1 -'1 only

2.67 persons. Slight differences among the purposive samples were found

with respect to the median age of their population. The median age in

both the New York and Los Angeles samples was 41.6 years while in Chicago

it was 40.7 years as compared to 39 years in bath Miami and Union City.
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Table 47. Selected social and demographic characteristics of the New York, Chicago
and Los Angeles sample populations

..111

Characteristic

City

New York Chicago Los Angeles

Number of households in the samples nw100 n -100 n.100

Number of individuals in the samples n -255 ni.220 e.253

Median household size
(persons) 3.1 2.67 2.96

Median age af parsons in sample
(years) 41.6 40.7 41.6

Percent of males 1 females

Males 39.2 36.8 44.3
Females 60.8 63.2 55.7
Sex ratio 64.4 58.2 79.5

Country of birth (percent)

Cuba 79.6 84.1 81.8
United States 14.1 11.8 13.0
Other 6.3 4.1 5.1

U.S. legal status (percent)

Refugee/Parolee 10.2 19.5 10.7
Nesident 39.6 39.0 58.1
Citizen 50.2 40.5 30.4

Length of residency in U.S.

(years) 11-15 6-10 11-15

Descent of household that speak
predominantly Spanish at home 89 96 94

Median household income
(annual) $10,000 $8,000 $9,000

=1.11=111,11.MMEIMI

Sex ratio is defined as the number of males for every 100 female*.

More striking differences across the three cities are found in the

sex composition of the samples. Zn all three samples,-TISEas-MT-Zumnumnar
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=le as indicated by the sex ratio. Los Angeles had the highest proportion

of see (sex ratio equals 79.5) and Chicago had the smallest sex ratio (58.2).

The three purposive samples were much more heavily weighted with females

than the Miami and Onion City samples Which had sax ratios of 90.8 and

89.4, respectively (see Table 4).

With respect to country of origin, the three samples do not show

differences in the proportion of persons born is Cabe and the United

States. The proportion of persons born in Cuba is about 80% (see Table

47), which is the same proportion found in Miami and OnionCity, (see

Table 1).

As in Miami and Onion City where over 90% of the households speak

predominantly Spanish in the home, the New York, Chicago and Los Angeles

samples, though showing some variation (89%, 9641, 94%), for the most

part also used Spanish as the predominant language in the home.

'Finally, the purposive samples differ strikingly among themselves

and from the Miami. and Onion City samples in median household income.

?row Table 47 we see that the New York sample rate had the highest median
---

househol4 income ($10 100), followed by Los Angeles (69,000), and "Chicago

($8,000). These median household incomes differ drastically from those in

Miami and Onion City which were $12,506 and $12,948 respectively

(see Table 16).

Employment Status and Occupation

The New York, Chicago and Los Angeles samples were overall quits

different from each other with respect to the labor force experience of

its members. Table 48, presents the summary statistics for the three

purposive samples.
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Table 48. Selected eesloyment and occupational charscterlstics of the
New York, Chicago and Los Angeles sample populations

Chs actettetic

0.1.1
City

ANIMM 10111111110.

Net York Chicago Los Angeles

(n.s223) (nes192) (112:0)

iierceut -of the sample nez
in the labor force' 53

Percent of sample it the labor
force

55 59

47 as 41

Mmployed fill-time

Mmplayo4 pa:t.-time

nemployed

--upational Distribution

100

88

6

5

100

66

17

17

100

14

9

T2tAl_:. 100 1C0 100

Professional 13 12 22

Maria TN ri arinu-sli = stIcs ri 9 4 2

Sales 2 1 4

Clerical 31 24

Crafts-kindred 7 5 9

Labors= 3 4

Operat= 13 32 27

Service wor.ters 22 18 16

an indtviduel Income 37000 54000 S5000

Does not .ade persons finder 1: years of ,ge.
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All three samples show relatively low but similar labor force partic-

ipation rates for the population. In all cases, less Than halt of the

popes anion over 14 years of sue consider themselves to be in the Labor

earket. This is very different from the Miami and anion City samples

where almost sixty perrInt of the population age 14 and over participate

in the labor force (see Table 20).

Individuals in the Chicago and Los Angeles samples were more than

twice as likely to be working in part-time jobs (17 and 14 respectively)

as compared to the New York sample (6%) Lisa, unemployment was higher

in the Chicago (',7%1 and Los Angeles (9%) samples as compared to

the New York sample (6%) . The Miami and Union City unemployment races

were 4.5% and 7.4% respectImely (see Table 20).

The occupational distribution for employed persons in the three

cities differs by city. These large fluctuations across cities is Aoubtedly

due to bias introduced by the purposive selection.

in all three sasoles approximately hall of the workers of the workers

are in blue-collar ;obi. Next, clerical positions account for another

large proportion of jobs for members in all three simples; New York has

the i
est proportion of clericals (31%), followed by Chicago (24%),

and Los Angeles (21%) The patterns of occupational al.:nature for the

three samples show no overall similarity to the occupational c.-4,bution

of either Miami or Union City (see Table 18).

Finul'y, the three samples differed with respect to individual median

Income. The New York sample had the highest median Individual income

(37,000), followed by Los Angelo? ($5,700), and Chicago (54,000).
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Summary

The samples gathered in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles were quite

different tram both the Miami and Union City samples. Small differences

between the purposive and random samples were found is median household 2.z.

size (purposive sample households were smaller) an a median age of the

sample members (purposive sample per:mons were some imt older).

The purposive samples were strikingly different from the Miami and

Union City samples with respect to the sex composition of the sample. In

this CU., the samples from the three cities were overrepresented with females.

Given the hiqft proportion of women in the purposive samples, it was

not surprising to find lower median howehold incomes. All three cities

had lower median Incomes than either Miami and Union City. Chicago, which

had the higteet proportion of females in the sample, had the lowest median

household and individual incomes and the highest level of unemployment of the

three cities.
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Education

As with the preceding section, it is important to keep in mind that the

discussit::' presented here pertains ma to the samples gathered in New York,

Chicago and as Angeles and is not intended to be an accurate representation

of the Cuban population in these three cities. Nevertheless, having so

large a number of cases (n 100) as we do, presentation of the results is

warranted.

to this section findings from the purposive samples in New York, Chicago

and as Angeles are related to:

I) educational attainment in the United States and Cuba,

2) current school enrcllment,

3) public and private sci,00l enrollment,

4) use of bilingual edu.zetional programs, and

5) financial aid.

Educational Attainment in the United States and Cuba

For every person in the household, the survey obtained the last grade

completed in U.S. schools and, similarly, the last grade completed in Cuba.

The results f ,r highest grade completed in the United States and Cuba are

presented in Tables 49 and SO, respectively.

In all three cities, an equal proportion of persons in each sample

population, slightly mare than one in three, attended school in the United

States. There was some variation across the samples In the percent of

persons who graduated high school and times %ft° had attended at least some

college: however, WAgh school gradua-se and those who had some college

combined accounted for approximately 341 to 37% of all persons who attended

U.S. schools. Perhaps a better measure is the median years of schooling

for each sample. We find that the median number of years of schooling is
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quits similar, with New York at 10.3 years, Chicago at 10.4 years, and

Los Angeles at 9.7 years. In other words, for each sample, one-half of

the persons who attended U.S. schools completed less than two yea= of

high school While the other half completed at least two or more years of

high school.

The omdber of persons in each sample who obtained schooling in Cuba is

much higher than the number of persons in each sample who attandsd schools

in the amited States. This is due to the fact that many Cubans who

attended schools in the United States had previously attended schools

in Cuba. Za each city, New York, Chicago and Loa Angeles. approximately

throe-fourths of the persons in each sample had obtained at least some

Table 49. Last school grads completed by persons in the sample populations
of New York, Chicago and Los Angeles who attend or have attended school in
the U.S.

City

Last school grade completed
in the United States

New York

(n98)
i

Chicago
(A77)

Los Angeles
(n98)

Percent of sample who ever
attended school in U.S. 38.4 35.0 38.;

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

8th grade or lass 30.6 29.9 30.6

Some high school (9-1: yrs.) 20.4 20.8 26.5

High school graduate 21.4 13.0 10.2

Some college (13-15 yrs.) 13.3 23.4 27.7

Collom graduate or above 14.3 L3.0 5.0

Median years of schooling 10.3 10.4 9.7
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schooling in Cube. About 50% of persona who attended school. in Cuba

in the New York and Los Angeles samples, and a slightly higher percentage

(60 %) in Chicago, completed an eighth grade education. In addition. ap-

proximately 25% of persons who attended schools in Cuba finished high school

or some college! This is slightly less than the one -third of the persons

educated in the United States who finish high school and some college.

Not unlike the case for U.S. educated Cubans, the median years of schooling

for those who attended school in Cuba was 10.6 years for the New York

sample, 6.0 years for those in the Chicago group, and 9.9 years for the Los

Angeles group. In short, the median educational level for New York and

Los Angeles is some high school, while an eighth grads education is the

median for the Chicago sample.

Table 50. Last school grade completed in Cuba by persons in the sample

populations of New York, Chicago and Los Angeles who attended schtal in

Cuba

am11.=1....

Last school grade completed
in Cuba

City

New York Chicago Los Angeles

(11188) (n171) (mm194)
*

Percent of sample who ever
attended school in Cuba

Total

13th grade or less

Some high school (9-11 yrs.)

Nigh school graduate

Some collgiv* (13-15 yrs.,

College graduate or above

median yeaee of schooling

73.7 77.7 76.6

100.0 100.0 100.0

49.5 60.2 52.1

12.3 8.: 5.2

14.9 15.8 17.5

10.6 9.9 10.R

12.7 5.3 14.4

10.6 8.0 9.9
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Current School Enrollment

The Chicago sample has the highest percentage of its pnpulation cur-

rently enrolled in an educational program with 32.6%, followed by Los

Angeles with 28.8% and New York with 26.7% (see Table 51). These proportions

are approximately the same as those of the Miami and Union City samples

(soe pegs 76).

as 51. Enrollment in all types of educational Institrions for the New York,

Chicago and Los Angeles sample populations

Enrollment status

City

New York
(no.253)

Chicago
(n218)

%

Los Angeles

(n250)

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

Percent of sample not
enrolled in any program 73.1 67.4 71.1

Percent of sample enrolled
in a program 26.9 32.6 28.9

Type of program

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

Elementary or high school

vocational, technical or

72.0 66.2 75.1

certificate program 3.0 eta.. 6.9

College or university 25.0 Z9.6 16.7

Other
mr oat 4.2 1.3

Most of the students are enrolled in elementary or high school programs

(almost threw in four). Chicago has the highest proportion of persons

enrolled In college 29.6%); the smallest proportion was in Los Angeles
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(16.7%) with New York somewhere in the middle (25.1%). All three samples

had a higher percentage of persons enrolled in college than either Miami

(15%) or anion City (12.7%).

Public and Private School Inrollment

Interestingly, there were large flUctuations in the percentage of

persons attending public and private institutions across the three cities.

Los Angeles had almost 90% of the students in its sample enrolled in public

schools while New York City had only 52.2% currently attending public

schools. The Chicago sample had two-thirds of its students in public

schools. We were not able to explain why these large variations 4rzist

across the samples (see Table 52).

Table 52. Public and private school enrollment of persons in the New York,
Chicago and Los Angeles samplca who currently attend school in the United
States

City

School enrollment New York Chicago .os Angeles
(nw67) (n+69) (n=71)

Total 100.0 100.0

..
100.0

Public 52.2 66.7 88.7

Private 47.8 33.3 11.3

tnrollment is lilingual Programs

Of all those persons currently attending school, the New York sample

has the smallest percentage enrolled in a bilingual program with 9.11.

This is similar to the 6.6% enrolled in bilingual programs In anion City.

At the other extreme, the Chicago sample has the largest proportion of its
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sample popula.ion enrolled in bilingual programs with almost 1 in 4 students

enrolled. This number is similar to the 27% of persons enrolled in bilingual

programs in Miami. The Los Angeles sample had 13.2% of those attending

school enrolled in a bilingual program (see Table 53).

Table 53. Bilingual program enrollment of persons in the New York, Chicago
and Los Angeles samples who currently attend school in the United States

Ihrollment Status

City

New York
(n67)

%

Chicago

(n-69)

Los Angeles
(n.71)

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

Enrolled 8.1 23.5 12.2

Not enrolled 91.9 67.6 81.6

Not sure 8.9 5.3

Financial Aid

.11MMONI11.1.111111-

very few of the students in the three city samples are receiving financial

aid. As can been seen from Table 54, the Los Angeles sample had the lowest

number of students receiving any form of financial aid. For students in

all three samples, the most common source of financial aid was government

grant_ which are usually given to help low income students pay their college

costs.
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Table 54. Source of financial aid received by persons in the New York,Chicago and Los Angeles sample populations enrolled in any type of ed-ucational institution

Type of Financial Aid

City

New York
:a454)

1

Chicago
(11458)

%

Loo Angeles

(n-46)
%

Total

tea financial aid is
received

Grant-government source

Grant-private source

Loan-government source

Loan-private source

Scholarship-government

100.0

30.4

12.1

1.5

1.5

100.0

72.0

14.7

100.0

89.5

4.5

MMIIY1111

1.5

11111*

4111.

11.111111
ele..10M

source 3.0 5.9 1.5

Scholarship-private
source 1.5 4.4 3.0

Work Study-government
source

1010111.

Work study-private
source 011

1.5 1.5

findings

While or third of the sample to the purposive sample cities attended

echo, in the United States, 75% had same schooling in Cuba. For each

sa-ole, one-hale of the persons who attended U.S. schools completed

less that two years of high school while another 50% completed at

least two or moms years of high school. As for those educated in

Cuba, the median educational level for New York and Los Angeles is at

least some high school, and eighth grad, for the Chicago sample.
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2. most sampled titudents in Los Angeles are enrolled in public schools

(90%) while the percentage of public school enrollment decreases for

Chicago (67%) and is slightly over half for New York City (S2%) .

3. All three samples had a higher percentage of persona enrolled in

college than Miami and anion City, with Chicago having the highest at

almost 30%.

4. Of the three cities Chicago has the highest proportion of students

enrolled in a bilingual program (25%), and New York, the lowest (9.7%).

S. very few students in the purposive sample are receiving financial aid,
especially those from Los Angeles.

Recommendations

1. The high levels of educational achievement in all three cities, especially

Chicago, contrast with the equally high unemployment levels and low

household income shown above for the purposive sample. This contrast

*Weary s further investigation.

2. rmrther research is also recommended to determine why the enrollment

in private educational institutions among low and moderate income

Cubans in Chicago and New Ynrk is so high and particularly whether the

choice of private schools is related to a real or perceived }.terrier in

their use of public education.

3. Further study is necessary to determine the reason for the low

utilization of financial assistance purposive sample students who

=
come from low and moderate income households.
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Social Services Utilization

Findings concerned with the utilization of social services by Cuban

4ouseholds froa gale York, Chicago and Los Angeles are discussed in this

section. As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, these findings are

based on small purposive samples which limit making generalizations to the

Cuban populations in these three cities. In addition, it was not passible to

do an analysis similar to the one done for Miami and Union City because of the

small number of cases in some of the calls. in spite of these limitation*.

some idea of the types of problems facing this population can be derived.

The types of services used by households in these three cities are

illustrated in Table SS. With two exceptions, Medicaid screening and

unemployment benefits (services with typically low utilization), there were

no relatively consistent or similar service usage patterns among all three

cities. In smme cases, as in the use of AFDC, Medicaid and Food Stamps, the

disparities among the three cities were considerable. For example, about

seven times as many persona from Los Angeles (10%) were receiving AFDC than

parsons from Chicago (1.4%). In comparison to New York (5.9%), there

were more than one and a halt times as many persons in Los Angeles receiving

AitC. Regarding Medicaid, nearly one-halt (44%) of the persons from Los

Angeles were receiving it, about one -third (31.3%) from New York, and almost

one-fifh (19.2%) from Chicago. Three times as many persons from Chicago

(30.0 %), and about as many from New York (28.8%), than from Los Angeles

(10.8%) were using Food Stamps. It in suspected that these widely varied

utilization rates among the three cities may be due more to organizational

aspects about the delivery of services than the characteristics of the re-

cipients, e.g., outreach efforts, use of bilingual staff, location of facilities,

effectiveness of the Cuban Refugee Program. etc. One other possible explanation

may be the diversity of eligibility criteria among the three states. As an
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example, California May have more liberal eligibility criteria for Medicaid

than either Illinois or New York, therefore accounting partly for the greater

usage rates. Still a third possible explanation may be citizenship status.

Chicago had twice the proportion of refugee/perolee persons than either Mew

Table 55. Utilization of social services by the New York, Chicago and Los Angelessample populations*

.1=1

Typo of social
service

New York Chicago Los Angeles
recipients recipients recipients
(n255)

No. t

(n220)

No. No.

(n253)

W

SSZ 39 15.5 39 17.9 66

aMINO.1011.

26.6

At= 15 5.9 3 1.4 25 10.0

medicaid 79 31.3 42 19.2 111 44.0

Medicare

medicaid
screening

43

0

17.0

0.0

62

0

28.3

0.0

51

1

20.2

0.4

SSA 21 8.3 39 17.8 25 10.0

Food Stamps 67 26.6 66 30.0 27 10.8

Unemployment 3 1.2 1 0.5 3 1.2

State general
assistance 27 '0.7 30 13.6 14 5.6

* Percentages do not add to 100 nor numbers to their respective totals becausesocial services do not constitute mutually exclusive categories, i.e., a person
may receive more than one service or none at all..

York or Los Angeles (see Table 47). A majority (58.1%) of the persons from

Los Angeles were legal residents compared to about forty percent from either

New York or Chicago. Of the three cLties, New York has the largest proportion

(50.2%) of persons who are U.S. citizens.
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Some can be obtained about these three probable explanations ):=,

examining the kinds of the difficulties reported by social service recipients

in the three cities. These results are illustrated in Tables 56, 57, and sa

for New York, Chicago and Los Angeles, respectively. It should be pointed out

though. that generally the proportions of reported difficulties were relatively

small. This was especially so of the recipients from Los Angeles. Neverthe

less, a tenuous indication of the kinds of problems experienced by these

recipients can be observed.

At least two similarities are apparent among the three cities. One is

that the most frequent reported difficulty in all three cities was language.

Of the three cities, however, Chicagl appears to be experiencing the most

problems with language, followei by New York and then Los Angeles. The second

similarity is between New York and Los Angeles. Recipients in these two

cities frequently complained about the *red tape" involved using these

services. This second similarity, when considered jointly with the language

difficulties reported by these same recipients, undoubtedly contributed to a

certain amount of frosr-ration among the users of these services.

Some differences among these three cities are also apparent. One is the

kinds of difficulties reported by recipients from Los Angeles as contrasted

to those reported in Now York and Chicago. Sy far, the most frequently

reported problem in Los Angeles were with or related to transportation. A

second difference pertains to SUMO General Assistance. New York had the

largest proportion (46.7%) of persons wile reported difficulty with this type

of service than either of the two other cities (Chicago, 18.8% and Las Angeles,

9.1%). In addition, it was the most frequently reported problem by recipients

in New York. A third difference is that a considerably larger proportion of

persons using Medicare in Chicago (28.2%) than in either New York (6.7%) or
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Talkie 55. 7ti4itaton of *octal services and '!ficultiee experienced by :411., York
respondents'

Type of
social
service

Percent of all
Percent Major complainants

Utilisation reporting difficultiew reporting each
(nw98) difficulties Identified major difficulty

ID

so.

t4 14.- '4.3 language
red tape

=110

50.0

50.0

AFDC 3.1 13.:1 red tape 100.0

4 32.3 29-3 time 1.4g 22.0
red tape 44.0

language 22.0

Mediere "-anguage 100.0

SSA '1 10,_ 25.: Language 100.0

71-_cd Stkm-po 09.-5 35.- red tape 40.0
time lag 30.0

language 20.0

State genera:. red tape 43.3
&I V lilt WIC* 16 6 46. time Lag 14.0

languAre 14.0

medicaid screening and unemployment were omittimi from the table because of Low
utilization. Percentages do not add to 100 nor numbers to 98 1"-cause services
do not constitute mutually exclusive categories, i.e., a person may receive more
tan ne service or none at all. Also, only ma.,tor difficulties were reported.
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Table 57. Utiliistion of social services and difficulties exper_enced by Chicago
respondents'

1=.1111

Type of
social
service

Percent
Utilization reporting
(n -100) difficulties

Na.

major
difficulties
identified

Percent of all
complainants
reporting each
majar difficulty

SS: 26 26.0 11.5 language 100.0

AFDC 1 1.0 a.o .111111111

Medicaid 17 17.0 12.5 language 100.0

Medicare 39 39.0 28.2 Language 40.0
red tare 18.0

SSA 25 25.0 24.3 Language 90.0

Food Stamps 34 34.0 29. language 70.0
red tape 20.0

State general 17 17.0 18.8 Language 100.0
assistance

Medicaid screening and unemployment were omitted from the table because of Law
uiilization. Percentages do not add to 100 nor numbers to 100 because service
do not constitute mutually exclusive categories, i.e., a person miy receive more
than ono service or none at all. Alsn, only major difficulties were reported.
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Table 58. Utilizacion of SOCZ.A2, services and difficulties experienced by Los
Angeles respondents

Tpe of
social
service

....[

Percent of all
Percent Major complainants

Utilization reporting difficulties reporting each
(n+103) difficulties identifiel major difficulty

No.

SST. 40 40.0 15.0 red tape 33.0
transportation 33.0
language 33.0

a_rr 12.5 transportation 100.0

medicaid. 55 53.4 17.0 transportation 40.0
rod tape 40.0
language 20.0

medicare 27 26.2 transportation 50.0
language 50.0

SSA 14.. 13.7 15.4 red tape 100.0

Food Stamps 12 11.7 11., ..rarsportation 100.0

State general 12 11.7 9.1 location
assistance of acility 100.0

.....,...=...*-
Medicaid screening and unemployment were amitted from the table because of low
utilization: Percentages do not add to 100 nor numbers to 103 because services
do dot constitute mutually exclusive categories, i.e., a person nay receive more
thin one service or none at all. Also, only major difficulties were reported.
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:.4S Angeles ;7.7%) reported sons difficulty in using the service. l'ourth

and final is the difference in persone reporting difficulties with Medicaid.

A onasidorably larger ptoportion of Medicaid recipients in NOW York (23%)

than is Chicago (12.5%) or Los Angeles (17%) reported difficulties in using

the service.

Tindings

1. Mere are no relatively consistent or similar overall service usage patterns

among the three cities.

2. Notably different uti: _Attica rates among ledtcare and SSA users exi:,,t

In all three cities, but particularly in Los Angeles and New York.

3. Language was the mo3t frequently reported difficulty in all three citios.

4. Sampled recipients i- New York and Lo' Angeles frequently complained

about the 'red tape' involved in social service utilization. 3y far,

tie most frequently reported problem in Angeles was with or related

to transportation.

Recommendations

A user study should be conducted to determine if the sampled Cuban elderly

In the purposive cities are underutilizing SSA because of eligibility or

due to other factors such as lack of information about this benefit.

Access to social. services by sampled :ubans in the three cities .ail

improve with an increase in the number of bilingual personnel in social

welfare offices. Also, an integrated transportation and translation

service for Lis Angeles is recommended as a cost-efficient method c'

resolving `hat= language and transportation difficulties.
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Health Services Utilization

The findings on the utilization of health services by Cuban households

in the New York, Chicago and Los Angeles purposive samples are presented

In this section. As mentioned is the introductory section to this chapter,

those findings are based on a small purposive sample design which limits

maki.4 generalizations to the Cuban populations in these three cities.

:a addiron, it was not possible to do a similar a..elysis to the one done

for utilization of health services in Miami and Unio7 City because of the

small =amber of oases in some of the cells.

The various types of health services used by persons in households

from the three cities are compared in Table 59. As expected, the most

cmmmon typo of service used by all households was the private health prat-

'aitioner -- nearly MIAe of every ten households. The next most frequently

used service ' r all households was the private hospital, but the New York

households ,.end them considerably loss than those tram either Chicago or

Las Angeles. One of every five households (20 percent) in New York used

this service while one of every three from Chicago (33 percent) and Los

Angeles (14 percent) used it. Similar proportions of household* used the

privets clinic ii Now York (9 percent) add Los Angeles (3.7 percent), land

about hall as many in Chicago (4 percent).

seers that the most significant ver.ations among the thtee cities

is in the .sage patterns 2< the public sector. Overall, households from

Chicago used the pub"- hospital, public clinic and pub'-1c immunization

services :onsiderably less than households from either New York or Lou

Anemias. Since It is not possible to explain this ovtcome on the basis

of these data, further investigation of this finding appears warranted.

A pis the case for Miami and Cnion City, services of the *santerc",

nursing home, and S.C.7. were rarely used.
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Table 59. utilization of health services by New York, Chicago and Los Angeles
sample households

Type of New York households
health tne96)

service No.b t

Chicago households
(n100)

No.b 1t

.,
Los Angeles households

(n103)
No.b

Santoro 1 1.0 1 1.0 2 2.0

Health
practitioner 88 88.0 87 87.0 10 87.4

Private
clinic 9 9.0 4 4.0 10 9.7

Private
hospital 2C 20.0 33 33.0 35 34.0

Public
hospital 5 5.0 2 2.0 10 9.7

Public
clinic 11 19.0 5 5.0 14 13.6

Public
immunisation 12 12.0 5 5.0 15 14.5

3.P.S.D.T. 3 0 1 1.0

Nursing home 3 3.0 M.1.1111

a Pyrcents do not add to 100 nor numbers to their respective totals because
hec:-in services do not constitute mutually exclusive categories, i.e., a person
may 'tills. more than one service or non. at all.

b Household frequencies are calculated 04 whether any one person from 4 nousehold
utilised an individual service, i.e., the rNz-pondent or some other person.

OhliSit the various kinds and tfequency of difficulties expressed by

persona from Miami and Union City, persons !Tom New York, Chicago and

Los Angeles reported relstivAly few difficulties. Only seven persons from

the New York sample reported any problems (Table 60). Persons from the

remai -ng Two cities were, for the moat pert, experiencing nroblems wxtll
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Language (Tables 61 and 62). While these results may be considered unliglak

to these purposive sarples and not generalizable to the their respective

commumities, the pettezn of difficulties can hardly be ignored. At a

eiaimum, further inquiry about this epperent problem is justified.

Table 60. Utilization of health services and difficulties experienced by Now York
respondents (nim96)

-!p4: '-f Percent Major
a Litn, reporting difficulty Difficulties
sarv-ce Utilization difficulties identified identified

Santero

Health
preciitionez

Private
clinic

Private
hospital

Public
hospital

Pub1.14

clinic

Public
imeumLzation

t.P.S.O.T.

Nursing home

No. No.

1

14

1.3

75.5

0.0

16.2

.....

cost of
service

5

--

41.6

7 7.1 .7.8.6

11 11.2 0.0

2 2.0 50.0 1, mme mos

II 11.2 18.2 waiting
tine

2 100 0

4 4.1 0.0

1 a 0.0 .l.. MY!

2 2.0 0.0

Percents do not add to 100 or numbers to their respective totals as health
services do not constitute mutually exclusive tategories, i.e., a person may
receive more than one service or none at all. Also, only major difficulties
were reported.
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Table 61. Utilization of health services and difficulties experienced by Chicago

respondents (34100)

Type of Percent Major

health reporting difficulty Difficulties

service Mill:dation difficulties identified identified

No. No.

Sante= 0 ...-

Ifialth

practitioner 80 80.3 17.5 Language 9 64.2

Private
clinic

Private
hospital

Public
hospital

Pualic
clinic

3 3.0 0.0

24 24.0 25.0 language 3 50.0

2 2.0 0.0

4 4.0 50.0 language 2 100.0

Public
immunization 2 2.0 0.0

E.P.S.D.T. 0

Nursing home 0

Percents do not add to 100 nor numbers to their respective totals u health
services do not constitute mutually exclusive categories, i.e., a parson may
receive more than one service or none at all. Also, only major difficulties

were reported.
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Table 62. Utilization of health services and difficulties experienced by Los Angeles
respondents (n+103)

Type at
Stealth

Service Utilization

Percent
reporting

difficulties

Major

difficulty Difficulties
identified identified

Santoro

Health
practitioner

Private
cls ale

Private
hospital

Public
hospital

Public
clinic

Public
iammnization

2 1.9 0.0 NNW* 40.10 WIMP&

81 78.6 17.5 language 8 44.4
transportation 3 16.7

10 9.7 10.0

28 27.2 14.3 cost of service 2 50.0

a 7.8 50.0 unpleasant
physical
environment

2 50.0

11 10.7 54.5 language 3 50.0

9 9.7 44.4 language 3 75.0

Z.P.S.D.T.

Nursing home

Percents do not add to 100 nor numbers to their respective totals as health services
do not constitute mutually exclusive categories, i.e., a person may receive more than
one service or none at all. Also, only major difficulties were reported.
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?tzarists

1 Sampled persons used the private wealth practitioner more than any other

single type of health service.

2. Sauseholds tram New York cnd Los Angeles used public he41th services

more than Chicago sampled households.

3. In all three purposive sample cities, respondents and their families

did not use asanteros. as primary health providers.

4. =bans in Chicago, Los Angeles and New York do not rely on nursing

hoses for the care of their elderly.

S. Overall, the percentages of sampled individuals reporting difficulties

were higher for public service users than for private service users.

The most common difficulties reported were language and cost of service.

Recommendations

1. Further research is needed to identity methods of improving the access

of Cubans to public health facilities in the purposive cities.

Facilitating an increased use of public health facilties by law-income

Cubans seems to be warranted in light of the concerts expressed by

them about cost of service and Language difficulties.

2. Additional inquiry is also needed to determine why sampled Cubans in

Chicago 454 publi. health services consideraly less than members of

purposive sample households in New York and Los Angeles.
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Screening uestlons

Aax: THERE ANYONE LIVING HIRE WHO WAS HORN IN CUBA? OR ONE WHOSE
PARINT(S) WAS/WERE BORN IN CUBA? OR WHO CONSIDERS HIM/HERS=Y
CUBAN OR CMIAN-AMERICAN?'

a. NO End of Interview
b. TES-Ask 2 and 3

"LS THE PERSON PIUMARI,,Y ECONOMICALLY RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS HOUSEHOLD
CUBAN?"

a. NC
h. YES

IS THE MUSE Cr 74r. PERSON WHO IS ECONOMICALLY RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS
ROUSEMOLD CUBAN?'

a. NO

O. YES

2: 3 No End of Interview
2 or 3 Yes: Say: May : Speak to tnis (Cuban) Person"'
2 and 3 Yea: Say: May : Speak with Either of Them?'

If mawallable arrange an appointment.

WESTION I - DEMOGRAPHIC, EMPLOYMENT AND EDUCATION DATA

WHO '...1-7ES HERE, INCLUDING ANYONE WHO KAY az AWAY TEMPORARILY ON SUS:NESS.
VACATION, IN .'HE HOSPITAL, AT SCHOOL. r7c..? TTART WITu YOURSELF'
/respondent).

' PLEASE .";IVE KE ONLY FIRST !LAMES CR NIOXNAMES."

List the means. Then read the t back to a.he respondent Lnd asx:

WE KISSED ANYONE, SLR AS BABIES OR SKALL CHILDREN, rnmrs WBC
USUALLY STAY HERE, ROOMTRS DR BOARDERS, OR HOUSE OLD HELP WHO LIVE-IN?
ANYONE AT ALL?'

',1st Anyone else _Lds::tifise.

Noce* questizn =orresponds an your Inswersheet.

1

3. AAK: 'WRG IS TIT PERSON PRXMARILY ICONOMIC1,4ALLY RESPCNSI3LZ FOR Tu:5
HOCSTROLD?"

Place a "I' in - 3 beside tnis person's ICA*.

:f ;cespondent is -ct sure.



*WELL, WNO PATS MCS? OF THE BILLS?

C.:VE MX T1Z NAM JF CNLY ONE PERSON.'

C. For Each person listed. ask:

3040 :3 (name of person) RELATED TO roars

and record the relationship to the space next to the name.

(e.g. *mother', 'friend', 'grandchild', etc.

COOING:

Assign a relationship code from the following List. Remember to assign

a unique code to each person in the household.

Ole Respondent
02e Respondent's spouse boyfriend/girlfriend

(normally living in the same house)

03= 10+ Children of Respondent or of Respondent's spouse (natural,

adopted, or step-children)

11 -12e Respondent's
(son/daughter) -in -law

17-22 Respondent's brothers/sistersibrothers-,sisters -iin-law

23-28e Respondent's grandchildren

29-32e Respondent's grandparents

33-035 Respondent's aunts or uncles

36-39e Other related children

40-43e Other related adults

44-46 %unrelated children (including foster)

47-50e Nonrelatied adults (including roommates and ooarders:

98e Relationship unknown to respondent

99e Missing data

SEX

Writs MALE or FEMALE 1.7 the space corresponding to each name. Attribute

Sex, whenever possible, on the basis of name and gender of relationshtv's

moms

:1 unable to attribute, asli:

'WHAT SEX IS (name of owron)7"

COLE:

'gale

Female

or each oerson llsted, 43K:

'13 (name of person) CUBAN7 TSAT LS, wAS AE/SHE BORN mi :UBA, PR -Sr

CCNAN ,,,LRENTAGE, :Z.114SZZES 3:M/4EASELZ =BAN PR =RAN-KME:IICAN7'

1- 6



Writs in NC

or TES-CUBAN

in the specie.

CODE:

1. No (not Cuban)

2. Fee (Cuban)

F. For each person Listed, ask:

IN WHAT COUNTRY WAS (Name of person) BOHM°

and writs is the :lams of the country legibly and in tall.

CODING:

No coding ;.s oe one on cilmtstion until it arrives hack in the

Miami office.

For each person Listed, ask:

Taal' IS 'name of person)'s ,:TIZENSHIP STATUS AS OF TODAY"? IS NE/SHE

A U.S. CZTIZN, U.S. PrRmAaENT RESIDENT, CUBAN REFUGEE OR PAROLEE,

CR SOME onrx STATUS?'

Writ* out Respondent's answer la rolumn 5.

CCOING:

1. Cuban refugee or parolee

.. U.S. permanent resident
3. U.S. citizen
4. Other (Specify)

For each person listed ask:

"BOW LONG RAS (name of person) NEIN IN ?NE U.S.?"

Record toe number of years.

COOING

Raise to next 4 year .

e.g. if less than 044 year, code :

one to cur° years, code 2, 'MC.

For each aerson Listed al, -

'HOW :LC IS :name of oerson!7'

177



Respondent is not sure of age, say:

*WELL, GIVE ME SIS/HER ACM MORE OR LESS*,

Record the number of peers.

I.! less than one year, record 1.

J. For each person listed 14 years or older, ask:

'Is (name of person) SI'PGLE, HZ:OWED, SEPARATED, DIVORCED, OR HARR=7*

Write ont the answer in column J.

CODING:

. Single

2. Widowed
3. Separated
4. Divorced
S. Married

X. For each person 'Listed. ask:

"WHAT RACE IS (name of trersonr?"

"present card with options

Record the Lawyer in column X.

=1:3rMG:

1. White
2. Asian
3. Slack
4. Other

For each person Listed aged L4 or aver, ask:

"DID (nave of person) WORK FOR PAY LAST WEEK?*

Retard

NO Ask: 'DOES 3E/SHE IsTALla wORIC OUTSIZE THE HOME,*

YES Ask: *1S THIS R=LAR OR 7E212CRARY OR SE,;SONAL

Record the answer in column L.

COOLNG:

does -sot work outside the home

2. %o, currently anemployed

1"8
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3. Yes, temnorary, seasonal or intermittent work

4. Mid, regular or year round work

M. For each person listed, ask:

'DOES (name of person) USUALLY WORK PART-TIME, SEVERAL PART-TIMES,
raLL-Tmmx, OR MORE :'SAN ONE ruLL-T:mz ZOS?"

Record the answer in column M.

COOING:

3. Does not work outside the home
I. Pert-time
2. TWO or more part-times
3. Full-time (one :ob)
4. More than ono full-time :ob

4. Ask:

'WNA7 777E 3F WORK DOES HM/SNK USUALLY DO?'

Writs down respondent's answer vwrhatim.

CODING:

OCCUPATIONAL CODES

01-Service worker (Including private, 'nbusihold

02-Farm laborer, farm supervisor
03-Farmer
04- Operative, including
05-Craft or kindred worker

06- Clerical worker

07 -Sales worker
08 -Farm manager

09-Managers and admin.i except far=

10-Pyofelssional and technic: workers

For sae, person ,sted, as).:

AMA' WAS THE LAST GRADE :4 SCHOOL fname of person; 7!2' EO :4 :HE

0.5.7"

Record the answer in column 3.

Ile Number of grade(s) completed
12e High school diploma or equivalent
13e One year of college
14e TWO years of lolleg* or AA Oegret,
15e Three years of cr.illege

16e Colleas graduate
l'e Some graduate school
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:Bas Master's degree
19+ One year of post-Master's work
20+ Two or more years of post-Master's work
21+ Ph.D., M.D., etc.

P. For each oerson Listed ask:

°WHAT WAS TEE LAST GRADE IN SCHOOL (name of parson) COMPLETED OOTS/DE
TRH U.S.?"

Record the answer in column P.

CODING:
11+ Number of grado(s) completed
12+ High school diploma or equivalen.
13+ One year of college
14+ TWO years of college or AA degree
15+ Three years of college
16+ College graduate
17+ Some graduate school
19+ Master's degree
19+ One year of post-Master's work
20+ Two or more years of Post-Master's work
21- Ph.D., m.p., "rec.

For each person listed, ask:

*:S (name of person) =REMY ENRctrzo :71 SCHOOL?*

NO: recoz4 a *NO' in column ^,;.,

YES: Ask: *IN WHAT TYPE OF PROGRAM?"

and record the answer in column Q.

CCO:NG:

Mot enrolled in any program
2. Toe, enrolled in a regular academic program

(elementary cr high school)
3. Yes, enrolled in A special program (elementary or

high school)
4. Yes, errollad in vocational and/cr technical school or

certificate program
7es, enrolled in college or university (including graduate

school)

6. Nursery or day-care (group setting) below kindergarten
level

R. For each person enrolled .n schv,:el,

*:S (name of person) mow= ZN A 3IL:NGUAL CLASS OR PROGRAM'
THAT IS, IS NE/SHE ArmotNG CLASSES IN HIS/HER REGULAR SURJECTS ?ART
OT THE DAY ZN SPANISH, Aft PAPT OF THE DAY IN ENGLISH?"

1110
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This does not include people who recet7e classes all day in English

but take one Spanish class.

Record the answer in column R.

COOrNG:

1. No

2. Not Sure
3. Yes

S. For each person enrolled in school, Ask:

"IS (name of person) N PUBLIC CR PRIVATE SCHOOL?"

Record the answer in column S.

COOrNG:

Public
2. Private (including parocnia1

":S (na,41 of oerson) RECEIVING ANY FORM CF 17NANC2AL AID TO COVER

TU:TION OR LIVING EXPENSES?"

No, write NO in the specie

Yes, ask: 'WHAT TYPE OF AID :S THIS?"

saCLARSIi

record gram and write in title of grant if known,

if not known, ask

"GOVERNMENT? or PRIVATM?"

and record answer.

record loan and write in title of program

is uot known, ask

"DOVE n? or PRIVATE'?"

and record arswer.

record scnolArship aad write In title

of scholarship if known,

if not known, ask

* "VVCIMMT77 or PRZVATE?"

and record answer.
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WORE STUDY record work study and write in title

of Work Study if known,

if not known, ask

"GOVERNMENT, or PR:VATI?"

and record answer.

QUESTION 2 - HEALTH DATA

Say: 'THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ARE ABOUT THE TYPES OF MEDICAL OR

HEALTH SERVICES YOU OR YOUR FAMILY MAYOHAVE U.

A. Ask: *WHAT TYPES or MEDICAL rrrvIctf RAVE YOU OR YOUR FAMILY USED
IN THE PAST MR?'

=DE: a "1" in the space next to each service name

For each service used, ask questions: a, C, 0, E, F, G, .ad A.

After the above process h. been followed for each service used, then,
ask : and J for each service not used.

3. For each service used, ask:

'HO USE THIS SERV:CZ? WAS THIS YOURSELF, OR ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD

HEM3ER7" and record the answer in column 9.

=DING:

1. Self ;Respondent) only

2. S41.1 (Respondent) and other
3, Oml.y other (ask only C, then go to ntxt serv!ce 'tested)

For tact service used, ask:

'HOw QTY TLS DI7 YOU/HE /SHE USE THIS SERIICE IN THE PACT YEAR?'

Record the number of times in column C.

For each service used by Respotdent ask: "HOW CI0 YOU 7:17ST LEARN

ABOUT THIS SERVICE?'

Writs down the answer verbatim.

=DING:

Through a frlend or relatz.ve

2. Through Span1sh-Language =edla rada.c, 7.7., newspaper;

i2
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3. Through staff at another program (intormelly)

4. Formal referral from other program
S. Through English-language media (radio, T.V., newspaper)

E. For each service used by Respondent, ask: 'WHAT ZS THE REASON YOU

USE THIS SERVICE?"

Record answer verbatim in the space provided.

CODING:

. 1. Advice of friends or relatives
2. Recommended by own doctor

3. Language of service
4. Positive relationship with staff or doctor

5. High quality of the service available there

6. Specific type of service
7. V4ry low cost of service

S. Fair or reasonable cost of service
9. High cost of service
10. Location of service facility
11. Time schedule of service facility is convenient/makes

it accessible
12. Services always available

F. For each service used by respondent, ask: 'IN WHAT LANGUAGE 00 YOU

COMMUNICATE WITH THE STAFF AT THIS FACILITY"

Record the code from the List below.

O. N/A
1. Spanish all the time

2. Mostly Spanish, some English

3. Spanish/English about the same

4. Mostly English, some Spanish

5. English all the time

G. For each service used, ask: 'DID YOU HAVE ANY DIFFICULTY IN GETTING

THE HELP YOU WANTED?"

Write down Respondent's answers verbatim.

CODING:

1. Unpleasant physical environment

2. Lack of Day Care

3. Lack of transportation
4. No one to stay at the house in Respondent's absence

5. Language difficulties

S. Discrimination
Don't qualify for program sought

S. 'Red Tape' (paperwork, complicated or lengthy processing, etc.)
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9. Cost of service
10. Location of service facility
11. Time-lag on waiting list/delayed entry
12. Inconvenient office or service hours
13. No space available/program full
14. Type of service desired or needed not available in area
15. Poor quality of service
16. No medical services (at all) available in area
17 Other.

E. Satisfaction Index

For each service used by Respondent, ask the following four questions
and record the answer in columns 8-1, E-2, 3-3, aid 8-4, and the Total
in 8-5.

SI-1 *DO YOU FEEL TEAT ICU WERE HELPEn/THAT YOUR PROBLEM WAS SOLVED/THAT
YOUR NEED WAS MET?

1. Not at all
2. Very little
3. Partly helped
4. Not completely solved/mist, but J. most that was possible
5. Yes

SI-2 ARE YOU SATISFIED RITE THE WAY YOU WERE TREATED?*

1. No, Im highly dissatisfied
2. Not very satisfied
3. Neutral/no particular feeling
4. Fairly satisfied
5. Yes, highly satisfied

SI-3 'WOULD YOU RETURN TO THIS PLACE Lv YOU HAD THE SAME OR A SIMILAR
PROBLEM OR NEED?*

1. Serer
2. Doubtful
3. Not sure, depends on circumstances
4. Probably
5. Yes, certainly

SI-4 'IF A FRIEND OR RELATIVE HAD A SIMILAR PROBLEM OR NEED AND ASKED
YOU WHERE TO GO, WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO RECOMMEND THIS SERVICE/
PLACE?*

1. No
2. Doubtful
3. Maybe, depends on circumstances
4. Probably
S. Certainly, definitely

8-5 Totals - sum of scores SI-1 through SI-4
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I. For each service not used by Respondent (or other) Ask:

'YOU DIDN'T NAME (THIS SERVICE) AMONG THE ONES YOU SAID YOU USED.
HAVE YOU OR ANY HOUSEHOLD MEMBER USED THIS SERVICE IN THE PAST YEAR?"

YES place a "1" in A, ask B through H
NO Ask:

'WOULD YOU OR YOUR *AMILY USE THIS SERVICE IF YOU NEEDED IT?"

Write the answer in column I.

CODING:

1. No

2. Yes

J. Ask:

"DID YOU OR ANT OTHER MEMBER OF YOUR HOUSEHOLD HAVE A REALM PROBLEM
FOR WHICH YOU DID NOT MALY MEDICAL OR HEALTH SERVICZ7'

NO: Write in No, code "12"
(service not needed)

YES: For each service not used, Ask:

"WHY DON'T/DIDN'T YOU USE THIS SERVICE?"

write down Respondent's answer verbatim.

CODING:

1. Don't believe in this type of service
2. Advice of friend(s) or relati(s)
3. Own doctor's advice
4. Language
S. Poor relationship with stet
6. Poor virility service
7. Cott of service
S. Location of service facility
9. Paper work
10. Scheduled time for service inconvenient
11. Services do not exist/are not available in area
12. Service not needed

QUESTION 3 - GOVERNMENT SERVICES UTILIZATION DATA

"THE raummaLgarsTzows RELATE TO VARIOUS GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS AND
SERVICES. YOU MAY NOT HAVE USED ANY OF THEM OR YOU MAY HAVE USED ONE

OR SEVERAL. EITHER WAY, YOUR ANSWERS WILL HELP US TO HAVE A =AMR
PICTURE OF HOW THESE SERVICES ARE REACHING CUBANS."
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Instructions to Zaterviewer.

Read the following services and explanations one at a time, and ask
A-H for each one before going to the next:

1. Supplemental security income
2. Aid to families with dependent children
3. Medicaid (low income )
4. Medicare (elderly)
S. Medicaid Screening or early periodic screening, programs,

and treatments
6. Social security (retirement)
7. Food stamps
9. Unemployment insurance
9. "ARE YOU OR ANY HOUSEHOLD MEMBER PRESENTLY ENROLLED IN ANY

OTHER WELFARE, INCOME-MILINTENAN= OR ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM WE HAVEN'T MENTIONED?'

air SO, WRIC IS THIS?"

write in space provided.

A. For each service, ask:

"IS ANYONE L4 YOUR HOUSEHOLD RE=IVING (type of service) ?"

NO Go to next service on List.

YES 'PLEASE LIST EVERYONE WHO IS RE=IVING TRIS stAviCE" and write
in the names in the space provided.

8. For each person who is receiving each service, ask:

'IS THIS THROUGH THE CUBAN at m= PROGRAM?'

and record the answer,

C. Ask:

"HOW LONG HAS (name of person) ACTUALLY SEEM RECEIVING THIS ASSISTANCE?"

Record number of months.

O. Ask DEG only for services used by Respondent: 'HOW OID YOU FIRST
LEARN ABOUT THIS PROGRAM?'

and record the answer verbatim.

CODING:

1. Through a friend or relative
2. Through Spanish-language media (rsdio, T.v., newspaper)
3. Through staff at another program (informally)
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4. Formal referral from ether program
S. English-language media Aradio, T.V., newspaper)

E. "IN WHAT LANGUAGE DO YOU COMMUNICATE WITH THE STAFF AT THIS FACILITY?"

Record the answer is the space provided.

CODING:

0. N/A
1. Spanish all the time
2. Mostly Spanish, aces English
3. Spanish and English equally
4. Mostly English, some Spanish
5. English all the time

F. Ask:

'DID YOU HAVE ANY DIFTTCULXT IN GETTING THE HELP YOU WANTED?"

Record the answer verbatim in the space provided.

CODING:

1. Unpleasant physical environment
2. Lack of day care
3. Lack of transportation
4. No one to stay at the house if Respondent leaves
5. Language difficulties
6. Discrimination
7. Don't qualify for program sought
8. 'Red Tape" (paperwork, complicated or lengthy processing, etc.)
9. Cost of services
10. Location of service facility
11. Time -lag on waiting list/delayed entry
12. Inconvenient office or service hours
13. No space available/program full
14. Type of service desired or needed not available in area
15. Poor quality of service
16. No services (at all) available in area
17. Other

G. Satisfaction Index

For each service used by respondent ask the following four questions:

(Read the choices to Respondent.)

SI-1 "DO YOU FEEL TWAT 10U WERE HELPED/TEAT YOUR PROUD! WAS SOLVED/TWAT
YOUR NEED WAS MET?"

1. Not at all
2. Very little
3. Partly helped
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4. Not completely solvedimet, the most that was possible.
5. Yes

5I-2- °ARE YOU SATISFIED WITS THE WAY YOU WERE TREATED?`

L. No, I'm highly dissatisfied
2. Not very satisfied
3. Neutral/no particular feeling
4. Fairly satisfied
5. Yes, highly satisfied

5I-3 °WOULD YOU MORN TO THIS PLACE IF YOU HAD THE SAKE PROBLEM OR NEED?"

1. Never
2. Doubtful
3. Not sure, depends on circumstances
4. Probably
5. Yes, certainly

5I-4 °I? A FRIEND OR RI:LATrIE RAC A SIMILAR PROBLEM OR NEED AND ASKED
YOU WHERE TO GO, WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO RECOPOCEND THIS SEM=
PLACE?'

1. No
2. Doubtful
3. Maybe, dap-el-adz on circumstances

4. Probably
5. Certainly, definitely

S-5 Totals - Sums of Score SI-1 through 5I-4

QUESTION 4 - =COME

A. Ask:

°WHAT WAS YOUR HOUSEHOLD'S TOTAL INCOME FOR THE LAST 12 (TWELVE)
MONTHS, INCLUDING ANY MONEY EARNED FROM YOUR JOB OR THE =CS) OF
OMER HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS, PART-.TIME, TEMPORAR7:, OR ovricrime WORK.
ENSTSTMENTS, BUSTIUSSES, INTEREST ON BANK ACCOUNTS, PATENTS,
WEALTLES, OR ANY OTHER SOURCE7°

Record the Lmount given.

FOR RESPONDENT ONLY

3. Ask:

°WT WAS YOUR PERSONAL TOTAL =COME FUR THE LAST 12 (TWELVE) MONTHS.
THIS INCLUDES ANY MONEY EARNED FROM YOUR JOB, FROM PANT-TIME OR
OVERTIME WORK, =VESTMENTS, Busrmszs, INTEREST IN BANE ACCOUNTS,
PATENTS, ROYALTIES OR ANY OTHER =RCM"

Record the amount given.
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C. Ask:

"WHAT ZS YOUR PRIMARY SOURCE OF INCOME?"

Record answer verbatim.

D. Ask:

'WHAT ARE YOUR SOURCES OF ADDITIONAL INCOME IF ANY?"

Record answer verbatim.

_QUESTION 5 - LANGUAGE USE

Ask for Respondent 2.

(Read choices to Respondent.)

A. "WHAT LANGUAGE DO YOU SPEAK AT ROW"

0. N/A
1. Spanish all the time
2. Mostly Spanish, some English
3. Spanish and English equally
4. Mostly English, same Spanish
S. English all the time

3. 'WHAT LANGUAGE DO YOU SPEAK AT WORK?"

0. N/A
1. Spanish all the time
2. Mostly Spanish, some English
3. Spanish and English equally
4. Mostly English, some Spanish
5. English all the time

C. If Respondent is in school, ask:

'WHAT LANGUAGE DO YOU SPEAK IN SCHOOL?"

0. N/A
1. Spanish all the time
2. Mostly Spanish, some English
3. Spanish and English equally
4. Mostly English, some Spanish
S. English all the time

D. "IN WRAT LANGUAGE ARE Tut RADIO PROGRAMS YOU LISTEN T07°

0. N/A
1. Spanish all the time
2. Mostly Spanish, some English

3. Spanish and English equally
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4. Mostly English, some Spanish
S. English all the time

E. 'IN WHAT LANGAUGE ARE THE NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES YOU READ?'

0. N/A
1. Spanish all the time
2. Moistly Spanish. some English

.3. Spanish and English equally
4. Mostly English, some Spanish
S. English all the time

F. IN WHAT LANGUAGE ARE TIE TELEVISION PROGRAMS YOU UTCH7*

0. N/A
1. Spanish all the time
2. Mostly Spanish, sass English
3. Spanish and English equally
4. Mostly English. some Spanish
S. English all the time

Says 'TEAK IC YOU FOR YOUR HELP. WE HAVE mum= TEE QUESTIONNAIRE.
HOWEVER, BECAUSE or OUR ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES, MY SUPERVISOR
WILL CALL SOME Or MY INTMILUSIS TO VERITY TEAT I VISITED AND
TALE= TO THEM. PERHAPS, MY SUPERVISOR WILL Aft FOR VERIFICATION
OF SOME OF THE ANSWERS YOU GAVE ME. DO YOU GIVE PERMISSION TO RAVE
MY SUPERVISOR CALL YOUr

1 NO - Say: 'THANE YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND ASSISTANCE.*

2. YES - Sa7,: 'THANE YOU. CAN YOU GIVE KZ YOUR TELEPHONE
NUMBER, FOR TEAT PURPOSE OKLYV"

Tel. No.

Asks *WHAT TIME WOULD St CONVENIENT FOR MY
SUPERVISOR TO CALL YOU7'

Say: *THANES AGAIN FOR YOUR TIME AND R.P.E'
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